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1. SUMMARY*
On a Continuous Hot-Dip-Galvanizing Line,steel strip is coated with 
a thin film of zinc to inhibit rusting. The zinc coating has to 
meet quality standards relating to thickness (coating mass) and 
uniformity (mass distribution). This thesis details the 
implementation of a computer based control system, to control the 
coating mass and distribution of zinc on steel strip, on the No. 3 
Continuous Galvanizing Line at John Lysaght (Australia) Limited's 
Port Kembla plant.
Computer control is used to overcome transport lag problems which 
occur because it is necessary to place the coating mass gauge some 
sixty metres downstream,from the coating mass control equipment.
A static mathematical model of the process, which has been developed 
at Lysaghts, is adapted continuously on-line.
Model prediction is used for feedforward control, which corrects for 
process and reference change^ while steady state accuracy of coating 
mass is maintained by feedback control. The latter is a pulse-and- 
wait system,based on a linear incremental model, which is adapted to 
maintain optimum response.
A ten percent saving in zinc usage resulted from the installation of 
the coating mass gauge and the mechanisation of the mass control 
equipment. Computer control added a further three percent in zinc 
savings and a considerable improvement in product quality (uniformity). 
This thirteen percent reduction in zinc usage represents a monetary 
saving in excess of $0.5 million per annum, giving a pay back period 
of less than twelve months. ,
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FIGURE 2.1 ZINC PRICE HISTORY
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2. AIMS AND * INTRODUCTION
Automatic control of coating mass was made possible in 1973 by the 
development of coating mass measurement gauges, using X-ray 
fluorescence techniques (section 7). These gauges measure the coating 
mass on line and thus they provide rapid feedback. Prior to this 
development, coating mass was measured by a gravimetric process in an 
off-line laboratory with a half-hour feedback time. Consequently, 
in order to ensure that product quality standards were met, excess 
zinc was coated on the steel, resulting in considerable wastage of zinc.
Following metric conversion new coating standards were introduced, 
with smaller tolerances which were harder to achieve (reference 17).
At the same time the price of zinc on the world market was increasing 
rapidly (Figure 2.l).
In response to these factors the Company decided to install a 
mechanised coating mass control rig, an X-ray fluorescence measuring 
gauge, an air conditioned control cabin and a computer-based control 
system in order to :-
a) Reduce the overcoating (excess zinc usage) to a minimum.
b) Improve the product quality.
c) Compensate for process changes by using feedforward control.
The estimated pay back period for a $300,000 investment Was less than 
twelve months. In actual operation, manual control, using the mass 
gauge feedback alone, achieved this.
A project of this nature, in an industrial situation, involves a team 
of people. Unless stated otherwise in the text the work covered by 
this thesis was done by the, author who was responsible for:-
a) On-line model testing and verification.
b) Design and implementaion of the control system.
c) Coding and debugging the applications programs.
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FIGURE 3.1 LINE DIAGRAM OF A CONTINUOUS GALVANIZING LINE
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3. THE GALVANIZING PROCESS
A Continuous Hot-Dip-Galvanizing Line (figure 3»l) consists of three 
sections: namely entry, process and delivery. .The entry and 
delivery sections handle the welding of new coils into the line for 
processing and coil removal after processing respectively. They 
are separated from the process section hy strip accumulation towers. 
When the entry section stops, the strip stored in the entry 
accumulator feeds into the process section allowing it to continue 
running at constant speed, provided that the entry section is 
restarted before the accumulator is empty. The exit accumulator 
stores strip during coil removal.
Prior to galvanizing the steel has been reduced in thickness in a 
five-stand cold reduction mill. This leaves it in a brittle state with 
considerable internal stress which is removed, in the first stage of 
the process section, hy annealing the metal in an inert atmosphere 
furnace. The steel is then cooled to a temperature slightly above 
the molten zinc temperature (450°C) before it enters the zinc bath.
In the zinc bath the strip passes around the sink roll (figures 3*1 
and 3.2), past the deflector roll and then rises vertically out of the 
bath through the stripping knives, which remove the excess zinc. The 
remaining zinc on the strip surface freezes before it reaches the 
turn around roll.
In the zinc bath, heat is transfered from the steel strip to the zinc. 
This helps to maintain the bath at the correct temperature. As the 
steel moves through the bath the zinc in contact with it is dragged 
along (figure 3«2),and some is pulled out to form the protective zinc 
coating. !
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FIGURE 3.3 MASS/SPEED CURVE FOR GRAVITY STRIPPING 
(REFERENCE 18)
FIGURE 3.4.1 COMPLETE COATING RIG IN OPERATION
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FIGURE 3.4.2 CLOSE UP OF AIR KNIFE SHOWING THIN SLOT THROUGH WHICH AIR 
IS PROJECTED ONTO THE STRIP
FIGURE 3.5 AIR JETS IN OPERATION SHOWING THE WAVE MOTION OF THE MFTAT 
RETURNING TO THE BATH
Some of this métal is returned to the hath hy the actions of gravity 
and the stripping jets. As it flows onto the hath surface it pushes 
the dross (zinc oxide froth) hack from the steel. A clearly visible 
sloping metal ramp (figures 3»2 and 3-5)> similar to a meniscus 
caused hy capillary action, forms across the strip at the strip-to- 
hath interface.
Removal of zinc hy gravitational forces only (called gravity stripping) 
leaves an excess of zinc on the steel strip (figure 3-3)* Experimental 
results show that as the line speed is increased the amount (film 
thickness or coating mass) of zinc dragged out of the hath increases 
(figure 3.3).
Thus, if we are to achieve the correct coating mass and maintain it 
over a range of process conditions, additional stripping action is 
required. Until 1966 this was achieved with metal 'wringer1 rolls, 
situated at the hath surface, These provided coarse mass control only 
and were difficult to operate. Now a pair of air knives (figure 3.k & 3*5)> 
which direct a thin jet of high velocity air at the strip, are used 
to control the coating mass. These knives are easy to control and 
require low maintenance.
Excess zinc wiped off hy the knives forms a wave pattern (figure 3»5)> 
on the strip surface, as it flows hack into the zinc hath.
The deflector roll (figure 3»l)> which contacts the strip just helow 
the hath surface, holds the strip flat (removes longitudinal howing 
and reduces flapping) as it passes through the air knives, resulting 
in a more even coating mass distribution across the strip.
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After the steel' leaves the stripping zone the surface finish of the 
metal (spangle size and gloss) can he altered by spraying the metal 
with steam, or chemicals, before it solidifies. The zinc solidifies 
before it reaches the turn around roll (figure 3»l) and is cooled 
further with air jets and by quenching in water.
12
4. AIMS OF CONTROL
The control aims to achieve the specified quality standards (reference 
17) without using excess zinc. As reliable electronic gauging methods 
are a recent development the coating mass standards are based on a 
laboratory gravimetric testing procedure in which a 50 mm diameter 
disc is cut from the strip and weighed, after which the zinc is 
stripped off (chemically) and the disc is weighed again. The coating
mass, in grams per square metre, is calculated from the mass change.
j
The standards, which are described below, were origionally developed 
for testing galvanized steel produced on a sheet galvanizing line and 
have had to be reinterpreted for computer control on a continuous 
galvanizing line (section 4.3).
4.1 MINIMUM TRIPLE SPOT STANDARD
Three samples (50 mm diameter discs) are taken from the sheet, one 
from each edge and one from the centre, and the total coating mass 
(sum of mass on both surfaces) on each sample is measured. The 
average of these three measurements must be higher than the coating 
class i.e. the minimum triple spot.
4.2 MINIMUM SINGLE-SIDED STANDARD
This standard specifies the allowable coating mass variation across 
the surface of the strip. The coating mass on each surface of the 
samples used for the minimum triple spot tests (or other samples taken 
from similar positions) must be greater than forty percent of the 
minimum triple spot, i.e. at no point on the strip is the mass to be 
below this value. Rusting will commence at the point where the zinc 
film is the thinnest and thus the minimum single-sided test is the 
most accurate measure of product life. It follows from this standard
13
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that the maximum differential mass ratd̂ o (one surface to the other) 
is 60*fo to 40j£. Bad shape, (e.g. buckling of the strip) causes 
fluctuations in the single-sided coating mass and at times it is necessary 
to overcoat in order to meet this standard.
4.3 STANDARDS USED FOR CONTROL
As the measuring area of the coating mass gauge (lOO mm by 200 mm) 
differs from the measuring area used in the above tests the standards 
have to be modified for computer control. Furthermore,the gauge does 
not measure the coating mass in three discrete places but, the 
measuring heads continuously scan across the strip (figure 7.2.3)> 
producing a coating mass readout every four seconds (section 7). This 
readout is a statistical average of the coating mass covering a 100mm 
width of strip (figure 4.l). At the end of every scan, while the 
measuring heads are retracing to start another scan, the samples which 
were read during the scan are averaged to give an average top, bottom 
and total coating mass reading for the scan (figure 4.l).
This average total coating mass is assumed to be equivalent to the 
minimum triple spot measurement. For simplicity the words minimum 
triple spot standards will be replaced by target mass in the rest of 
this text.
The individual sample readings, top and bottom, are considered to be 
equivalent to the single-sided measurements. These redefined standards 
actually give a much better measure.of product quality than the others 
do.
Differential mass is defined as the difference between the coating 
mass on the top surface of the strip and the coating mass on the
15
bottom surface 'of the strip. The scan average values are used when 
calculating the differential mass.
Skew mass is defined as the difference between the coating mass on the 
two halves, split longitudinally on the same surface, of the strip. 
This is calculated by averaging the sample readings taken on each half 
of the surface.
The control system has been designed to achieve:-
a) Total coating mass as close as possible to, but not less than,
j
the target mass.
b) No coating mass reading below the minimum single-sided mass. 
(The system works on a target five grams above this in order 
to avoid violations).
c) Differential mass and skew mass less than five grams per
square metre. "
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5. EXISTING» CONTROLS
Prior to I960 the steel strip was sheared into sheets which were 
galvanized individually. The sheets were placed (manually) onto a 
metal-mesh conveyor which carried them into a hydrochloric acid 
pickling bathjfrom which they were removed by rubber rollers which then 
fed them into the zinc bath. Metal rolls, which were partially 
immersed in the zinc, pulled them out of the bath onto a second 
conveyor as well as providing crude coating mass control. After the 
zinc solidified the sheets were levelled, in a roller leveller, and 
stacked by hand.
Continuous hot-dip galvanizing commenced in Australia in i960.
Initially wringer coating rollers, which were partly submerged in the 
zinc bath, were used to control the distribution of coating metal 
on the steel. These rollers were difficult to operate (extremely 
unpleasant for the operator) and they produced a non-uniform coating 
mass distribution. These problems were overcome when gas stripping 
knives (figure 3.5) were installed in 1966. These initially used super­
heated steam and were later converted to air.
5.1 ORIGINAL AIR KNIFE CONTROL
Air knives can be used to control the coating mass by changing the 
pressure of the air in the jet and/or by changing the jet to strip 
distance (section 10.2). Air pressure was controlled with closed-loop, 
two-term, pneumatic controllers. The jets were mounted on rack and 
pinion drives and could be moved manually with a lever (crow-bar). 
Consequently, most control was achieved by varying the air pressure.
Rig position (jet to strip distance) was only changed when 
absolutely necessary, e.g. when the pressure control
17
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approached limits or when the deflector roll (figure 3*1) was replaced 
or when it moved due to corrosion of the roll supports (section 14).
5.2 RIG MECHANISATION AND MODERISATION * ~
So that the computer could control the jet-to-strip distance the 
existing rig positioning equipment was replaced with carriages, driven 
by air motors through worm jacking screws, which support the rig 
(figure 5*1 )• The air motors are bi-directional in operation and 
are controlled by means of electrically operated three-position 
solenoids. These can be energised either from the computer,or manually 
from the operators control desk. (figure 5*2).
This desk is situated in an air-conditioned, sound-proofed, control 
cabin which was also installed as part of this project. All other 
controls, including jet air-pressure, were relocated onto the desk.
The control system has been designed so that the operator can select 
computer control or overide it at any time by operating his manual 
controls.
5.3 MASS MEASUREMENT
As mentioned previously (section 2) this project was made possible 
by the development of on-line coating mass measuring gauges in 1973. 
Before this time coating mass was measured in a laboratory or by eye.
Two laboratory methods were used, gravimetric and manometric, both of 
which destroyed the sample being measured. The gravimetric method 
(section 4) is time consuming and the accuracy of the measurement 
depends upon the skill and patience of the tester. This method was 
used on a routine basis to measure the total coating mass, but single­
sided measurements were not carried out regularly because of the
extra difficul'ty and time involved. In the manometric method the 
coated sample was placed in a sealed flask which was connected to a 
manometer. The hydrogen liberated by the reaction of the acid in the 
flask with the zinc coating on the sample increased the pressure in the 
flask forcing the liquid in the manometer to move until a pressure 
balance was again achieved. The coating mass was read from a 
calibrated scale on the manometer. Although this is a more rapid 
method of measuring coating mass than the gravimetric method, the 
measurement accuracy is not good and therefore, it was only used for 
production checks.
Skilled potmen (operators responsible for coating mass control) could 
tell the approximate coating mass by the height to which the strip 
rose above the zinc bath, at the particular line speed, before the 
zinc solidified. The point of solidification is easy to see as the 
surface finish changes from shiny to dull over a few millimeters.
20
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6. THE CONTROL PROBLEM
There are, several physical factors, in both the process and the 
measuring gauge, which make coating mass control difficult. These 
include:-
a) The transport lag between coating mass control and 
measurement (20-60 seconds).
b) The sampling period of the coating mass gauge (4 seconds) 
and the scan time (30-60 seconds including retrace).
c) Variations in the coating mass across the strip.
d) The number of independent variables which affect the coating 
mass.
6.1 TRANSPORT LAG
Variation in the distance between the coating mass gauge measuring 
head and the strip affects the accuracy of the gauge and introduces 
noise into the signal. These variations, caused mainly by strip 
flap, are removed by measuring the coating mass as the strip passes 
around a bridle roll. This is achieved at the cost of having the 
bottom and top measuring positions three metres apart (figure 6.l).
Also, to protect the gauge measuring heads from excessive radiant 
energy, the strip has to cool considerably before the mass can 
be measured. Due to these factors the gauge is placed, sixty metres 
down stream from the zinc bath, on the nearest convenient bridle after the 
cooling section (figure 3«l)« Placing the gauge at this distance from 
the coating control equipment (air knife rig) introduces a speed- 
dependent transport lag into the feedback. The line speed varies from 
60-180 metres per minute giving a transport delay of 20-60 seconds.
This is short compared to many overseas lines.
23
6.2 MASS SAMPLING PERIOD
Instantaneous mass readings are not available (references 19 and 20) 
because the gauge has to average the X-ray count over a period of 
four seconds, to smooth out the variations in energy emission inherent 
in X-ray:fluorescence (section 7).
The most important control aim (section 4.3) is to maintain the total 
mass above the target mass. To reduce the effects of noise (section 
7.2), and to meet the above aim, the mass is averaged over a complete 
scan which, depending upon strip width, takes from 24 to 48 seconds.
Thus a further variable time, dependent upon strip width, is added 
to the transport lag. This transport lag dominates the control 
system and the dynamic response of coating mass to air knife rig changes 
is insignificant in comparison. As a result feedback; control is 
basically steady state control (section 12).
6.3 INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Physically the galvanizing process is very complex (sections 3 and 10), 
with many independent variables affecting the final coating mass.
Some variables (speed, jet pressure, jet to strip distance and strip 
shape) have considerable effect on the final mass. Other variables 
(height of the jets above the bath surface, bath temperature, bath 
composition, steel temperature, metal thickness and ambient temperature) 
have less effect on the coating mass, but make modelling and control
more difficult.
24
FIGURE 7.2.1 COATING MASS GAUGE SCANNING HEAD IN OFF-LINE POSITION
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FIGURE 7.2.2 COATING MASS GAUGE ELECTRONICS (right) 
AND COMPUTER INTERFACE ELECTRONICS (left)
. p e rio d  30-60 secs
\<---------------------- ^
a ve rage  readings average
FIGURE 7.2.3 SCANNING SEQUENCE
7. MASS MEASUREMENT
7.1 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
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Coating mass is measured with an X-ray fluorescence gauge (references 
19» 20 and 16) . The galvanized steel is bombarded with gamma rays, 
from an Am 241 source, which excite the K shell electrons in the zinc 
and iron atoms. When these electrons return to their original 
unexcited state they emit photons of energy(fluoresce. X-rays) each 
with an energy level characteristic of the particular element:- 
iron 6.8 Kev, zinc 8.64 Kev and Am 241 60 Kev. These X-rays are 
detected by a proportional counter tube which produces a voltage 
pulse, the amplitude of which is proportional to the energy of the 
X-ray photon, every time a photon is detected.
The pulse train from the proportional counter is amplified and the 
zinc pulses are electronically separated from the rest. They are then 
counted over a four second period,to average out the statistical 
variations inherent in atomic breakdown, linearised, scaled and displayed 
as a coating mass reading in grams/square metre.
7.2 GAUGE SCANNING
The americium source and the proportional counter are mounted in a 
metal box (figure 7.2.1) which is moved across the strip (scans) by 
a stepping-motor-driven pinion geared to a stationary rack. As the 
measuring head scans across the strip, mass readings, averaged over 
100 mm widths of strip, are calculated and displayed by the gauge 
electronic circuitry (figure 7.2.2). The number of mass readings 
during a scan is dependent upon strip width (range 600-1200 mm) '
(section 6.2) and the measuring area is dependent upon strip speed.
At the end of each scan, while the heads retrace to start the next 
scan (figure 7.2.3)> the average mass for the scan is calculated and
FIGURE 7.3.1 COMMON SHAPE PROBLEMS
a c tu a l m ass
FIGURE 7.3.2 EFFECT OF BEATING (ALIASING) ON MASS READINGS FOR THE CASE 
WHERE THE SAMPLE PERIOD IS 1.5 x BUCKLE FREQUENCY
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displayed (figure 4.1). Even though the mass is measured diagonally 
across the strip the average mass is relatively free of noise 
because the averaging period is much longer than the cycle length of 
either lateral or longitudinal . mass variations (section 7.3). Also 
the average mass signal is synchronous because a new reading is taken 
at the end of every scan; the period of which is determined by the 
width of the strip. Thus it is a good signal for feedback control 
even though the feedback time is long and dependent upon line speed 
and strip width.
7.3 EFFECT OF STRIP SHAPE ON COATING MASS READINGS
Variations occur in the coating mass, both along and across the strip, 
mainly due to strip shape problems. Most steel strip is not 
perfectly flat because during hot and cold reduction some sections 
are elongated slightly more than the rest. If the centre is longer 
than the edges the edges will be pulled tight in the process line and 
the centre will buckle. (figure 7.3«l). Alternatively if the centre is 
shorter than the edges the centre will be pulled tight and the edges 
will buckle, (figure 7.3*l).
Shape problems produce cyclic mass variations in the longitudinal 
strip direction because as the strip passes through the air jets the 
jet to strip distance changes. The variation on one surface is in 
inverse phase to the variation on the other surface, so giving a 
zero variation in the total coating mass. It will be shown later, 
from the mathematical model (section 10), that the mass changes 
linearly with jet-to-strip distance changes, when everything else
remains constant.
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The period of'the longitudinal mass variations, which depends upon 
buckle length (0.2 - 1.5 m) and strip speed, is considerably shorter 
than the mass sample time (4 seconds equivalent to 4 metres at 
minimum speed) and thus the mass gauge cannot measure it. It will, 
however, affect the final reading if beating occurs between the 
buckle frequency and the sample frequency (figure 7.3.2). .
This effect will be consistent for a consistent set of process conditions, 
but it will change as the process conditions change because the 
buckle frequency is dependent upon buckle length and strip speed, and 
the length of strip the mass is measured over is speed dependent.
The problem is compounded by the fact that the mass is measured 
diagonally across the strip and thus has both longitudinal and 
lateral mass variations mixed. Lateral mass variations, caused by 
shape and bowing (curving of the strip) of the strip as it passes 
through the jets, can be measured and corrected by the control system 
or by adjusting line tension (or deflector roll position - figure 
3.l) manually.
If a control system attempts to correct for the apparent longitudinal 
mass variations caused by aliasing, additional, undesirable, mass 
variations will result causing a degradation in control. Furthermore, 
if these variations are sufficiently large to cause problems the 
mass signals will have to be filtered at the expense of feedback 
response.
This problem can also be overcome by setting up a mass array and 
averaging the sample mass, longitudinally, over several scans to 
produce a more accurate mass profile. With the standard scan control 
the beating effect is partly reduced by the discontinuity in the mass
measurement when the gauge heads retrace (figure 7.2.3) and also by 
averaging the mass over the complete scan. To help overcome, this 
problem, should it be found to be significant in practice, and to 
improve the response of the system, several alternative methods of 
scan control were studied.
7.4 ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF SCAN CONTROL
The only way to completely remove the above effects is to take mass 
readings at several fixed positions across the strip in a statistically 
random sequence and to average these readings longitudinally and 
laterally. As this is physically impossible it was not considered 
further. (section 7.2).
The existing scan control (section 7.2) can be altered by changing:-
a) The length of the sample time.
b) The speed of the scanning heads.
c) The section of the scan over which readings are taken.
d) The timing of the start of the scan.
7.4.1 EXISTING SCAN CONTROL
The existing scan control (section 7.2) traverses the gauge measuring 
heads across the strip at a fixed speed. At the end of the scan 
the heads retrace, at a higher speed, to begin the next scan.
Thus: a) The samples are taken over a fixed width of strip.
b) The number of samples per scan is directly proportional to 
the strip width rounded up to the next 100 mm.
c) The length of strip over which the sample is measured 
depends upon the line speed. Consequently the scan-average 
mass readings are time-aligned, not length-aligned.
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7.4.2 PROCESS* CHANGE SAMPLING
The time which mass-changes, due to feedforward or feedback . control, 
take to travel from the zinc hath to the mass gauge (transport lag) 
can be calculated from the transport distance and line speed. If 
the mass gauge scan is started at the end of this period the coating 
mass measurement is aligned with the new process conditions. This 
system would he advantageous in a pulse-and-wait control system as it 
would automatically compensate for variations in the transport lag 
due to line speed changes. However, it offers little advantage in 
practice because, for many process conditions, the transport lag (20 - 
60 seconds) is shorter than the scan time (30 - 60 seconds).
7.4.3 CONTINUAL SAMPLING
The standard scanning system (section 7.4.1) can he improved if the 
mass is measured while the heads move in both directions, giving a 
coating mass sample every four seconds and two average coating mass 
readings every scan. Thus we get continuous feedback, ideal for 
sampled data systems, but this system maintains the alignment between 
the measuring period and the buckle cycle, particularly if the 
retrace speed is made equal to the scan speed. This is also a problem 
with the next two systems.
7.4.4 CONSTANT TIME SAMPLING
In this system the scan period is maintained constant by controlling 
the scan speed to be proportional to strip width. As a constant number 
of samples is taken during every scan, the sample area is width and 
speed dependent. This system provides time aligned mass measurement 
for total mass control and simplifies the skew mass control because 
the number of samples per scan is constant.
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7.4.5 CONSTANT LENGTH SAMPLING
In this system the coating mass is measured over a constant length of 
strip, irrespective of line speed or strip width, and thus a length 
aligned mass signal is obtained. This is achieved by:-
a) Controlling the scan speed,proportional to line speed and 
strip width,so that the scan always covers a constant length 
of strip.
b) Controlling the sampling period to give a fixed number of 
mass readings during the scan.
Length alignment of the mass signals has the following advantages
a) The alignment of data measured at the air knife rig with 
data measured at the coating mass gauge is simplified.
b) Sampled data control is easy to implement because the 
transport distance (and thus the number of mass samples)
is constant whereas with a time-aligned system the transport 
lag (and thus the number of mass samples) is speed dependent.
c) As the line speed changes,the sample period changes and 
thus the response of the feedback loop is altered, so 
compensating for the changed transport delay and providing 
automatic gain adaption.
The system has the following disadvantages
. a) The alignment between the measuring period and the buckle 
cycle is maintained, particularly if continual sampling 
(section 7.4.3) is used.
b) The accuracy of the coating mass measurement varies as the 
sample period changes.
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7.5 SELECTION OF METHOD
The existing method of scan control (section 7.2 and 7.4.1) is used 
because:-
a) The alternative methods, except process change sampling
(section 7.4.2), required considerable modifications to the 
mass gauge hardware. s
b) Continual sampling, although necessary for sampled data control, 
has the beating problems discussed in section 7.3.
c) The existing method of scan control produces a discontinuous 
mass signal, with respect to length, reducing the problems 
due to beating (section 7.3).
d) A pulse-and-wait controller does not need the sample period 
to be constant with respect to the time or length in order 
to achieve stable control.
e) Production personnel, were opposed to changing the gauge 
operation.
During operation of the system as finally implemented the problems 
expected to occur, due to beating and slow feedback response,have not 
been significant. On the few occasions when the computer based system 
has had problems due to bad shape, reversion to manual control provided 
little, if any improvement.
7.6 ADVANTAGES OF A COMPUTER BASED GAUGE
In later models of the coating mass gauge the measuring electronic 
circuitry has been replaced with a mini computer. This has allowed much 
greater design flexibility because most of the signal processing and scan 
control is done in software rather than hardware. A sampled data control 
system, with constant length sampling (section 7.4.5) and inbuilt
statistical analysis to overcome data aliasing (beating - section 7.3) and 
skew, could be used to implement more effective control.
8. WHY USE A COMPUTER
Several galvanizing lines have analogue feedback control systems 
working. These are slow and restricted to the control of only one 
variable, usually pressure. To overcome the transport delay,feed­
forward control based upon model prediction is needed. This alone i 
sufficient to justify using a computer because the process model was 
expected to he reasonably complex and on-line model verification 
was necessary.
A computer based system also allowed much greater flexibility in 
system design and in the implementation of feedback control.
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9. OTHER CONTROL SYSTEMS AND THEIR WEAKNESSES
Several systems have "been developed by other steel companies and by 
the gauge manufacturers. When this project was commenced most of 
these systems were still being developed and one only was available 
commercially. The coating mass gauge manufacturers work under a 
considerable disadvantage because they lack knowledge of the 
galvanizing process. Thus the manufacturer has to find a customer 
who will pay the manufacturer to develop a system on one of his 
process lines.
9.1 NECUliEONIC DATA SYSTEMS (N .D .S.) who manufactured the mass gauge 
used in this project, quoted for a complete package system but had 
not completely developed it. N.D.S. were developing a system, at 
Inland Steel in U.S.A., using the control of air pressure only, to 
vary the coating mass. At the time when the tenders were evaluated 
they only had feedback control working. N.D.S. have since considered 
the possibility of buying other peoples control systems.
9.2 INDUSTRIAL NEUCLEONICS CORPORATIONS (l.N.C.o) , who manufacture 
a gauge using an X-ray source and an ionisation chamber rather than 
an isotope source and proportional counter, also offered a complete 
closed loop system (reference 16). The control system works reasonably well 
but Company personnel who studied it (reference 19) thoughtthat it 
could be improved considerably. The mathematical model of the process, 
a linear model using partial derivatives of coating mass with respect 
to each of the primary variables, is stored as a table of constants 
which used 12K words of memory. - This model is developed for each 
process line by extensive on-line logging.
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Also the N.D.S'. proportional counter gauge was found to he more 
accurate at low coating masses and more reliable than the I.N.C.O. 
ionisation chamber gauge .
9-3 THE SOUTH AFRICAN STEEL COMPANY (i.S.C.O.R.) entered into 
an agreement with General Electric (G.E.) to develop a system, using 
an N.D.S. gauge, for their number four galvanizing line which was due 
to commence operation in September 1975» This system was designed 
(reference 13) using a G.E. self-learning model which generates a 
series of curves for the relationships between the different parameters. 
No reports have been received indicating the success of this 
development.
9.k UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION have developed a system of 
their own (reference 8), based^on an N.D.S. gauge. It was still being 
developed when investigated by Company personnel but it worked better 
than those offered commerically. Unsuccessful attempts were made by 
both N.D.S. and Honeywell to buy this system. After evaluating this 
system and those commerically available, the Company descided to 
implement its own.
9.3 SEVERAL OTHhiR GROUPS (see the bibliography - section 2l) 
have carried out process model studies but have not implemented 
any control systems.
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FIGURE 10,0 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
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10. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A mathematical model of the process is essential for feedforward 
control and aids the implementation of feedback control by providing 
insight into the process operation.
The process model that has been developed is a static model. In a 
control system of this type (figure 10.0), where the transport delay 
is the dominant factor, little is gained by modelling the process 
dynamics. If the dynamic response time of the process approached that 
of the transport delay the dynamics should he considered. In this case 
it was found that the response of the coating mass to rig position or 
pressure changes was virtually instantaneous when compared to the 
transport delay. For this reason, and because process changes 
requiring feedforward control are irregular (one every 15 minutes to 
one every 1 5 hours), a dynamic model of the stripping process was not 
pursued.
10.1 DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL
The model was developed along both theoretical and empirical lines.
Theoretical work (reference 6), carried out by P. Reid of Lysaght's 
Corporate Research and Technology department (C.R. & T.) prior to this 
project, had established a basic physical description of the process. 
His work was limited to steady, one-dimensional parallel laminar flow 
for which he developed basic equations. From these he developed a 
series of curves describing the process.
As part of this project, G. Harvey and A. Carlton, also of C.R. & T., 
developed an equation, based on measurable' variables, describing 
the process (reference 7). The model was very similar to that
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v e r  f i c a i
FIGURE 10.1 VERTICLE PROFILE OF TEE MOLTEN ZINC ( WITH RESPECT TO ZERO 
VERTICLE VELOCITY) IN THE CURTAIN ZONE FOR LAMINAR FLOW - 
IN PRACTICE THE FLOW IS TURBULENT AND WAVE MOTION IS SET UP ' ‘
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developed by eftnpirical methods, confirming the accuracy of the latter 
model. Further development of the theoretical model, to take 
turbulent flow and air drag into account, improved the model very little 
because of the lack of applicable turbulent flow theory.
An empirical model (equation 10.l) was developed^ by M. Salon of the 
Technology department (references 5 and 15)> using linear regression 
analysis and manually collected data. This model was refined and 
verified, using on-line computer analysis, by the author to produce 
the final process model, (equation 10.4). |
10 •2 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESS
The following description of the physics of the process, developed by 
P. Reid (reference 6) and others (references 12 and 14), is included 
to give the reader an insight into galvanizing and air jet stripping.
When the steel strip is pulled, vertically, out of the bath a thin 
layer of zinc adheres to, and travels with, it. Between the bath 
and the air knives this layer has a velocity distribution as shown 
in figure 10.1.. For analysis it can be considered as several 
layers with different vertical velocities. The layer of zinc in 
immediate contact with, and wetting, the strip moves at the same 
velocity as the strip. At increasing distances from the strip surface 
the upwards velocity of the zinc decreases (figure 10.l) until it 
passes through zero. The layers beyond this point move downwards, 
carrying the excess zinc back into the bath. The flow in this 
downwards moving Curtain* is turbulent, and a wave action is set up, 
mainly due 4o the action of the stripping jets.
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FIGURE 10.2i 1 VERTICLE PROFILE OF AIR JET AT INCREASING DISTANCE 
FROM THE KNIFE SLOT
FIGURE 10.2.2 PRESSURE CROSS SECTION THROUGH JET AT POINTS AA & BB - 
HIGHEST PRESSURE AND VELOCITY IS ALONG THE CENTRE LINE
Pr essure  
k.Pa.
FIGURE 10.3 GRAPH OF THE PRESSURE AT THE CENTRE OF THE AIR JET 
RESPECT TO DISTANCE FROM THE KNIFE SLOT WITH
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FIGURE 10.4 FLOW OF AIR AND ZINC IN THE STRIPPING ZONE
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An air jet is a long thin, wedge shaped, stream of high velocity air. 
This stream spreads as it flows out from the knife slot (figure 10.2.1) 
and thus at increasing distances from the slot its absolute pressure 
and velocity decrease (figures 10.2: and 10.3).
The figures 10.2 and 10.3 illustrates the jet pressure (and velocity) 
profile for an air jet in free air. When an obstruction, such as the 
strip, is placed in the path of the jet the air stream is forced to 
change direction. The jet is then divided into upwards and downwards 
flow components which initially increase in velocity as they travel 
away from the jet centre line. Although this blast causes some 
aerodynamic drag it does not have any appreciable effect on the coating 
mass. At the point where the jet centre line impinges on the strip 
(figure 10.4), the velocity of the air stream is zero and a stagnation 
pressure region is set up. The pressure is maximum at this point and 
decreases in both upward and downward direction as the air moves 
away from the jet centre line. The resulting pressure gradient 
produces a retarding force on the zinc below the jet centre line and 
an accelerating force on the zinc above it.
A force balance is set up in the zinc next to the stagnation region 
between the forces causing the zinc to travel upward and the forces 
retarding the motion of the zinc. The air jet, aided by gravity, has 
to overcome two upward forces, namely:-
a) The force caused by the momentum of the moving zinc, i.e. 
by the dissipation of its kinetic energy.
b) The viscous drag exerted on the zinc coating by the moving 
strip.
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These two forces are opposed by separate, but related, characteristics 
of the stripping jet. The maximum pressure of the stagnation pressure 
region controls the jet*s ability to overcome the momentum of the 
zinc, while the pressure gradient (i.e. the rate of rise of pressure 
in the direction of strip travel) controls its ability to overcome 
viscous drag. Both these forces act simultaneously but, depending 
upon process conditions, one has more effect than the other in 
controlling the coating mass. At lower speeds the pressure gradient 
in the stripping zone controls the amount stripped off. As the line 
speed increases the amount stripped off reaches a limiting value, 
determined by the absolute jet pressure, due to the increased 
turbulence of the metal wiped ofj£ and the coating mass is determined 
by the maximum pressure in the stagnation region.
In practice neither the maximum pressure in the stagnation pressure 
region or the pressure gradient can be measured and controlled 
directly. However, they can be measured and controlled indirectly 
by controlling the pressure in the knife slot (Po) and/or the jet to 
strip distance (y) (figure 10.3).
10•3 MODEL VERIFICATION
The basic form of the static process model, developed by empirical 
analysis (section 10.l), is:-
M = C Pd SS . . .  io.l
PP
where M = coating mass in grams per square metre 
C = model constant
D = jet-to-jet distance in millimetres 
S = line speed in metres per minute 
P = jet pressure in kilopascals 
. and d, s and p are fixed exponents
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Coating Mass Speed . Distance Pressure Model Feedback
g/m2 ra/min mm k Pa Constant Gain
436 89 71 14.5 1.054 1.62
436 97 71 16 1.04 1.62
433 ~~ 134 71 21 0.962 1.63
309 84 72 19 0.905 2.33
326 120 57 22 1.007 1.75
301 134 57 26 0.946 1.89
231 80 73 28.5 0.882 3 . 1 6
127 78 35 19 0.808 2.75
TABLE 10.1 REPRESENTATIVE DATA USED TO CALCULATE A SET OF
MODEL CONSTANTS (USING EQUATION 10.2) AND FEEDBACK 
LOOP GAINS (USING EQUATION 11.3)
Several sets 6f data, collected on-line under different process 
conditions, were fitted to this form and several sets of exponents and 
constants derived by regression analysis. These were averaged to 
produce a model for on-line testing and verifications. The exponents 
used are:-
distance exponent d = 1.0
speed exponent s = 0.75
pressure exponent p = 0.6
Model constants calculated for representative sets of, on-line collected,
data (table 10.l) showed the model to he reasonably accurate.
Ignoring the last data set in table 10.1 (which is a special case 
discussed later) the model constant is 0.97 + 9»3% which indicates 
and acceptable fit over the range of the data. The special case is 
for high gloss low mass coatings where extra constraints on the 
pressure mean running at a smaller jet to jet distance.
Following this analysis a program was written to continuously adapt 
the model constant on line (figure 10.7). The data measured at the 
air knives (position, pressure and speed) was aligned with the mass data 
using a length-aligned data stack (figure 10.0). Because the mass data 
is averaged over a complete scan it was decided to average the other 
variables over the period of a complete scan, to smooth out noise and 
process changes, also. This data was then used in the following 
equations to calculate (adapt) the model constant for the running 
conditions.
Calculated constant Cc = M x . . .  10.2
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ADAPTED
MODEL
CONSTANT
1.041
1.039
1.035
1.035
1.034
1.035
1.034
1.034
1.034
1.032
1.031
1.030
1.030
1.028
1.028
1.028
1.027
1.027
1.027
1.028
1.02?
1.028
1.029
1.028
1.029
1.030
1.032
1.032
1.031
1.034
1.034
1.035
1.033
1.030
TABLE 10.
MEASURED
MASS
g/m2
JET TO‘JET 
DISTANCE 
njm
SPEED
m/min
316. _ 65.9 86.4
323. 66.1 86.3
319. 65.9 86.1
3 2 1. 65.9 86.2
324. 66.1 86.2
324. 65.8 85.9
317. 65.4 85.7
318. 65.4 85.7
318. 65.5 85.6
3 1 6. 65.3 85.8
316. 65.4 85.4
317. 65.4 85.7
318. 65.6 85.5
3 1 6. 65.7 85.5
3 1 7. 65.4 85.7
3 1 7. 65.5 85.5
3 1 7. 65.6 86.0
318. 65.5 86.1
318. 65.5 86.3
319. 65.7 85-9
316. 65.5 85.8
319. 65.5 86.1
319. 65.5 86.1
318. 65.6 86.3
320. 65.6 86.2
3 1 9. 65.4 85.6
3 2 1. 65.4 86.0
3 2 1. 65.7 86.1
321. 65.6 86.4
322. 65.5 86.0
319. 6 5.3 85.9
319. 65.3 86.0
317. 65.3 86.2
316. 65.5 86.3
PRESSURE STD. OF FEED
k P a MASS BACK
DIFFERENTIAL GAIN
19.9 6.579 1.584
19.7 6.958 1.584
19.7 6.393 1.584
19.7 6.896 1.584
19.5 13.344 1.584
19.5 11.809 1.584
19.7 10.734 1.584
19.8 9.592 1.584
19.7 8.105 1.584
19.6 6.626 1.584
19.6 5.325 1.584
19.6 9.529 1.584
19.7 9.069 1.584
19.6 7.011 1.584
19.6 8.547 1.584
19.6 5.727 1.584
19.7 6.625 1.584
19.7 7.390 1.584
19.7 8.338 1.584
19.7 10.612 1.584
19.7 8.045 1.584
19.7 7.746 1.584
19.7 7.658 1.584
19.7 8.989 1.584
19.6 8.367 1.584
19.6 7.584 1.584
19.6 7.128 1.584
19.6 8.509 1.584
19.6 8.476 1.584
19.6 6.693 1.584'
19.7 7.029 1.584
19.7 5.482 1.584
19.7 7.511 1.584
19.7 è . 856 1.584
2 TYPICAL LOG OF DATA USED FOR ON LINE MODEL VERIFICATION - THE MODEL 
CONSTANT IS SEEN TO DRIFT SLIGHTLY AS IT IS ADAPTED. EACH ROW OF 
DATA IS AVERAGED OVER A COMPLETE GAUGE SCAN. SIMILAR DATA, FOR A 
PROCESS CHANGE IS'PLOTTED IN FIGURE 11.3.3.
New constant (C.) = old constant (C ) + (C - C ) . . 10 1
4
Equation 10.3 provides extra damping for the adaption. The data and 
calculated results were then logged (table 10.2) for further manual 
analysis.
This analysis proved that the model is accurate when adapted for a 
particular set of process conditions, hut the adapted constant varies 
by + 10$ over the complete range of process conditions. To reduce 
the effect of this variation on feedforward control a table of 
adapted constants (section 10.4.2) is used in the process model.
Throughout this report the adapted constants in different sets of 
data vary because the data were collected at various stages of the 
project with differing zero errors in the jet to jet distance 
measurement (section 10.5.c).
The on-line model verification proved that this simple static model 
was sufficiently accurate for feedforward control» so that planned 
studies of more complex adaptions adapting one of the exponents) 
were not carried out.
10.4 MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The mathematical model used for feedforward control consists of three 
parts:-
a) An equation describing the stripping process (equation 10.4).
b) A table of model constants for various process conditions, 
(table 10.3)•
c) An equation (equation 10.5) relating jet-to-jet distance and 
jet pressure.
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N. speed 
n. m/min
mass N. 
g/m2
60-80 80-100 100-120 120-140 140-160 160-180
L
120 1.202 1.042 0.982 .
200 1.062 1.032 1.049 1.049 1.012 -
300 1.027 1.036 1.086 1.074 1.075 “
430 1.150 1.176 1.167 1.076 1.029 0.968
550 1.202 1.073 1.07
TABLE 10.3 TYPICAL SET OF ADAPTED PROCESS MODEL CONSTANTS 
- USED FOR ON LINE OPERATION AT 13.2.76 - THESE 
ARE GRAPHED IN FIGURE 10.5
Mo
de
l 
Co
ns
ta
nt
12 r
11 \  120 g^/m
1
0-9 i-------1-------1—
speed  ra n g e  
m/m'm
FIGURE 10.5 GRAPH OF THE PROCESS MODEL CONSTANTS (TABLE 10.3) 
OVER THE PROCESS SPEED RANGE FOR ALL NORMAL
COATING MASSES
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10.4.1 Equation describing the stripping process
M = 0 D S°*75
.6
static model
. . . 10.4
where M = jnass in g/m^
C = adapted constant 
S = line speed in m/min 
. D = jet to jet distance in mm 
P = air pressure fcPa
10«4.2 To reduce the effect of the variation in the model constant 
(section 10.3) over the complete range of process conditions, a table 
of model constants, for various process conditions, is used. When 
feedforward control is required the constant appropriate to the new 
process conditions is selected from the table and used in the process 
model. While these process conditions continue, (i.e. until the next 
process change), this constant is adapted to maintain the accuracy . 
of the model.
The table (table 10.3) consists of thirty constants which cover five 
mass ranges, equivalent to the five standard products, and six speed 
ranges. A typical set of constants (table 10.3) is shown graphically 
in figure 10.5 and even though the overall variation is + 12$ this 
variation occurs toward the limits of the mass and speed ranges with 
very little variation in the middle mass ranges (figure 10.5), thus 
indicating the accuracy of the model in this region.
This table remains consistent during the time an air knife rig is in 
service (typically 2 months). When the rig is replaced the jet position 
transducers have to be recalibrated; a difficult job in a harsh 
environment. As a result there are always zero errors in the jet to
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jet distance nfeasurement. Model adaption overcomes, this problem 
by generating a new table of constants but. the first time, after a 
rig change, that a particular set of process conditions occurs the 
constant may be incorrect giving errors in the feedforward 
control.
10.4.3 The model equation has two unknown independent variables 
distance and pressure - both of which affect the coating mass and are 
used for control. The following equation (10.5) is used to relate them:- 
P x (D - 1 5 ) = 1000 . . .  10.5
where P = pressure in kPa
D = jet to jet distance in mm •
The selection of this equation is discussed in section 11.2.
10.5 MODEL ADAPTION " ■
The process model is adapted for the following reasons:-
a) The model does not include all the physical variables. Steel 
thickness, zinc bath temperature, ambient air temperature 
and the height of the jets above the bath all affect the 
final coating mass. As their effect is small, compared to that 
of the variables in the model, and they change slowly (except 
thickness which is equivalent to a small step change in jet
to jet distance), model adaption is able to compensate for 
them.
b) The form of the equation is correct only in the middle region 
of the process range (figure 10.5). Analysis of data 
collected during on-line trials (reference 5) has revealed 
non-linearities in the effect of speed changes on the coating
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FIGURE 10.6 CURVES a & d COATING MASS VERSUS SPEED AS
PREDICTED BY THE MODEL USING A 
MODEL CONSTANT OF 1.1
CURVES b & c MEASURED -NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN COATING MASS AND LINE SPEED
Sp
ee
 d
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mass'(figure 10.6) as the line speed increases.
This effect, believed to he caused by a change in the 
stripping process (section 10.2) as the speed increases, is 
not taken into account in the model,, but is accounted for by model 
adaption and the table of adapted constants,
c) As mentioned earlier, the measurements of some process . 
variables are not all that one desires. Measuring air knife 
position has several problems
1. Jet-to-strip distance should be measured so that a 
separate model can be used for each surface of the strip 
but the environment makes such measurement very difficult.
In practice jet-to-jet distance is calculated from 
absolute jet position measurements and the strip is 
assumed to be half-way between the jets. The differential 
mass control ensures that the mass on the two surfaces
is equal and from the process model (equation 10.4) it 
is obvious that, for equal pressure on both surfaces, 
the strip will be in the centre.
2. The mechanical design of the rig and the harsh environment 
makes zeroing the rig position transducers very difficult 
and the jet-to-jet distance usually has an error in it.
The air knives sit on carriages which are driven by air
. motors (figure 5»l). The position transducers are
connected to the carriage drive and thus the measurement 
of carriage position is always accurate, but the 
horizontal distance between the carriage centre line and 
the tip of the knife slot can vary by up to 20mm. For 
this reason the air knives are run together until the 
slots (figure 3*4) touch a 15mm wide block and the 
transducers are zeroed.
' *
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FIGURE 10."/ BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE PROGRAM USED FOR MODEL 
ADAPTION AND FOR MODEL VERIFICATION (SECTION 
10.3) THIS PROGRAM RUNS AT THE END OF EVERY 
MASS GAUGE SCAN
As long as the .mass measurement is accurate, model adaption will 
compensate for measurement inaccuracies and signal drift.
The method of model adaption (figure 10.7) is identical to the method 
used for model verification (section 10.3)* The process data is 
aligned with the strip and averaged over a complete scan. The model is 
used to calculate an expected coating mass which is compared to the 
actual coating mass and the mass error is used to adapt the model constant. 
(Equation 10.2 and 10.3).
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The equation describing the process (equation 10.4) is insufficient 
for feedforward control as it has two independent variables:- pressure 
and jet-to-jet distance. These two variables are used to control 
the coating mass. The third variable in the equation, line speed, 
is set to give the correct annealing cycle in the furnace. Thus, as 
line speed cannot be used to control coating mass the control system 
must compensate for speed changes. In order to calculate a unique 
air knife set-up for . particular process conditions (mass and line 
speed) a second equation (equation 10.5)>relating the independent 
variables to one another or to one of the fixed parameters, is needed. 
Equation 10.5 (section 10.4.c) was chosen as it met the system 
constraints best.
41.1 MODEL AND SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS
The process is subject to the following physical constraints, all of 
which affect the selection of unique operating conditions.
a) The operating ranges of the process variables are:-
11. FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
Coating mass 100 - 550 grams/m
Line speed 60 - 180 m/min
Pressure 8 - 40 kTa
Jet to Jet distance 38 - 150 mm for normal conditions
15 - 150 mm for low coating mass (^
2180 g/m ) - a small distance 
is needed because the pressure 
is fixed at 18kPa to give the 
desired high gloss surface -
finish.
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b) The pressure in the two knives is maintained equal because^ 
if there is a significant difference (> 2 kPa),the higher- 
pressure jet blows zinc into the slot opening of the other 
knife where it freezes and blocks the air flow. Equal 
pressure is an advantage because:-
1. Pressure is reduced to a single variable in the process 
model.
2. Only one model, using jet-to-jet distance, not two 
models - one for each surface, is needed to define the 
process. (section 10.5.c.l).
However, it means that jet pressure cannot be used for 
differential mass control.
c) Differential and skew-mass distribution can only be controlled 
by controlling jet-to-strip distance.
d) High pressures should be avoided whenever possible because:-
1. They increase the amount of dross resulting in zinc 
wastage, and in giving the potman more unpleasant work. Dross 
is the zinc oxide froth which forms on the top of the zinc 
bath and it has to be cleared away regularly (scooped out 
into moulds).
2. They result in increased noise in the area - a personnel 
environmental problem.
3. At higher pressure^ fluctuations in the air-supply 
pressure introduce unacceptable noise into the system.
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e) The pressure of the air knife has an effect on the quality 
(surface finish) of the product. On some products pressure is 
set manually to give the desired surface finish and the computer 
control system controls the coating mass using jet position 
control only.
f) Bad shape causes fluctuations in the jet-to-strip distance and thus 
changes in the coating mass. From the process model (equation 10.4), 
it can he shown that as the jet-to-jet distance is increased the 
sensitivity of the coating mass to changes in jet-to-strip distance 
decreases. Consequently, by using higher pressures, and thus 
higher jet-to-jet distances, coating mass fluctuations due to bad 
strip shape can be reduced. This provides a possible method of 
shape compensation (section 20.2).
g) The coating mass feedback control (section 12) has a deadband 
due to the deadband in the position control loops (section
12.5).
Mass deadband = (maximum position error) x (sensitivity of coating
mass to jet-to-jet distance 
change)
Thus the mass deadband for one surface
= Position deadband x 10 
Mass feedback gain
and the total mass deadband
= 2 x (position deadband x 10)
Mass feedback gain
where the mass feedback gain is defined (equation 12.2.2) as the 
jet-to-jet distance change (in mm x 10) required to give a mass 
change of one gram. When the feedback gain is unity the mass 
deadband iss- 
2 x (.2 x 10) = 4 grams
1
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FIGURE 11.2.1 PRESSURE/DISTANCE RELATIONSHIP
SHOWING a) ALLOWABLE OPERATION REGION FOR NORMAL 
PRODUCTS
b) ADDITIONAL OPERATING REGION FOR HIGH GLOSS
c) CURVE RELATING PRESSURE AND DISTANCE 
(EQUATION 10.5) SHOWING THAT IT FITS THE
CONSTRAINTS (SECTION ll.l) WELL
d) REGION WHERE OPERATION IS NOT ALLOWED
e) X SHOWS MEASURED MANUAL OPERATING CONDITIONS
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Thus the mass deadband can be reduced if the sensitivity of 
the coating mass to jet to jet distance change is decreased. 
For tight mass control (a deadband of less than 4 grams) the 
feedforward control should set the jet air pressure and jet- 
to-jet distance to conditions that will give a mass control 
feedback gain greater than unity. A mass control deadband in 
the range of 2-4 grams is adequate as this approaches the 
measuring accuracy of the coating mass gauge (0.5 - 1$ over 
a range of 100 - 550 grams).
h) If the jet-to-jet distance is too small the strip may hit the 
jets if flap occurs due to bad shape. This ruins the 
product. .
11.2 SELECTING UNIQUE OPERATING CONDITIONS
For any special products, e.g. high gloss coatings, the pressure is 
fixed and the jet-to-jet distance (i-.e. the absolute jet positions) is 
calculated directly from the model (equation 10.4). Normally a 
second equation (equation 10.5) relating two of the variables in the 
process model is required. This equation, in conjunction with the 
process model, has to provide operating conditions that meet the above 
constraints while providing a smooth and rapid transition from one 
set of operating conditions to the next.
The allowable operating region (ie ranges of pressure and distance) and 
some typical manual operating settings are shown in figure 11.2.1
Three possible methods of defining a set of unique operating conditions 
for the normal range of process conditions were considered. These are:- 
1. Relating mass and distance
d  = q  (m ) 11.2
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From 'the process model (equation 10.4) it can be seen that:-
a) Pressure is related to line speed.
b) When a target mass change occurs, distance only is altered.
c) When a speed change occurs, pressure only is altered.
2. Relating mass and pressure
. P = f2 (M) ... 11.3
From the process model it can be seen that:-
a) Distance is related to line speed.
b) When a target mass change occurs pressure only is altered.
c) When a speed change occurs distance only is altered.
3. Relating pressure and distance
p = *3 (D) . . .  11.4
In this case both pressure and distance are altered to correct 
for changes in target mass or line speed.
The relative merits of these methods are analysed in appendix 1. 
Although all three methods of defining unique operating conditions 
lead to reasonable physical arrangements for the air knife rig, the 
third method (equation 11.4) was chosen because
a) It meets the constraints (figure 11.2.1).
b) The operation is easy to visualise because the operating 
conditions always lie along a known curve.
c) The other systems change only one rig control parameter in 
response to process changes and thus the change in that 
parameter is larger than it would be with this system where 
both rig control parameters (position and pressure) are 
changed.
d) The operating conditions can be modified easily by changing 
the constants in the equation (equation 10.5)* This has been
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FIGURE 11.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
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found to be an advantage on another line where a different 
set of operating constraints applied.
On-line operating has shown that this method works very well and, as a 
result, the other methods have not been tried. The pressure distance 
relationship (equation 10.5) handles all process conditions except 
for some special products (e.g. high gloss low mass coatings) where 
the pressure has to be set manually to give the correct surface finish.
As this pressure may vary from run to run of the same product it is 
doubtful that the other methods of selecting unique operating conditions 
could improve the coating mass control.
11.3 OPERATION OF FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
11.3.a OPERATION OF FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
Feedforward control (model prediction) (figure 11.3) is used to 
calculate new air knife position and pressure settings in response 
to changes in the process. The action of the feedforward control 
depends upon the type of process change and the state of the controllers, 
i.e. whether position and/or pressure are in automatic or manual control. 
If, for product quality reasons, the operator selects one controller 
(e.g. pressure) in manual, the feedforward control calculates new 
references for the other controller only. Feedforward control is used:-
a) On target mass changes - these occur at the junction of two 
coils (welds).
b) On speed changes greater than 4 m/min
c) When the line stops.
d) When the line starts - line speed rises above 30 m/min
e) When the jet-to-jet distance reaches the minimum limit (inner 
limit) .
f) To compensate for manual pressure changes greater than 2 kPa.
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FIGURE 11.3.1 SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART OF THE FEEDFORWARD
CONTROL PROGRAM - FOR MORE DETAILED FLOW ! 
CHART SEE APPENDIX 5 (DATIN SUBROUTINE 
MODEL)
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A simplified flow chart of the feedforward control program is shown 
in figure 11.3*1. More detailed flow charts are included in appendix
5.
In all cases the program selects the adapted model constant, for the 
appropriate process conditions, and aims twenty grams above target, 
on speed and mass changes, giving over shoot on target increases and 
under shoot on target decreases. When a target increase occurs feed­
forward control action is initiated when the weld is twenty five 
metres from the zinc bath so that the new coating mass is attained 
right from the start of the new coil. When a target decrease occurs 
feed forward control is initiated when the weld reaches the zinc bath 
so that no under-coating occurs on the tail end of the old coil.
When the line stops, the jet distance is held constant and the 
pressure i-s reduced to four kilopascals and when the line restarts, 
the pressure is set to give the required coating mass at the existing 
line speed and jet-to-jet distance.
If, during normal operation, the jet to jet distance reduces to the 
minimum value (position inner limit is 15 or 39 mm depending upon 
product type) the pressure is increased in half kilopascals steps 
until the limit is no longer violated. When the position inner limit 
is reached a flag is set inhibiting the position control program so 
that it cannot drive the jets closer together. This results in loss 
of feedback control of the coating mass and so it is essential to 
change „the operating conditions in order that the position inner 
limit is not violated. Position inner limit violations only occur when 
there are errors in the rig position measurement calibrations or the 
operator has manually set the pressure to a low value. In order to 
overcome these problems an additional program (RINLIM - appendix 5),
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SET 
PRESSURE 
(Pn) TO 
1 20 KPa
SUBSTITUTE PRESSURE VALID? 
INTO MODEL & 
CALCULATE 
THE ERROR
MODIFY THE
PRESSURE
VALUE
CALCULATE 
THE JET 
TO JET 
DISTANCE
I-------
-•error = Pn1*6 - CS^*75 (l5Pn + 1000) — 11.1 
M! target
I-------
_j P . = P - error —  11.2 I n+1 n ----
I------
_|P (D-15) = 1000 —  10.5
L ____
FIGURE 11.3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ITERATIVE LOOP USED DURING MODEL 
PREDICTION OF THE CONTROL SET POINTS
which allows the operator to reduce the position inner limit to 
two millimetres less than the actual jet-to-jet distance,"has 
been written.
11.3.b SOLVING THE MODEL EQUATIONS
In order to calculate the new control set points the pressure/distance
relationship (equation 10.5) is substituted for distance in the
process model (equation 10.4) forming a polynomial in pressure
(equation 11.l) which can only be solved iteratively.
P x (D-15) = 1000 . . .  10.5
D = 1000 + 1 5
P
M = C D S0 ^  . . .  10.4
p0 -6
Substituting 10.5 into 10.4 gives:- 
,0.75M = C S 
~ 0.6
(1000 + 1 5 ) 
P
.1.6 - C S 0,73 (1000 + 15P)
Mtarget
= 0 11.1
The iteration program (figure 11.3.2) substitutes an initial value 
into the above equation (equation 11.l) and the result (error) is then 
used to calculate (equation 11.2) the next trial pressure value. This 
program typically converges to the correct pressure value in three 
to four iterations.
Pq = initial value of pressure = 20 KPa
error = P1,6 - C S 0,75 (1000 + 15 P) . . . 11.1
Mtarget
P . = P - error n+1 n --- 1—8
11.2
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11.3.c PREDICTION OF MASS FEEDBACK CONTROL GAIN
As well as predicting the new process set-points,the feedforward 
control also predicts the gain of the coating mass feedback . control 
system. This enables the feedback control to achieve optimum control 
loop gain, and hence tight mass control more quickly. The feedback 
control (section 12), which is a pulse-and-wait-system calculates an 
incremental position change from the mass error. The control loop is 
defined to have optimum gain when the calculated position 
change is just sufficient to correct for the mass error. Thus the 
optimum gain (G) equals the jet-to-jet distance increment (AD) divided 
by the resulting mass change (AM) (equation 12.2.2 ). The feedforward 
control program calculates the gain in the following manner:-
M = C D S 0,75 . • . . 10.4
P 0 .6
Taking the partial derivative of the process model with respect to 
distance gives:-
à M = M 
à D D AD
A M  , , = optimum gain-- actual 11.3
actual
Thus the mass control feedbackgain is:-
G = Jet-to-jet distance x K 
Target mass
11.4
where K is a scaling factor ; K = 10 because distance is 
stored as a fixed point value in mm x 10.
This gain is restricted to be in the range 0.5 to 4 and is typically 
in the range 1-2. Thus, under typical process conditions, a one 
millimetre change in jet-to-jet distance gives from 5 to 10 grams/square
metre change in coating mass.
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FEEDFORWARD
OR
FEEDBACK
MODEL
CONSTANT
' MASS 
g/m2
DISTANCE
mm
SPEED
m/min
PRESSURE
kPa
FEEDBACK
GAIN
Feedback 1.018 320 70.6 75.8 18.6 2.024
Feedback 1.018 315 69.3 76 I8 .5 1.89
Feedforward 310 68.4 81.1 18.7 1.654
Feedforward 310 66.9 85.5 19.3 1.617
Feedback 1.02 320 69.2 76.6 18.4 1.617
Feedforward 310 65.4 ' 92.3 19 .8 1.582
Feedforward 310 63.9 98.1 20.5 1.541
Feedback 1.026 337 67.1 86.8 19.3 1.541
Feedback 1.037 342 6 3.3 95.6 20.1 1.541
Feedback 1.040 323 60.8 97.4 20.6 1.803
Feedback 1.043 325 60.8 96.9 20.2 1.803
Feedback 1.042 311 59.7 . 96.7 20.6 1.559
FIGURE 11.3.1 DATA COLLECTED BY FEEDBACK AND FEEDFORWARD LOG ON
16.9.76 SHOWING BOTH FEEDBACK AND FEEDFORWARD CONTROL 
IN OPERATION. THE DATA IS RECORDED IN REAL TIME AND 
THUS THERE IS A DELAY OF TWO RECORDS (EQUIVALENT 
TO TWO GAUGE SCANS) BEFORE THE CHANGE SHOWS UP IN THE 
FEEDBACK LOG. IN THE FEEDBACK LOG MASS, DISTANCE 
AND PRESSURE ARE MEASURED VALUES WHERE IN THE FEED­
FORWARD LOG THEY ARE DESIRED VALUES.
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Moss
g/m
7 1 ME -  N um ber o f gauge scans i
FIGURE 11,3-3 RESPONSE OF THE SYSTEM TO A 20 MPM SPEED CHANGE (TABLE 
11.3.1) - ALL DATA IS ALIGNED TO THE STRIP - SYSTEM AIMS 
20 GRAMS ABOVE TARGET ON FEEDFORWARD (IE "330 g/m2) AND 
FEEDBACK REDUCES MASS BACK TO TARGET - ALL SIGNALS ARE 
AVERAGED OVER THE COMPLETE SCAN
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FIGURE 11.3.4 a) RESPONSE OF SYSTEM TO CHANGES IN TARTET MASS TAKEN
FROM CHART RECORDING OF ACTUAL CONTROL - 30.10.75.
* UNDERCOATING WAS CAUSED BY AN INITIAL DESIGN ERROR 
WHICH CAUSED INTERACTION BETWEEN THE FEEDBACK AND FEED­
FORWARD CONTROL. ALSO 20 GRAMS TARGET INCREASE FOR 
FEEDFORWARD CONTROL HAD NOT BEEN IMPLEMENTED
FIGURE 11.3.4 b) RESPONSE OF SYSTEM TO SIMULTANEOUS TARGET MASS AND
SPEED CHANGES - 7.2,78 - THE TARGET CHANGES HAVE
OCCURRED IN THE MIDDLE OF A GAUGE SCAN AND THUS THE 
INTERMEDIATE MASS READING IS AN AVERAGE OF THE MASS 
BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE CHANGE
11.3. d RESULTS* OF FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
When the feedforward control program calculates the new process 
set-points it records the process conditions» and set-points^on the 
same computer peripheral as the model adaption log does (figure 10. 
This data (table 11.3.l) is then available for analysis of the 
system operation. The feedforward data is recorded at the instant 
the process change occurs and thus there is a time delay (equal to 
the transport delay) before the change shows up in the record of 
feedback control data. .
The response of the system to line speed and target mass changes 
is shown in figures 11.3.3 (table 11.3.l) and 11.3.4 respectively.
I k
r=
Transport D e lay f^J
Measurin g Time( Zm)
M3 actua l coating
\ process
* SAMPLES TAKEN AT TEE END OF EACH WAIT PERIOD - PULSE AND WAIT CONTROL 
(SECTION 21.1) &  GAIN (G2) IS RESTRICTED TO THE RANGE D . 5 < G2 <4
FIGURE 12.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
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12. FEEDBACK CONTROL
Feedforward control operates only at process changes which occur irregularly, 
depending upon product schedules. Thus most of the mass control, and 
hence most of the economic return, is achieved hy the feedback control 
system (figure 12.l).
A pulse-and:-wait loop is used to control coating mass hy controlling 
jet-to-jet distance. Jet air-pressure is not modified hy the feedback 
control (section 12.2). A linear incremental model (equation 11.3 and
12.2.2 ) is used to relate jet-to-jet distance to coating mass. The 
gain of the control loop is predicted by the feedforward control 
(section 11.3*c), for a new set of process conditions, and then adapted 
at the end of each wait period by the feedback control (section 12.3).
Incremental position changes required to correct for total, differential 
and skew mass errors are calculated and added to the actual jet positions 
to give the new (absolute) jet position references (section 12.4). Thus 
the system relies on the accuracy of the relative jet position measurements 
(which is easy to achieve in practice) and is not affected by offset 
(zero) errors in the absolute position measurements. A simplified flow 
chart of the feedback control program is shown in figure 12.2 .
The control system (figures 12.1 and 12.3) hses an incremental model 
for control, and rate of change measurements for gain adaption,for the 
following reasons
a) Zero errors in the jet position measurements (section 14.l) do 
not affect the performance of the system.
b) If a model using absolute measurements is used for gain adaption 
it must be reasonably accurate over the complete control range.
The feedback control (figure 12.3) can, and did, operate without
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FIGURE 12.3 SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
FEEDBACK —  CONTINUOUS LINES 
FEEDFORWARD —  DASHED LINES
FIGURE 12.4 FEEDBACK CONTROL USING AN ABSOLUTE MODEL ONLY
AND NO CONTROLLER
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FIGURE 12.5 THE M.I.T. MODEL - REFERENCE ADAPTIVE
. CONTROL SYSTEM (REFERENCE 4)
t
FIGURE 12.6 M.I.T. SYSTEM MODIFIED TO ACCOUNT FOR TRANSPORT 
DELAY
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an accurate process model because gain adaption using the 
derivatives of the process signals will give optimum gain in the 
region of operations. The accurate process model was then used 
to refine the control and to check for non-linearities in the 
process that may cause rapid gain changes or other disturbances 
to the system.
c) The feedback control continues to work even if the adaption 
fails whereas, an equivalent system (figure 12.4), which uses 
an absolute model to control the coating mass, relies upon the 
adaption to close the loop.
d) The standard adaptive control systems, such as the MIT model 
reference system (figure 12.5), are designed for use with 
dynamic models. As stated previously the transport lag and 
mass measuring period are significantly longer than any other 
time constants in the process and thus a dynamic model provides 
no significant advantage over a static model.
The MIT system can be modified to take into account the static 
model and transport lag (figure 12.4). An absolute model is 
used for gain adaption, but some type of incremental model, 
or integration loop, is required for mass control. Thus it is 
similar to the system used, but the quality of control suffers 
from jet position zero errors affecting the gain adaption.
12.1 CONTROL ALGORITHM
Several control algorithms could have been used including analogue, 
sampled data, and pulse-and-wait algorithms (reference l). A pulse- 
and-wait control system is used for the following reasons
a) A digital computer simulation (reference l), by J. Edwards 
(Lysaghts Research Department), of a typical process with
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transport delay as the major dynamic lag showed that the 
difference in response of the three control algorithms, 
mentioned above, is small.
b) It is simpler to implement than the other as it does not 
require accurate length or time alignment of the signals. Also 
when a self adaptive incremental model is used it is very easy 
to stabilise.
c) There is no need to modify the gauge scanning system (section 
7.4) to achieve time-aligned or length-aligned mass signals, 
thus saving considerable electrical and mechanical redesign.
d) As long as:-
i) The wait period is longer than the transport delay, 
ii) The transport delay is considerably longer than any other 
dynamic lags in the process, e.g. jet pressure control 
response time, "
and iii) A complete mass scan is read under the new process 
conditions,
Then the control system will be easy to stabilise and self 
adaption will maintain the loop at optimum gain.
The main disadvantage of pulse-and-wait control is that the response 
time is dependent upon the line speed and the width of the strip 
(equation 12.l) and thus it varies from product to product. The wait 
period is calculated as an integral number of gauge scans so that the 
measurements made during the last scan of the period are aligned with 
the new process conditions. The equation for calculating the wait period 
is:-
Number of scans in transport delay
= (transport distance) + 2
(scan distance )
and the scan distance = (scan time) x (line speed)
= width(mm) x line speed(mpm)
' scan speed (mm/sec) x 60
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The number of scans in the transport delay
= transport distance (m) x 60 x scan speed (mm/sec) + 2 
line speed (mpm) x strip width (mm)
where
= (78 Ô00__________________
(line speed x strip width
a) the scan speed is 20 mm/sec
b) the transport distancé is 65 metres
c) a constant of 2 is added to round up the result to the 
next higher number of scans and to allow one complete scan 
at the new process conditions to ensure the correct mass 
is measured, i.e. signal alignment
d) the program (figure 12.2) uses a constant of 780 000 to 
compensate for the fact that the speed measurement is stored 
in a scaled form (mm x 10). This allows fixed point 
arithmetric to be used without loss of accuracy.
12.2 POSITION CONTROL OR PRESSURE CONTROL
Position control, alone, is used for feedback control for the following 
reasons:-
a) When the line speed and ¿jet air-pressure are constant the
relationship between coating mass and jei^to-jet distance is 
linear but, when the line speed and jet-to-jet distance are 
constant the relationship between coating mass and jet air- 
pressure is non-linear.
M = OS0 '75 D • • • 10.4
p0.6
When pressure and speed are constant
M = KD . . .  12.2.1
and
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¿_M = K = M ^ a M = J_
c> D D* AD* gain . . . 12.2.2­
* Inpractice D and AD are scaled up by a factor of 10.
Also the loop gain JL-s inversely porportional to the sensivity
of coating mass to jet-to-jet distance changes. Thus we get:-
a D to correct mass error = gain x A M . . . 12.2.3
but when distance and speed are constant
M = K p"0,6 . . . 12.2.4
and
¿M  = 0.6 KP~1,6 = -0.6M % a M
<5p P AP . . . 12.2.5
Using either jetr-to-jet distance or jet air-pressure as the 
control element a control system based on a simple incremental 
model (equation 12.2.2 and 12.2.5) is obtained. However, with 
pressure control the sensitivity of coating mass to pressure 
changes is different at different coating masses (i.e. non­
linear), making control more difficult.
b) Differential and skew mass can be controlled only by changing 
the jet-to-strip distance as the two jet pressures have to 
remain equal (section ll.l.b), and skew control is impossible 
with pressure.
c) Although a control system using both distance and pressure could 
be used it would be much more complex. Also if the feedforward 
control is working correctly, the rig set-up is such that mass 
control is not lost due to the rig position control violating 
position limits.
d) An existing analogue pressure control system, with computer 
setpoint, which had poor response compared to the jet position
control was used.
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The gain of the feedback loop is adapted becausei-
a) The gain predicted by feedfoward control may not be correct due 
to zero errors in rig position measurement (section 10.4.6).
b) The system used feedback control only, for a period of time while 
the feedforward control was being developed.
c) The control setup may be different to the feedforward values 
due to controller deadbands or manual intervention by the 
operator. Also the feedforward control aims twenty grams above 
the desired target.
12.3 GAIN ADAPTION
Every time the feedback control requests a position change greater than 
0.2mm a flag is set to request gain adaption^when the program runs at the 
end of the wait period. If the speed and pressure are constant during 
the wait period, and no feedforward control has occurred, then the 
actual mass and jet-to-jet distance changes are calculated (figure 12.l) 
and the gain adapted (equation 12.3.1).
Gain * Gainn + (gainn - A D / a M)
1 ---------------  . . . 12.3.1
40/a  D
where 1. 40 ^ 1
2. 0.5 <  gain < 4
3. d is in mm x 10
The damping of the adaption calculation (40/-AD) is dependent upon the 
magnitude of the position change, so that:-
i) Noise during small position changes, where the mass change
due to position change is similar in magnitude to mass changes 
due to noise, is smoothed out.
ii) ; Fast response to large position changes, where noise is less 
significant, is allowed.
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Data used for .the adaption calculations is aligned by measuring the 
other process parameters at the same time as the mass is measured. This 
provides accurate data because any changes that occur inhibit the 
adaption. ~
12.4 SKEW AM) DIFFERENTIAL MASS CONTROL (Non-Interacting)
The differential mass control aims to keep the difference between the 
average coating masses on the top and bottom surfaces (figure 4.l) less 
than five grams. It calculates the required position changes, using the 
same linear incremental model as total mass control (equation 12.2.3)> 
and then moves the jets by equal amounts in opposite directions, i.e. 
one moves toward the strip and the other moves away from the strip.
Thus, due to the linear relationship between coating mass and jet-to- 
jet distance (equation 12.2.1), the control balances the top and bottom 
coating masses without affecting the total mass.
Similarly the skew mass control balances the masses between the two 
quadrants (figure 4.l) on one surface, without affecting either the 
differential or total mass. The skew mass control calculates the 
average coating mass in each quadrant, (two per surface - split 
longitudinally down the middle of the strip) and aims to maintain the 
two quadrant masses on one surface within five grams of each other.
There are two control loops, both using the same linear incremental 
model (equation 12.2.3)> one for each surface.
Thus the feedback control consists of three non-interactive control 
loops- total mass, differential mass^ and skew mass control. All three 
use the same linear incremental model to calculate the position changes 
needed to correct for their respective mass errors. These position 
increments are summed to give four position changes, one for each corner
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r
Mass
Dead­band
C__
Actual Target - Mat
Target
Mass Desired Target - Mdt
FIGURE 12.5.1 MASS TARGET INCREASE TO COMPENSATE FOR MASS DEADBAND
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of the rig, which are then added to the actual jet positions to 
obtain the new absolute jet position references.
12.5 EFFECT OF POSITION DEADBAND ON MASS TARGET
The coating mass control deadband (section ll.l.g) is directly related 
to the position control deadbands and it is necessary to change the 
mass target as the deadband changes so that no undercoating occurs.
The position control loops have deadbands of + 0.2 mm, and when the 
feedback gain is unity (lmm change gives 10 grams change) the system 
has an effective mass deadband of four grams - two on each surface 
(equation 11.l).
A  D x 10 = gain . . . 12.2.2
A M  .
As the feedback gain (equation 12.2.2) increases, the sensitivity of 
the coating mass to position changes decreases thus reducting the mass 
deadband and vice versa.
To guarantee that the total mass is always greater than the target mass 
it is necessary to:-
a) Increase the actual target so that the lower limit of the mass 
deadband is above the desired target; (figure 12.5.1).
b) Calculate a new coating mass target (equation 12.5) every time 
the gain of the coating mass control feedback loop is adapted.
M , = M at dt + ■position deadband + EXAMS . . . 
GAIN
12.5
where 1. Ma t ‘ M ^  — 4 grams
2. Mat = actual target mass
3. Mdt = desired target mass
4. EXAMS is an additional value (3 grams) added to the
target so that mass variations, due to noise in the 
process, do not vói late the minimum triple spot standard.
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* 5. A position deadband of 0.6 mm is used in the program.
12.6 MINIMUM SINGLE-SIDED CHECK
The feedback control program (figure 12.2) checks that the individual 
coating mass samples, which were read into an array during the last 
scan, are greater than the minimum single-«ided standard by more than 
five grams. If any coating mass reading violates the standard, the total 
mass target is increased by the amount of the maximum violation. On 
successive runs of the feedback program»the total mass target is 
adjusted to ensure that therq are no.further violations.
This feature allows the system to compensate for poor strip shape by 
applying an excess of coating material; sufficient to ensure that the 
minimum singler sided standard is not violated. It is more economical 
to use excess zinc than to have product down graded, or rejected, 
because of poor quality coating.
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13. FEEDBACK VERSUS FEEDFORWARD CONTROL
The feedback control was implemented first, after which the system ran 
for several months using this control only. As process changes which 
require feedforward control do not occur often^this provided very good 
coating mass control and most of the economic return from the project. 
However, the addition of feedforward control improved the control of 
coating mass in several ways:-
a) Feedforward control responds more quickly to changes in process 
inputs than either feedback or manual control can and thus it 
achieves target mass and line speed changes with:-
i) Less (ideally no ) loss of product due to undercoating,
ii) Less wastage of zinc due to overcoating.
b) The feedback control achieves optimum gain, and thus better 
control, more quickly when the feedforward predicts the feed­
back gain for the new process conditions.
c) The feedforward control selects the operating conditions so 
that the feedback gain is reasonably high (> l) and thus 
tighter mass control is achieved because the mass deadband is 
smaller (section 12.5). Also the system is more tolerantto bad 
shape because the sensitivity of coating mass to position change 
is low. With feedback control only, the pressure is set 
manually and the above conditions are not always achieved. Thus 
the feedforward control makes the feedback control more 
consistent, yielding• an overall improvement in mass control^
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14. LIMITATIONS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM
The system is limited mainly by measurement inaccuracies and signal 
noise. The limitations include:-
1. The air knife rig (figure 3*4.l) is a bulky mechanical
2.
structure in a difficult environment; thus it is very 
difficult to zero the position transducers (section 10.5.C.2). 
The resulting errors affect the accuracy of the process model 
and thus the feedforward control. However, model adaption can 
normally compensate for them (section 10.4.2).
The process line is ten years old and the line speed and jet 
air pressure controls are not as stiff as in more modern 
installations (it is planned to redesign both these controls). 
Fluctuations in both these signals cause mass variations which 
limit how close the coating mass can be controlled to the target 
without going below it. Also speed fluctuations cause the 
feedforward control to operate so introducing unnecessary 
disturbances into the system.
3. In the vicinity of the zinc bath* several unmeasurable changes 
which affect the coating mass can occur. These can only be 
detected and corrected by the feedfack control. They include
a) changes in strip shape, which can occur at any time.
b) movement of the deflector roll which changes the jet-to­
strip distance.
c) rig movements caused by clumsy operators. If someone leans 
on the rig (e.g. the person removing dross off the top of 
the bath) he can deflect the centre of the rig several 
millimeters.
4. The mass gauge is checked regularly to ensure its accuracy 
because the system is only as good as the coating mass
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measurements.
5. The fact that we cannot measure jet-to-strip distance and 
have to measure jet-to-jet distance appeared to he a problem 
initially. However, the strip can he assumed to he halfway 
between the jet slots when the mass on the two surfaces is equal 
(section 10.5»b.l) and thus it is not a problem.
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FIGURE 15.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE PROCESS CONTROL SOFTWARE - 
SHOWING DATA FLOW (REFERENCE 21) •
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15. APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS
This section includes a brief description of the programs used in the 
control system. Detailed flow charts of each program are included in 
appendix 5- The programs interact with one another in the manner shown 
in figure 15.1. All data passed between programs is stored in the data 
base (section 15.l).
15.1 TASK COMMUNICATION AREA
The operating system provides an area at the top of memory, which is 
accessible by both Fortran and assembler programs using common 
declarations, for storage of commonly used data. All process data, 
data arrays and the time aligned data stack are stored in this area, and 
all intertask communication (except one program starting another) takes 
place through this data area. During program development this can cause 
problems if the common declaration in a program is misaligned* 
resulting in data being incorrectly modified. The problems were overcome 
by using the computer to document accurately the data area and by 
checking alignment as the first step in program debugging. It does 
allow for very easy transfer of data between programs, as long as 
program timing is correct. Once the data input programs are working 
most of the data is available for the other programs and thus they 
require minimum input/output software.
15.2 DATA INPUT PROGRAMS
These programs read the process signals, convert them to physical units, 
check them for maximum limits, minimum limits and rate of change limits 
and store the data in the task communications area. Also they log data 
on disc files for the generation of production and engineering reports.
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This program (figure 15.2.1 ) is cyclic, with its period related to line 
speed so that three metres of strip passes the air knives during every 
cycle. Thus the data which is read by the program, and stored in the 
data stack (section 10.3), is automatically length-aligned with the * 
mass readings.
This program performs the following functions:-
a) Two stack pointers indicating the data relative to the strip at 
the air knives and at the coating mass gauge are maintained.
b) The analogue inputs (rig position, speed, and pressure) are 
read, filtered, checked for limit violation and stored in the 
length-aligned data stack.
c) A flag is set to indicate if the line is stopped or running and,
- in conjunction with the shift data program (section 15.2.2),
the length of line stoppages is calculated.
d) Process changes are detected and, if feedforward control is 
require^ the feedforward control subroutine (MODEL) is called.
e) As data is removed from the gauge end of the length-aligned data 
stack it is averaged using a running average routine and, at the 
end of each scan, . used in the model adaption calculations.
This means that all signals, including coating mass, are averaged 
over the complete gauge scan and thus noise is considerably 
reduced.
f) When a significant change occurs in the process, the process 
data, averaged over the period since the previous change, is 
recorded on a disc file for later production of an engineering 
log (section 1 5 .3 *2).
15.2.1 DATA INPUT PROGRAM - DATIN
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This program (figure 15.2.2) is started by external interrupts upon 
the occurrence of one of the following events
a) the completion and display of each mass sample, i.e. every 
four seconds during the scan.
b) the completion, and display, of the average mass calculation 
while the measuring heads retrace after each scan.
c) when the delivery section shear, cuts a coil off the line.
When an interrupt occurs an assembler routine is used to sort out 
the interrupts, using gauge status signals read by the digital 
multiplexer, and to set flags so that the sections of the program 
relative to the particular interrupt are run. Scanning problems, 
e.g. one of the head traverse mechanisms jambing, and the gauge heads 
travelling from the off-line position onto the strip to start scanning 
can cause invalid interrupts. Every time an interrupt occurs, a second 
assembler routine checks that the gauge heads are in a position that 
could have generated a valid interrupt.
The following action occurs in response to the respective interrupts
a) Each sample reading is stored in an array for use by the
control programs. The running sum of the masses and sum of
squares of the masses for each sample position are calculated 
and stored in arrays for statistical analysis during the 
production of the engineering log by the data input program 
(section 15.2.1). Also the number of samples violating the 
the minimum single-sided mass standard, and the number of 
samples during the coil, are counted so that the percentage 
of undercoated product for each coil can be calculated and 
logged.
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b) At the end of every scan the scan average top, bottom and total 
masses are read, and the mass array pointers are reset. Also 
the number of readings violating the minimum triple spot, and 
the number of scans, "are counted.
c) When a coil is sheared off at the exit end of the line the 
program calculates all the relevant data for the coil, logs it 
on a disc file for subsequent generation of the shift report 
(section 15.3«l) and resets the sample counters. If the next 
coil is the first coil of a new production shift, the data 
(e.gzinc usage, etc.) for the shift just completed is calculated 
and stored on disc, also, for subsequent generations of the shift 
report.
15.3 LOGGING PROGRAMS
These programs format and print logs on the line printer using data 
previously stored on disc by other programs.
15.3.1 SHIFT REPORT PROGRAM - SHFREP
This program prints a report of the preceding twenty-four hours' 
production (figure 15.3»l)> at eight 0 » clock every morning, from data 
logged on a disc file by the shift data program. Production personnel 
have found this report invaluable for analysing the performance of 
the coating mass control system but it has been a mixed blessing to 
Engineering personnel because system faults often show up on this 
report before they are detected by maintenance personnel.
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This program is started manually and produces an engineering log 
(figure 15.3.2) from the data logged on a disc file by the data input 
program. The engineering log was used extensively for model development, 
testing and verification.
15.4 CONTROL OUTPUT PROGRAMS
These programs control the position of the air knife-rig and the jet 
air-pressure to references set by the feedforward and feedback control 
programs•
1-5.4.1 POSITION CONTROL PROGRAM - P0SC0N
This program is started by both feedforward and feedback control 
programs. Once started it runs every fifteen milliseconds until the 
knife positions are within the + 0.2 mm deadbands and the air knives 
have stopped moving. One software routine is used to implement all 
four position control loops. The program sets flags indicating data 
areas, and signal inputs, for each control loop on successive runs 
through the program. The control outputs are single bit signals which 
drive solid state relays. The single bits are set up in a byte which 
is output after all loop calculations are complete.
Two direct digital control (DDC) algorithms are used in the program:-
a) A proportional-plus-derivative algorithm is used when the 
position error is greater than the outer deadband.
. b) A pulse-and-wait algorithm is used when the position error is 
between the outer and inner deadbands.
15.3.2 DATA LOGGING PROGRAM - DALOG
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These two algorithms are used because:-
a) The jet position is controlled by air motors, through worm
drives, which are not designed for the rapid torque reversal 
required by the proportional”plus-derivative control. The 
control loop gains are set to give enough torque reversal to 
bring the jets to a halt within the outer deadband, otherwise 
they may over-run the deadband. -
b) There is a considerable time lag (-̂ second) in the air lines 
between the solenoids and the air motors on one side of the rig.
c) The friction load on the air knife drive motors varies greatly, 
due to the build-up of zinc dust on the carriage tracks and 
irregular cleaning of same, making it difficult to achieve a 
repeatable response from a proportional-plus-derivative control 
system.
A detailed description of the backlash compensation and loop tuning 
is included in appendix 2.
15.4.2 PRESSURE CONTROL PROGRAM - PESCON
This program (figure 15.4.2) is started by the feedforward program and 
stops when the pressures are within the control deadbands. Initially 
it was a simple preset program but, because of inaccuracies and drift 
in the analogue pneumatic pressure controllers, this was inadequate. To 
overcome these problems a control loop (integrator), which changes the 
pressure reference until the correct pressure is achieved, was added to 
the program. This loop is very slow as it has to wait for the pressure 
to stabilise at the new setting before correcting again. This has 
been found to be less of a problem with modern electronic controllers. 
The design of the analogue pressure control systems is not very good 
and thus they have a long response time (30 seconds) and poor steady
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state accuracy compared to other installations with properly designed 
control systems (response time 1 second with either pneumatic or 
electronic controllers).
The program rims every one-and-a-half. seconds to check for reference 
changes, which are added to the controller reference. If the 
necessary correction to overcome these controller errors is greater 
than + 10^ an alarm message, indicating that the controller is faulty, is 
generated.
15.5 SYSTEM MONITORING PROGRAMS
Before the control system can he allowed to operate» the computer must 
establish that it is safe to do so, able to do so and required to do so. 
The line must be running, the coating mass gauge must be scanning and 
the operator must have selected automatic control before the coating 
mass control programs can modify the jet position and jet air- pressure 
references or start the rig control programs. The system monitoring 
programs monitor the system and set flags in the data base indicating 
system status.
15.5.1 GAUGE MONITORING PROGRAM - GAGMOD
This program (figure 15.5»l) is started by interrupts which are generated 
when the potman selects a different mode of gauge operation. The 
change in gauge operation is detected, a flag is set indicating whether 
the gauge is scanning or not and the potman is informed of the change.
The time during which the gauge is not scanning while the line is 
running is calculated for use by the shift data collection program in 
the gauge utilisation calculations.
FIGURE 15.5.2 SIMPLIFIED FLOW CHART OF THE CONTROL DESK
MONITORING PROGRAM - RIGINT
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The control system is designed to give the potman complete control of 
the process and the computer. He selects computer control and if, at 
any time, he wants to take over using his manual controls the computer 
relinquishes control. This program (figure 15.5.2) monitors the status 
of the push buttons and switches on the operator’s control desk, sets 
flags indicating the status of the control system, informs the potman 
of the changes, and in conjunction with the shift data collection 
program calculates the length of time that the system is in automatic 
control.
15.6 HUMAN INTERFACE
Several programs output messages to the potman. Alarm messages (section 
1 6) are generated by the data collection and control programs. Status 
change messages are generated by the system monitoring programs, ÿhe 
most important human interface is the data entry system.
15.6.! DATA INPUT PROGRAM - WELPOP '
This program, written by A. Smith (ADP Department) to the author’s 
specification, is interrupt driven from a digital weld tracker and 
handles the entry of all the necessary product data by the potman.
During normal operation the only human intervention required to run 
the system is for the potman to key in details of the parameters
/
required for coating control. All communication between the potman 
and the computer is via a simple video display unit (figure 5.2).
15.5.2 RIG INTERRUPT PROGRAM - RIGINT
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When a new coil is welded onto the strip,at the entry end of the 
line, the computer requests the new coil number, target mass, strip 
width and strip thickness (figure 15.6.1). After this data is 
entered, from the keyboard, it is checked for validity and re-displayed 
to the potman for him to verify. The information is not used until he 
has keyed in OK,and even then he is still able to change the data if 
necessary.
It takes about two minutes, depending upon line speed, for a weld to 
travel through the furnace to the zinc bath and this gives the potman 
plenty of time to key in the data. When the weld reaches the zinc bath, 
and the coating mass gauge^the data is transferred to the appropriate 
sections of the data base for use by the control programs.
15.7 CONTROL PROGRAMS
These programs handle the feedforward and feedback control of the 
coating mass but do not have any direct contact with the process.
They calculate the required position and pressure changes, from data 
set into the communications area by the data input programs, set the 
new references for the control output programs into the data base» and 
then start these programs.
A detailed description of the operation of the feedforward and feedback 
control is given in sections 11 and 12 respectively. Detailed flow 
charts are included in appendix 5 (DATIN and AFC).
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16. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM FAULTS
A computer based system is very complex; thus when it fails to 
operate correctly the cause of the abnormal behaviour may be difficult 
to find. Also the average plant maintenance electrician is often 
unable, or unwilling to gain sufficient knowledge to analyse system 
failures, and specialists are required.
However, if it is designed properly, the computer system can carry out 
its own* fault analysis, or at least to isolate the cause of the fault 
to a particular area of the system. This not only speeds up fault 
analysis but allows maintenance personnel to isolate the cause of 
faults with little knowledge of the system.
All the data input and control output programs generate alarm messages 
(figure l6.l) . The data input programs set an alarm if the data is out­
side reasonable limits or changes too rapidly. The control output 
programs set an alarm if they take too long to achieve the desired 
control.
A special program (SYSTST) has been written to allow an electrician 
to check the alarms. This program is started by pushing a button on 
the potman’s desk (figure 5*2), and it displays the key process data 
on the potman’s video display unit (figure 16.2). The electrician 
can then compare the computer generated data with the instruments on 
the potman's desk, and he can monitor the operation of the control 
loops. In this way he can often identify the cause of the fault.
If the fault appears to be in the computer interface, then one of the 
on-line hardware test programs (AM, DM, IT - appendix 5 ) can run 
to confirm this. These programs test the digital multiplexer, the 
analogue multiplexer and the interrupt module. All were written for
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D DATIN AC88 - 03FE
E «ELDOP 0488 — OBFE
F SHFOftT 8C88 - A7FE
G BLOCK 7488 — 77FE
J POSCON A888 - ABFE
L RIGINT DC88 - E3FE
N AFC 7C88 - 8BFE
0 GAGHOD 7808 - 7BFE
TSKCOH F800 - FFFE
FIGURE 16.3 VIDEO DISPLAY OF THE LIST OF PROGRAMS'.
RESIDING IN THE COMPUTERS MEMORY
this project, hy A. Smith (ADP Department),because the hardware test 
programs provided hy the'computer manufacturer (interdata) were stand­
alone programs and thus the system had to he stopped before they could 
be used. This increased the time required for, and difficulty of fault 
analysis.
As the process conditions remain constant for long periods of time it is 
often difficult to tell whether the system is working or not, and a 
rapid method of determining which programs are running is essential.
The operating system (RTOS) allocates a task number to each program, 
and when the program is active its task number is displayed on the 
front panel of the computer (figure 17.2) by means of the console 
lights. Unfortunately it was often difficult to spot a combination of 
lights (binary number) in a rapidly changing display, so A. Smith 
modified the executive to display an individual bit (power of 2) instead 
of the number. 1 The operator command which prints out a list of the 
programs in memory (figure 1 6 .3) was also modified to indicate which 
light is associated with each program. This change has enabled technicians 
to correct malfunctions of the system during the night when given 
instructions by telephone.
The trend of modern computers away from indication units, e.g. front 
panel displays and loud speakers, is not good for control computers 
where rapid fault analysis by semi-skilled staff is essential.
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FIGURE 17.1 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
1 1 6
FIGURE 17.2 VIEW OF THE COMPUTER PANELS SHOWING THE 
CONSOLE AND DISC
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17. COMPUTER AND OPERATING SYSTEM
An Interdata 7/l6 computer with 64K bytes of 750 nsec core memory and 
10 megabytes of moving head disc storage is used (figure 17.1 and 17.2).
The operating system used is Interdata’s R.T.O.S., which. is a true 
multi-tasking real-time operating system (for their 16 bit range of 
machine) and is extremely flexible* It allows tasks to run completely 
asynchronously, under the control of a 16 level priority system. Tasks 
may be started by external interrupts, by an operator, by other tasks or 
by the computer’s real-time clocking systems. Surprisingly, however, 
it is not possible to run a single task precisely synchronously. This 
is a contrast to some operating systems used in process control, where 
synchronism with a mains driven clock is the only mode of operation.
A Memory Protection system prevents a task writing outside its own 
area, with the exception that there is a Task Common Area to enable 
inter-task communication. Some form of memory protection is essential 
during development, especially when a partial system is performing 
some control functions.
The 7/l6 has a maximum memory size of 64K bytes and the system looked 
like needing all the available space, particularly during commissioning 
when, monitor programs were running as well as the control system. Some 
effort was therefore put into reducing memory usage.
Many applications programs were written in Fortran, requiring routines 
from the Run Time Library. Several routines from this library were 
linked to the operating system and thus made common to all programs; 
this inade use of the fact that they had been written to be re-entrant.
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The drawback' -of the great flexibility of R.T.O.S. is its size. 
Including the common Fortran routines and all peripheral drivers, the 
operating system takes 29K out of the total of 64K bytes of memory.
All modifications to the operating system were implemented by A. Smith.
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18. PROGRAMING LANGUAGES
Fortran was origionally selected as the programming language because:-
a) Lysaghts* personnel involved in the project were familiar with it.
b) The use of a high level language to reduce programming time is 
highly recommended in computing literature.
c) The operating system has provision for a common data area which 
is accessible by Fortran programs. This overcomes the inter­
program communication problem normally associated with Fortran.
d) The Fortran run time library had several real-time routines 
that allowed Fortran programs to read from and write to all 
peripherals and to start and sjtop other programs.
The final system uses a combination of Fortran and Assembler programs 
and subroutines for the following reasons.
a) Fortran has limited byte and bit handling facilities. These 
are essential for control loop and logic sequence programs.
b) Fortran programs cannot be started by external interrupts 
because of the way the operating system handles interrupts.
Thus all interrupt driven programs have t# be written in 
assembler, although many call Fortran subroutines.
c) The direct digital control programs were wirtten in assembler 
because they could be written more efficiently, thus reducing 
their running time and memory usage.
d) Fortran is a scientific language, so that the programming of 
calculations is easier than in Assembler. However, assembler 
is easier to use when programming logical processes.
e) Fortran is easier to use when formatting complex reports, but
a large library routine for handling formatted l/O is involved. 
This problem was partly overcome by making the Fortran library
re-entrant. Format statements were, however, a large 
source of programming errors.
FIGURE 19.1 COATING MASS DISTRIBUTION FOR 300 GRAjM/METRE 
C M  SS PRODUCT PRODUCED AT DIFFERENT STAGES 
OF THE PROJECT •
CURVE 1
curie; 2
CURVE 3
COATING MASS DISTRIBUTION WITH CLOSED POOP 
COMPUTER CONTROL
COATING MASS DISTRIBUTION WITH MANIAL CONTROL 
USING MASS GAUGE AND MECHANISED AIR KNIFE RIG
COATING MASS DISTRIBUTION PRIOR TO INSTALLATION 
OF MASS GAUGE AND MECHANISATION OF RIG
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FIGURE 19.2 DISTRIBUTION DF. MINIMUM MASS READINGS FOR 300 GRAMS
PER SQUARE METRE CLASS PRODUCT FOR BOTH MANUAL CONTROL, 
PRIOR TO MASS GAUGE INSTALLATION, AND FULL COMPUTER CONTROL
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19. RESULTS
This system has proved to be an economic success because a considerable 
reduction in zinc usage has resulted and a better quality product is 
produced. The feedforward control can change from one product to another 
faster than the potman can manually, and the feedback control achieves 
better steady state control.
The following are the most significant results:-
1. A reduction in zinc usage (figure 19.l) which saves the Company 
between $0.5 and $1.0 million per annum depending upon product 
throughput. The installation of the coating mass gauge and 
the mechanised coating mass rig allowed a 10^ saving to be 
achieved using manual control. Computer control achieved
a further three percent saving in zinc usage and produced a 
higher quality product.
2. The quality of the product has been improved considerably 
(figure 19.2). As the life of the galvanized steel is determined 
by the thinnest part of the coating, where rust sets in first,
a more uniform coating increases product life (section 4.2).
3» The system has had complete operator acceptance from the start 
with no union problems. The main reason for this is that the 
potman’s working conditions have been improved considerably. 
Previously he worked in a hot noisy environment, but now he 
spends most of hi s time in an air-conditioned sound-proof 
control booth. Also the system has been installed as a tool for 
him to use, not to replace him, and the superiority of 
computer control over manual control was quickly established.
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The successful completion of this project paves the way for further 
process line improvements and future projects. There include
1. Duplication of the system on other process lines producing 
both zinc and zincalume coatings. A duplicate system is being 
installed on a line producing a zincalume coating (mixture of 
zinc and aluminium) . Feedback control has been working for 
sometime and feedforward control is waiting upon the installation 
of the pressure control hardware. The same process model is 
used, hut the model constant is a quarter of that used in the 
zinc model mainly because the coating metal has approximately 
half the density of zinc.
2. From the mathematical model it is obvious that increased jet-to­
strip distance decreases the sensitivity of coating mass to 
position changes. This suggests the possibility of compensating 
for had strip shape by changing the operating conditions, i.e. 
increasing both pressure and distance. This has been investigated, 
but not implemented for the following reasons
a) The present system is adequate for all but the worst shape 
problems.
b) A reliable method of detecting bad shape rapidly is needed 
if the control is to respond quickly. The bad shape shows 
up in the mass readings, but the feedback time of this 
signal is long.
c) The present system meets the constraints (section 11.l) 
placed on the system whereas operating at higher pressures
20. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
all the time does not.
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3. Prior ,to galvanizing, the steel strip is annealed in a furnace 
which has a very long thermal time constant. When the product 
being processed changes, the heat required to anneal the steel 
changes and either the furnace temperature or the line speed 
has to be changed to achieve the correct annealing conditions.
If the furnace is operated at optimum furnace conditions and 
the line speed is changed to achieve the correct annealing cycle, 
maximum product throughput can be achieved. This is now 
feasible because line speed changes do not have any significant 
effect on the coating mass. However, problems still exist 
because an on-line method of measuring whether or not the steel 
is annealed correctly has not yet been developed.
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FIGURE Al.l TYPICAL OPERATING CURVES FOR A FIXED MASS/DISTANCE 
RELATIONSHIP
APPENDIX 1 .COMPARISON OF METHODS OF SELECTING SYSTEM OPERATING
CONDITIONS
The process model (equation 10.4) has two independent variables^ namely 
distance and pressure, and thus it does not have a unique solution. A 
second equation (equation 10.5) is usedin conjunction with the process 
model to calculate a unique set of operating conditions. The relative 
merits of several different equations (section 11.2) are discussed below.
Al.l. UNIQUE OPERATING CONDITIONS BASED ON A FIXED MASS/PISTANCE
RELATIONSHIP
D = f(M) . . .  11.2
The simplest case is Dy^ = constant = ____1____
feedback gain
where the distance is fixed for a particular coating mass and the pressure 
is controlled so that it is proportional to line speed. Studies of the 
operating ranges for different feedback gains showed that the system 
which fits the constraints best has a gain in the region of 1.8 (figure 
Al.l) when the model constant is one.
This technique has the following advantages
a) The feedback gain is constant for all process conditions and 
high enough to ensure tight mass control.
b) The mass deadband is constant for all process conditions, 
and the following disadvantages:-
a) For quality reasons it is often necessary to restrict the 
pressure to below 20KPa on certain productsj requiring a 
different operating strategy. -
b) The line usually runs at high speeds thus requiring high operating 
pressures. As discussed in section ll.ljhigh pressures should
be avoided whenever it is possible.
If this method was persued further operating conditions which fit the 
constraints better might he obtained if a different distance to mass 
ratio is used for each coating mass range.
A1.2 UNIQUE OPERATING CONDITIONS BASED ON A FIXED MASS/PRESSURE
RELATIONSHIP
P = f(m ) 11.3
Again the simplest case is for = constant, but a fixed pressure 
for each mass may be more practical. Unfortunately this approach has 
the following disadvantages
a) Even though the relationship between pressure and mass is linear 
the resulting relationship between distance and speed is non­
linear.
P = f (m ) = KM
and D = MPh0,6 
s°.75
where model constant = 1
b) If a constant of .07 is selected, giving a pressure range of
7 to 39KPa, the jet-to-jet distance at a fixed speed of 100 mpm 
varies from 10 mm at 100 grams to 156 mm at 550 grams. Thus 
the technique does not produce operating conditions within the 
allowed operating limits.
Investigation of the more complex relationship P^*^ = KM produced 
even more widely scattered operating conditions and thus this method 
of selecting operating conditions is considered to be unacceptable.
ACTUAL CALCULATED
MASS SPEED PRESSURE DISTANCE EEEDBACK
436 89 12 66.8 1.53
436 97 12.5 64.1 1.47
433 134 14.5 54.9 1 . 2 6
309 84 1 4 . 5 55.3 1.79
326 120 1 6 . 5 48.3 1.48
301 134 18.3 4 3 . 7 1 . 4 5
231 80 17.0 4 7 . 2 2.04
127 78 24.3 32.9 2.59
TABLE Al.l PRESSURE, DISTANCE AND EEEDBACK GAIN 
CALCULATED FROM REAL DATA USING THE 
ABOVE EQUATIONS
A1.3 UNIQUE OPERATING CONDITIONS BASED ON A FIXED PRESSURE/DI STANCE
RELATIONSHIP
P = f(D) ’ . . .  11.4
Two cases were considered
P x D = Kj and . . .  Al.3.1
P x (D-K2) = K± " . . .  Al.3.2
where and are constants
The advantages of this approach are:-
a) The curve can he altered so that it fits the normal manual 
operating conditions and fits within the allowed operational 
limits (figure 11.2.1).
h) As both position and pressure are changed during feedforward
control the changes are smaller than in the other methods where 
only one.variable is changed.
c) Pressure is kept as low as possible with out reducing the feed­
back gain too far.
The mass and speed data of table 10.1 where used in the model to 
calculate the pressure, distance and feedback gain for each set of 
data (table Al.l). Both pressure and distance are within their 
operating limits and the feedback gain is high. The equation 
P x D = 800 was used
giving P = (800 S°-75) °-625
M where the model constant = 1
The main disadvantage is that the second curve (A1.3»2) adds greater 
flexibility at the expense of the increased complexity of an iterative 
solution (section 11.3).
FIGURE A2.1.1 PHYSICAL SCHEMATIC OF JET DRIVE TRAIN
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APPENDIX 2 POSITION CONTROL BACKLASH COMPENSATION AND LOOP TURNING
A2.1 BACKLASH COMPENSATION
The physical design of the jet drive train is such that it is possible 
for the motor to turn, taking up slack, without moving either the jet 
carriage or the position transducer (figure A2.2.l). Also two types 
of backlash, one of which dominates, exist:-
a) The carriage moves before the transducer.
b) The transducer moves before the carriage.
The latter is the more common, and the more easily controllable form 
of backlash because the transducer is normally fixed solidly to the 
drive motor. The former is undesirable because the rig carriage can be 
shifted without the movement being detected by the transducer.
To simplify the calculation (figure 2.1.2) no compensation is used when 
the rig is moving in (toward the centre) and full compensation is used 
when the rig is moving out. The compensation is completely adequate 
for the second type of back-lash, but can lead to problems with the 
first type, due to momentary positive feedback causing limit cycling 
if the backlash is large.
A2.2 LOOP TUNING
As stated previously (section 15.4.1) two control algorithms are used. 
They are tuned in the following manner:-
a) Measure the speed of the rig. One jet (at a time) is driven 
in one direction for a period of time and the response is 
recorded on a chart recorder (figure A2.2.1). The distance the 
rig rolls on after the drive signal is removed and the deadband 
between application of the drive signal can also be measured.
FIGURE A2.2.2 CHART RECORD OF SINGLE PULSE TEST N.B. PULSE LENGTH
= 50 mm. PULSE LENGTH WAS REDUCED TO 30 MSEC IN ORDER 
TO REDUCE DISTANCE MOVED BY ONE PULSE TO 0.3 mm -
I.E. LESS THAN THE INNER DEADBAND
FIGURE A2.2.3 TYPICAL STEP RESPONSE OF POSITION CONTROL 
SHOWING ENOUGH DERIVATIVES ACTION TO 
REMOVE AIR FROM THE AIR LINES AND SLOW 
THE RIG WITHOUT REVERSAL OF TORQUE FOLLOWED 
BY REPULSE FROM THE PULSE AND WAIT LOOP
b) A single pulse (pulse length equals one cycle of the control 
program) is applied to the drive and the distance moved is 
measured (figure 2.2). The cycle time of the program was 
reduced from the 50 milli-seconds used in figure A2.2.2 to
30 milli-seconds in order to reduce the distance which the rig 
moves in response to one pulse. This ensures that the rig 
movement following the application of one pulse is less than 
the overall position deadband of 0.4 mm.
c) The loop settings are then calculated from the above data using 
the following equations:-
1• Proportional plus Derivative Loop
a) Distance covered in one program cycle at full speed
= 10 x velocity x time relative velocity
i.e.. relative velocity = distance/cycle 
where time = cycle length in msec 
NB distance is scaled up to mm x 10 -
b) Proportional gain is set to 100
c) Then P gain x error - D gain x relative velocity *= 0 for 
a response with no over shoot or undershoot.
d) Now the error = outer deadband + 2 = roll on distance + 2
e) Derivative gain = P gain x (outer deadband + 2) 2
relative velocity
NB deadband is also in mm x 10
2. Pulse and Wait Loop
a) Number of pulses in the pulse and wait loop
= error; ___________ __________ = no. of program cycles
distance moved by one pulse (PCFAC).
b) The wait period = time during which the rig rolls on after
the pulse is removed plus the deadband 
between the application of the pulse and 
rig movement.
c) W^it count = Wait period = no. of cycles to wait
cycle time 0
d) These values are set into the program and the respons 
(figure 2.3) checked.
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SUMMARY. The application of an Interdata mini computer system- to control the mass of zinc coated on to 
steel strip on No. 3 Continuous Galvanizing Line at John Lysaght's Port Kembla plant is described.
The control system includes adaptive feedback control for steady state operation and model prediction to 
overcome transport lags during product change . The process model is continuously adapted on line.
This paper concentrates on the programming of the system, describing the development of the software 
system, including control programs, modifications to the operating system and de-bugging aids. A 
discussion is included on the choice of programming language.
An overview of the process, the control system and the limitations of the system is included.
1 INTRODUCTION
The control of the mass of zinc on steel 
strip in a hot dip galvanizing line hcs tradition­
ally been crude . Excess zinc was used to ensure 
that the product met the specifications. The 
developments of x-ray fluorescence gauges capable 
of continuously measuring the mass, and of air jet 
stripping of excess zinc from the strip have 
opened the way for improved coating mass control. 
This gives the ability to meet product specific­
ations while using less zinc, thus making the 
application of computer control to existing lines 
very attractive financially.
2 THE GALVANIZING PROCESS
(a) Galvanizing
Steel strip is annealed and heated to a 
stable temperature in a furnace . It then passes 
through a bath of molten zinc (Figure 1). The 
zinc film in contact with the strip is pulled out 
of th8 bath by viscous force. The amount of zinc 
pulled out (film thickness) is determined by a 
balance between the viscous force and gravity .
The film thickness increases as the line speed 
increases . The zinc solidifies before it reaches 
the turn-around roll.
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Fig. 1 Diagram of the galvanizing line
(b) Control of the Coating Hass
The process described results in more than 
the required mass of zinc on the strip. The 
excess zinc is removed by a pair of air knives 
located above the bath. The excess zinc is re­
turned to the bath. The mass of zinc (film thick­
ness) left is dependent upon the line speed, the 
pressure of the air jet and the distance between 
the jet and the strip , A mathematical model has 
been developed to describe this relationship.
(c) Measurement of Mass
The mass is measured sixty metres further 
along the line. The measuring heads of the x-ray 
fluorescence gauge scan from one edge of the strip 
to the other, giving a coating mass read out every 
four seconds (100mm of strip width). During the 
retrace to the first edge, the gauge displays the 
average coating mass on both surfaces of the strip 
for the whole scan. This signal is used for 
control of total mass because it filters out the 
noise introduced by mass variations across the 
strip, these variations being caused by strip . 
shape problems.
(d) Control System
The control system endeavours to achieve the 
following goals :
(i) Maintain the total mass averaged over a-com­
plete scan above a minimum value - the specified 
coating mass.
(ii) Maintain the mass , averaged over a complete 
scan, on both surfaces, within five grams of each 
other - differential mass.
(iii) Maintain even distribution across each sur­
face of the strip - skew mass .
(iv) Change the jet position and pressure to 
achieve a target mass change or compensate
for a speed change, quickly, without violating 
product quality limits .
A feedforward loop, using model prediction 
to calculate new jet positions and pressures, is 
used for process changes , e ,g . target mass or 
speed change. At the same time a new gain, to 
suit the new operating conditions, is predicted 
from the model for the feedback control loop.
The process model is adapted on line using 
measured process conditions . A simple model 
(Ref, 1) is used with a table of adapted constants 
to cover the mass and speed rangs .
The feedback loop controls the total mass, 
differential mass and skew mass during steady 
State operation, using jet position control only. 
The program adapts its own gain to compensate 
for varying process conditions. .
4 STRUCTURE OF THE APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
There are six basic types of program in 
the system. These interact and communicate with 
each other via a common data area at the top of.
memory.
3 COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
Fig. 2 Computer configuration
(a) Data Input Programs
These programs read the process signals, 
convert them to physical units, check them for 
maximum limits, minimum limits and rate of change, 
and alarm on fault. A data stack, aligned with 
the strip between the air knives and the mass 
gauge, is maintained. This data is used for model 
adaption and logs . These programs also log data 
on to disc files for the generation of Production 
and Engineering reports .
(b) Control Output Programs
These programs control the rig position and 
pressure . The rig position control' is direct 
digital control with backlash compensation. The 
pressure control is by computer preset of remote 
analogue pneumatic controllers. We found that 
computer preset was not adequate because of zero 
errors and drift in the controllers . We have 
overcome this with an integration loop which 
adjusts the controller preset until the correct 
feedback is obtained.
(c) System Monitoring Programs
Before thB control system can be allowed to 
operate, the computer must establish that the line 
is running, the gauge is scanning and the potman 
(man responsible for coating mass control) has 
selected automatic control. These programs 
monitor the system and set flags indicating system 
status .
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It is possible to control both pressure and 
position, and thus coating mass, from the potman's 
control desk without using the computer. The pot­
man places the system into automatic (computer 
control) by pushing a button on his desk. If at 
any time the potman uses his manual controls the 
computer relinquishes control until the operator 
again returns the system to automatic.
(d) Control Programs
These handle the feedforward and feedback 
control of coating mass. They do not have any 
direct contact with the process . They calculate 
the required position and pressure changes using 
data set up in the communications area by the data 
input programs. The new position and pressure 
references are set into the communications area 
and the control output programs achieve the new 
settings.
(e) Human Interface
In normal operation the only human inter­
vention needed is for the potman to provide 
details of the parameters required for the coating. 
For communication with the potman there is a 
simple visual display unit with keyboard. This is 
physically a long way from the computer, on ths 
floor below it.
When a new coil is welded to the strip at the 
input end of line, the computer requests the new 
coil number, target mass, strip width and thick­
ness. When entered, these are checked for valid­
ity and re-displayed for the potman to verify. 
Information is not used until he has keyed "OK". .
Even then, he has an opportunity to charge the 
data if necessary. The data is transferred to the 
control programs when the weld reaches cne pot and 
the gauge; it takes about 2 minutes (dQpending on 
line conditions) for a weld to travel through the 
furnace to the pot, giving plenty of time for 
keying.
The "human interface" was designed to be as 
easy to use as possible, as this was considered to 
be a critical part of the system, being used by 
people unfamiliar with computers and keyboards . 
Without the operator's acceptance and confidence a 
control system cannot work well. This system has 
been implemented with only minor complaints and no 
labour-relations problems .
(f) Auxiliary Programs
Two programs are included in the system to 
produce a daily Production report and Engineering 
data log. The production report provides the 
Production Department with valuable information on 
product quality. It has been a continual source 
of problems for the programmers . The report was 
one of the first programs written and has had to 
be modified considerably as the Production Depart­
ments requirements have changed. As it is a com­
plex report, errors are prone to occur and are 
difficult to find. They expect the report to be 
accurate in every detail every time. It would 
have been easier for the programmers if this report 
had been the last stage of the project.
Another auxiliary program we find very useful 
displays all critical process data on the potmans 
visual display unit at the push of a button. Alarm 
messages, from the computer, indicating signal 
faults, mass gauge scanning problems and control 
loop faults are also displayed on this unit. The 
data displayed is sufficient to quickly fault-find
any of these faults. The process data displayed 
can be compared to instruments on-the potman's 
control desk to check signal faults and the com­
puter control loop information can be compared to 
manual control. This display means that elect­
ricians, with little knowledge of computers, can 
pinpoint most faults. A semi-graphical display 
with regular data update would be better but would 
require a more complex (and expensive) visual 
display unit.
5 DE-BUGGING AIDS
(a) Why is it that manufacturers' offerings in 
the way of de-bugging aids are never quite what 
one wants, either for hardware diagnostics, or 
software monitors? In our case, when an interface 
fault is suspected, we did not want to take the 
galvanizing line off automatic control, load and 
run a stand-alone test program, then re-load the 
normal system; we wanted something that a tech­
nician could run easily and quickly using the 
operating system, preferably without affecting 
normal running at all'.
Accordingly, we wrote three programs, all of 
which are very simple in concept but have been 
very useful, one to monitor the digital multi­
plexer, a second to monitor the analogue multi­
plexer and the third to check the interrupt system. 
In both the first two, the operator can specify ‘ 
what addresses, or groups of addresses he wishes 
to have displayed and the iteration rate for the 
display. The third dees have an impact on normal 
running, but full automatic control can very 
quickly be restored.
Under R .T .0 .5. it is very easy to change 
peripherals for a program's input/output, so if a 
very fast monitoring is required a disc file may 
be used, to be later copied to the (comparatively 
slow) line printer.
(b) For control system monitoring, we again 
wanted something that could run alongside the 
control system as ̂ another task of the operating 
system. Two programs were written:
(i) to examine the contents of any location or 
groups of locations anywhere in memory on a one- 
shot or repetitive basis. The output is in decim­
al, hexadecimal, real number, instruction mnemonic 
and ASCII formats and there is great flexibility 
over the output device. The iteration rate is 
.also variable .
(ii) to use the line printer as a chart-recorder. 
Up to 26 traces can be recorded, using an alpha­
betic for each. Each trace has an individually 
specified scaling and offset and may be the sum or 
difference between two signals . Again the iter­
ation rate can be specified. The background is a 
set of fullstops with numbers in every tenth 
position for ease of interpretation. Again, if a 
fast iteration is required a disc file may be used 
and copied later to the printer. This routine 
proved very useful, when left on an overnight run, 
for giving a succinct analysis of control system 
performance.
6 SYSTEM SOFTWARE
(a) The operating system used is Interdata's 
R.T.O.S. However, we have modified the supplied 
system to suit our needs, and not only in the ways 
recommended by Interdata. R.T.O.S. is a true 
multi-tasking real-time operating system (for 
their 16 bit range of machines) and is extremely
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flexible, allowing tasks to run completely 
asynchronously, under the control of a 16 level 
priority system. Tasks may be started by external 
interrupts, by an operator, by other tasks or by 
the computer's real-time clocking systems. 
Surprisingly, however, it is not possible to run a 
single task precisely synchronously. This is a 
contrast to some operating systems used in process 
control, where synchronism with a mains driven 
clock is the only mode of operation.
(b) A Memory Protection system prevents a task 
writing outside its own area, with the exception 
that there is a Task Common Area to enable inter­
task communication. Some form of memory protection 
is essential during development, especially when a 
partial system is performing some control functions.
(c) The 7/l6 has a maximum memory size of 64 K 
bytes and our system looked like needing all the 
available space, particularly during commissioning, 
while monitor programs were running as well as the 
control system. Some effort was therefore put into 
reducing memory usage by cutting down some device 
drivers to remove unwanted features , although some 
extra features were incorporated in one.
(d) Many applications programs were written in 
Fortran, requiring routines from the Run Time 
Library. Several routines from this library were 
linked to the operating system and thus made common 
to all programs; this made use of the fact that 
they had been written to be re-entrant.
(e) Unfortunately the software as supplied was not
bug-free. At least one Fortran routine was not re­
entrant and a certain combination of faults in 
Fortran programs could persuade R,T.0 .S . to over­
write itself. •
company . The system was developed in-house 
because it was thought that, due to our knowledge 
of tne galvanizing process, we could design a 
better system than a gauge manufacturer.
Due to our comparative inexperience the 
initial project timing estimates were incorrect.
I he programming took three man years, not the 
estimated one .
The reasons for this were:
(a) the initial timing estimates were based on 
reports of other projects using very experienced 
personnel and thus were optimistic.
(b) our inexperience meant that time was lost 
while engineers familiar with hardware control 
systems learned how to program computerised 
control systems . It also meant that major program 
changes were needed to overcome faults in the 
initial design and incorrect planning. The 
addition of an engineering oriented programmer to 
the project team helped to solve these problems.
(c) the process is reasonably complex and at the 
start of the project the process model was still 
being developed. Because of this, our initial 
design of the system was far more complex than 
was eventually required.
(d) the project timing was also affected by staff 
changes , a problem which should always be allowed 
for in a project this size. ■
8 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
Fortran was originally selected as the 
programming language because:
(f) Most of the modifications applied to the oper­
ating system were simple ones to reduce memory usage, 
shorten console typewriter messages etc; but two 
were more far-reaching:
(i) The clock interrupt routine was largely re­
written to cater for the Australian date convention 
and to make it count correctly over month-ends (but 
not, however, at year—ends or leap-year Februarys).
A routinewas also written to enable Fortran prog­
rams to access the current date for report print­
outs etc.
(ii) R.T.O.S. allocates to each task a number, and 
when that task is made active its number is dis­
played on the computer's front panel, in hexa­
decimal and binary. It is r.owever often difficult 
to spot a combination of lights in a frequently 
changing display, so we modified the executive to 
display an individual bit (power of 2). The oper­
ator command map, which prints out a list of task 
in memory, was also modified to tell which bit is 
associated with each task. This seemingly trivial 
change has proved invaluable, even enabling a 
technician to correct a malfunction of the system 
during the night when given instructions by tele­
phone ,
(a) we unre familiar with it.
(b) the use of a high level language to reduce 
programming time had been highly recommended in 
computing literature.
The final system uses a combination of 
Fortran and Assembler programs and sub-routines 
for the following reasons.
(a) Fortran has limited byte and bit handling 
facilities. These are essential for control loop 
and sequence programming.
(b) Ue found that we were unable to drive Fortran 
programs directly from external interrupts due to 
the way the operating system handles interrupts.
(c) The direct digital control programs were 
written in assembler because programs can be 
written more efficiently, reducing the running 
time and memory used.
(d) Fortran is a scientific language and 
programming calculations are easier than in 
assembler. However, we found assembler easier to 
use when programming logical processes.
(5 ) The drawback of the great flexibility of 
R.T.O.S, is its size. Including the common Fortran 
routines and all peripheral drivers for our config­
uration, the operating system takes 29 K out of the 
total of 64 K bytes of memory.
7 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM
This is the first computerised process control 
system installed by the Port Kembla division of the
(e) Fortran is easier to use when formatting 
complex reports, but a large library routine for 
handling formatted i/o is involved. This problem 
was partly overcome by making the library re­
entrant. Format statements were, however, a large 
source of programming errors.
Interdata have since released their Fortran V 
which allows Fortran and assembler to be mixed in 
the one program. This should overcome many
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9 SYSTEM LIMITATIONS
The system is limited by measuring problems, 
signal noise and the constraints of the air knife 
rig, not by computing power. The air knife rig is 
a bulky mechanical structure in a very bad environ­
ment. It is very difficult to calibrate the 
position transducers because of these problems . 
Errors in position signal zeros affect the accuracy 
of the process model and thus the ability of the 
system to change products. For small errors this 
problem is overcome by on-line adaption of the 
model but when the rig is changed or the trans­
ducers recalibrated the model is inaccurate. The 
feedback control works on incremental position 
changes and thus is not affected by position zero 
errors.
The process line is ten years old and the 
speed and pressure controls are not as stiff as in 
more modern installations. Fluctuations in both 
these cause mass variations which limit how close 
we can control to the target mass without going 
below it.
programming problems without using excessive core.
The system has proved to be an economic 
success. Considerable savings in zinc are made 
and a better quality product produced. The feed­
forward control can change from one product to 
another faster than the potman can manually, and 
the feedback control achieves better steady state 
control. A comparison of zinc usage at different 
stages of the system implementation is shown in 
Figure 3.
10 RESULTS
Curve 1 . Coating mass distribution with closed 
loop computer control.
Curve 2. Coating mass distribution with manual
control using mass gauge and mechanised 
air knife rig .
Curve 3 . Coating mass distribution prior to 
installation of mass gauge and 
mechanisation of rig .
Fig. 3 Coating mass distribution purves
11 CUNCLU5IDN5
This project is a success even though it is 
our first attempt at computer process control . As 
a result of the experience gained we will be able 
to implement future projects more quickly.
The areas which cause problems in such projects 
are:- ■
(a) Initial concepts of the control systems tend 
to be too complex. Tt is best to get a simple 
system going and then add refinements if necessary. 
A considerable amount of feedback can be obtained 
from a simple system which can be used to improve 
the final system, often by reducing complexity.
(b) Programming time estimates are always 
optimistic .
(c) The design of the structure of the applic­
ations software and the program inter-relation­
ships must be well thought out before programming 
commences. This includes design specifications 
and coarse flow charts for every program in the 
system and complete design of the inter—program 
communications area.
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ABSTRACT
The structure of a typical computer-based coating 
mass control system is derived which incorporates 
feedback and feedforward controllers based on 
recently developed adaptive mathematical models 
for the jet stripping process. Using conventional 
design techniques, three alternative types of feed­
back control algorithm are investigated. The 
"pulse-and-wait" algorithm is recommended for 
computer control applications due to its ease of 
implementation. Typical simulation results are 
presented for a range of strip speeds with and 
without errors in the model parameters.
Emphasis is placed on the need to adjust some of 
the controller settings as a function of process 
conditions.
NOMENCLATURE
B
c0 - c5 
D(z)
DjG(z)
g
g*
h
Kp
Ko - K* 
ka
kp>kI.kd
jet slot width.
coating mass model constants, 
sampled data controller transfer 
function.
jet-to-jet distance, 
process transfer function, 
acceleration due to g ra v ity , 
effective acceleration in stripping 
zone.
minimum liquid coating thickness 
(single-sided).
smoothed model adaption constant, 
estimate of model adaption constant, 
process gain factor, 
controller constants.
Constant in adaption filter algorithm, 
proportional, integral and derivative
LgM
M(S,Dj,Ph)
M 0
M
M
MI0, MIj 
n*
PhÒP
Bx
Q
R
S
s
controller gains.
distance from stripping zone to gauge.
coating mass (doublé sided).
function for calculating coating mass.
measured coating mass.
average coating mass.
rate of change of coating mass.
operator inputs to control system.
number of scans in one time delay.
jet header pressure.
representative maximum pressure
gradient in the stripping zone.
tuning constant in sampled data
controller. '
constant in process pulse transfer
function.
strip speed.
Laplacian operator, complex 
frequency variable.
desired time constant of closed-loop
TF(z )
t
u
ufb
uff
X
a, p, y
/\(prefix)
en
V
response.
desired controller closed-loop 
transfer function, 
time.
controller output. •
feedback component of controller 
output. •
feedforward component of controller 
output.
co-ordinate in the direction of strip 
travel.
sampled data shift operator.
exponents in power form of coating
mass model.
indicates a perturbation.
control system error (= M n - M n).
dynamic viscosity of liquid coating.
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p
T
Td
TjTs
tt
Twait
density of liquid coating, 
scan time.
time delay between stripping zone 
and gauge.
time constant of actuators, 
shear stress at liquid surface in 
stripping zone.
effective total time delay (= “¿j + t/2 ). 
time delay of pulse-and-wait 
controller.
desired closed-loop response time 
delay.
INTRODUCTION
Gas "knife" or jet stripping techniques have been 
used for many'years to control liquid coating 
thicknesses in the paper industry and their 
introduction to continuous galvanizing lines has 
greatly facilitated the production of uniform zinc 
coatings at increased strip speeds. (See Fig. 1). 
To date, most galvanizing lines have relied upon 
an operator to adjust the gas pressure and jet 
position relative to the strip in order to control 
coating mass. This gives a reasonably efficient 
operation provided that the operator is attentive 
and accurate gauges are installed to measure the 
coating mass distributions on each side of the 
strip. The literature on galvanizing line modelling 
and control is extremely sparse, however Refs. 1 
and 2 give a detailed introduction to the process 
and the key variables involved.
During the last three years, zinc prices have risen 
markedly and focused attention on the savings to be 
made by introducing coating mass measurement 
and computer control of the stripping process^] .
Operation of a continuous galvanizing line requires 
the feed coils to be welded together before passing 
through a furnace and the molten zinc pot. Strip 
speed (typically 60-180 m/min) may be changed at 
any time to suit furnace operation or other 
constraints while the nominal coating mass is 
normally maintained constant over the length of 
any one coil. Coating mass tolerances are 
Specified in terms of minimum mass, average 
mass, side-to-side differences, and transverse 
distribution characteristics^], During processing, 
the major control requirement is that the coating 
mass specification should be met with a minimum 
of excess zinc and a maximum yield of prime 
product. Zinc savings can therefore be made by -
(i) Fast, accurate control at the beginning of 
a coil when the average coating mass 
reference is altered.
(ii) Effective control of coating mass
transients which may occur during speed 
changes.
(iii) Dynamic optimisation of the average coat­
ing mass reference along the length of a 
coil.
and (iv) Uniform transverse distribution control.
Figure 2 illustrates an integrated system for 
achieving the first three items listed above. A 
central feature is the provision of a reliable feed­
back controller. The controller shown simultan­
eously adjusts both jet header pressure and jet-to- 
jet spacing to control coating mass. Both of these 
controls are fast compared to the process time 
delays. Other features to compensate for 
measured process disturbances such as line speed, 
can then be added as feedforward controllers. A 
higher level control system has also been added 
which determines the statistical distribution of 
coating mass along the strip and the most 
economical setpoint or coating mass reference to 
use for a specified nominal coating mass. This 
latter system is sometimes referred to as a 
"target-optimisation controller" and usually 
operates oh a longer time-scale scale than the 
average coating mass controller. Strip shape can 
vary markedly from coil to coil and can be 
expected to be a major reason for changing the 
coating mass setpoint. For this reason it may be 
feasible to leave this function to the operator (via 
the MIj input). The coating mass setpoint should 
be reset to its normal value at the end of a coil.
The final achievable performance is limited by the 
uniformity of the distribution which is determined 
by the quality of jet design and the standards to 
which the jets are maintained. To date, the on­
line control of jet-slot characteristics has not 
become a standard practice, however this may 
change when more automatic coating mass control 
systems have been installed. •
Feedforward controllers and the calculations used 
to predict stripping jet pressure and spacing at the 
start of a new order rely heavily on the accuracy 
of the process model stored in the control computer. 
Errors in these two control functions will cause 
coating mass deviations which have to be corrected 
by the feedback controller.
This paper summarises the application of conven­
tional control design techniques and considers three 
types of control algorithm; analog with proportional 
plus integral error terms, sampled data and "pulse- 
and-wait". The results are also relevant to the 
feedback control of distribution characteristics 
such as coating mass "skew" (or asymmetrical 
components), side-to-side differences and edge-to- 
centre variations although detailed discussion on 
these aspects is not included. The controller 
coefficients need adjustment when changes in line 
speed or stripping conditions occur and a simple 
approach to the on-line, adaptive calculation of 
these coefficients is included.
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Similarly, a process dependent coefficient Ko is 
incorporated in the manual control input MI«,. This 
enables the operator to adjust the jet-to-jet 
distance in response to observed strip shape 
changes or on account of control limits being 
approached. By simultaneously adjusting jet 
pressure and jet-to-jet distance in the correct 
ratio, disturbances to the average coating mass 
can be avoided.
FEEDBACK CONTROLLER DESIGN.
The block diagram of a typical digital feedback 
controller and its component functions is shown 
in Fig. 3. This represents a coating mass 
controller in which the process dependent 
coefficients (Kj and K2 of Fig. 2) and the jet 
controls have been lumped in with the stripping 
process. The scaling of the process dependent 
coefficients should be such that the overall process 
gain Kp is unity.
The coating mass measurement involves the 
generation of gamma rays which are absorbed by 
the zinc coating and re-emitted as lower frequency 
K-fluorescent radiation. Re-emitted rays are 
detected in the gauge by a proportional counter 
tube whose output pulses are counted over a period 
of several seconds and converted to an equivalent 
coating mass reading. An average coating mass, 
M, is obtained by adding the individual readings 
from the scanning gauges on each side of the strip 
and dividing by the number of readings. Depending 
on the traverse speed, a new average coating mass 
may be calculated every 30 s approximately. If 
the scanning speed is increased excessively, 
errors will be introduced in individual readings 
due to the statistical nature of the measurement.
It is possible, however, that the average coating 
mass could still be measured accurately at the 
high scanning speed. Clearly the time T between 
successive readings of M  will influence the 
minimum response time of the control system. 
Usually the time delay between the stripping 
zone and the gauges is greater than T and varies 
between 0.3 and 1.0 min depending on strip speed. 
The time delay can be calculated from the implicit 
integral equation:
s-* .
which can be solved by a suitably programmed 
ditigal computer. The effective total time delay 
tT (defined as + t/2) is the major factor in 
limiting feedback control system response time.
The coating mass error en is the difference 
between the setpoint or reference coating mass
and the measured average coating mass M n at 
time tn where
tn = nT . v (2)
assuming a regular scan interval T. As will be 
- shown later, the scan interval need not necessarily 
be constant.
The units of the controller output un are those of 
coating mass if the scale factors associated with 
the interface are lumped into the process transfer 
function. A so-called zero order hold has been 
assumed.
Analog Controller Algorithm. '
A common approach to the selection of control 
algorithms'is to assume that the process is 
continuous and to borrow the classical analog 
system design techniques based on Laplace 
transform or frequency response concepts. Having 
completed the design one can then determine its
sampled data counterpart̂ -4]_
For most process control applications it is 
sufficient to specify the continuous controller 
output u(t) as the sum of three functions of the 
error e(t), namely proportional, integral and 
derivative, such that
kd de(t) _tu(t) = kp e(t)+— ---  + kiĴ  e(t)dt ...(3)
where kp, k^ and kj are controller settings. The 
derivative term is not recommended when the 
error signal has a significant noise-to-signal ratio, 
as is the case with the coating mass application, 
because it lands to amplify the disturbances. The 
inclusion of an integral term ensures that any 
initial error will be eliminated in a finite time 
which depends on kj.
Sampled Data Controller Algorithms.
A sampled data controller algorithm D(z) specifies 
the manner in which the output un is to be calculated 
from the error sequence {Cj. . . . en] and the 
previous outputs {uj. . . .un_j}. Normally it is 
necessary to assume that the scan time is constant 
and that un is a linear function of the elements of 
these two sequences. Varying strip speeds raise 
difficulties in the coating mass application due to 
the varying time delay which alters the desired 
controller algorithm. One solution is to 
synchronise the scanning rate of the coating mass 
gauge to the strip speed so that a reading is 
obtained every time a specified length of strip 
(AL say) has passed the gauge. This means that 
M n, Gn and un become the values corresponding 
to a point on the strip distant n AL from the start 
of the control. This approach is feasible if the 
response time of the actuators is considerably 
shorter than the time delay T-p, although it is not 
an exact analysis of the true situation when speed 
changes are occurring.
The design procedure recommended by HighairJ-^l
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and Dahlin^^ avoided the complex mathematical 
z-transform analysis of earlier investigators and 
Involved specifying a priori the desired form of 
closed loop response in terms of a time delay T 
f>T-p) and a time constant Tv. The system transfer 
function would then be:
TF(z) =
where Q = 1 - e
and T* = (n ‘ +1 )t
Z: (n*+1)Q
[1 -(l-Q)z"1]
-(t/t*)
Clearly it is not reasonable to specify a time delay 
T* which is less than (t  ̂+ T) and setting n"' equal 
to the nearest integer less than T-j/t would satisfy 
this constraint. By adjusting the parameter Q, the 
closed loop behaviour can be tuned to achieve a 
faster or slower response at the possible expense 
of excessive actuator fluctuationŝ ].
Equation 7 represents an algorithm which will 
cancel an error as soon as it is detected, provided 
that the process dependent coefficients have been 
calculated accurately.
Until now it has been assumed that the coating mass 
gauge is scanning continuously with a period T 
which is less than T-p and related to strip speed. 
When applying the algorithm of equation 7 this 
restriction can be relaxed. This is possible if the 
term un_̂ n’,i + j) is always calculated as the last 
control correction applied before the current coat­
ing mass error was generated. Some ambiguity 
can arise if a controlled change in coating mass 
arrives at the gauge during a scan. One solution 
to this difficulty is to increase the time between 
scans. That is, measurements are made only 
after the effect of the previous control change to 
the stripping process has reached the gauge. In 
other words, n* in equation 7 is set equal to zero 
and the control algorithm becomes
The Laplace transform of a zero order hold may be 
shown to be (1 - e“sT)/s. Representing the closed 
loop transfer function of the jet-to-jet position and 
jet header pressure control systems by a first 
order system l/Kp(l + sTj) and the stripping 
process by Kp^-sT enables the overall process 
transfer function to be written as: '
G(z ) 1 -(l-R)z“ 1
where R = (1 - e
Applying the design method of Ref. 5 leads to the 
desired result:
%  = fcn - ( 1 - R )  en - i   ̂ Q / R  + 0 - Q ) u n - i  " Qun-(n* + 1 )
Typical values for Q and R in a coating mass 
control application would be 0 .5 and 1.0 
respectively. Because of the difficulties which can 
arise in maintaining synchronization of the gauge 
scanning to strip speed under all conditions a 
simpler form of sampled data controller will be 
derived which offers similar performance when the 
time delay Trp is much greater than Tj.
Puls e-and-Wait Controller.
As the process actuator response time Tj is 
reduced in comparison to tt (Tj < 7 j . / l 0  say) the 
desired response time T '" can also be reduced such
that:
Q = R = 1.
Substituting this result in equation 6 yields
un = en + un_ (n* + i ) ■ • • (7 )
un = en +un-l —  i8)
The timing flexibility of the pulse-and-wait 
controller and the simplicity of the algorithm are 
two important factors which recommend it for 
implementation. It is also easy to switch from 
manual control to automatic control without 
introducing undesired transient effects.
FEEDFORWARD CONTROLLER DESIGN
Feedforward control can be usefully applied in 
situations where disturbances can be measured 
before the process output is affected. Unlike feed­
back control, it requires an accurate model to 
predict the effect of the disturbance and to 
calculate the necessary change in controls which 
will correct the error as it occurs. If the feed­
forward control model is poor it will produce errors 
in coating mass which could exceed the errors 
present with no control at all.
At this stage, strip speed is the only measured 
disturbance which can change rapidly and influence 
the coating mass before the feedback control system 
takes any action. As a rough guide to the effect of 
strip speed, a simple model developed in a later 
section predicts that coating mass is proportional 
to the square root of strip speed. Therefore a 100% 
increase in strip speed would create a 40% thicker 
coating. Since the strip speed can vary between 
■ 60 and 180 m/min a feedforward controller is highly 
desirable. A system for achieving this function is 
shown in Fig. 2 where the feedforward controller 
output U££ is added to the feedback controller output 
Ufb to form the required coating mass correction. 
The subsequent control functions are designed to 
achieve this coating mass change by calculating the 
necessary alterations to jet-to-jet distance and jet 
header pressure.
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The procedure recommended for realising feed­
forward control uses a nonlinear coating mass 
model as follows:
(i) The initial set of controls (D jQ, P h o ) applied 
after a coating mass reference change should 
be calculated for a nominal strip speed S* 
and not the actual speed S. Typically S* 
might be set at a midrange value of 100 m/ 
min.
(ii) The feedforward controller output uff should 
represent the calculated change in coating 
mass due to the strip speed being S rather 
than S '". Ideally, the current controls
(Dj, P^) should be employed in this 
calculation of U£f. That is
uff = M(S, Dj, Ph)-M(S, Dj, Ph) .. .(9 )
where the coating mass is assumed to be 
represented as a function of the three major 
variables strip speed, jet-to-jet distance 
and header pressure.
(iii) The feedforward control must be reset and 
recalculated whenever a change in coating 
mass reference occurs for a new coil.
(iv) The feedforward contribution uff to the total
controller output u should not be included in 
the feedback controller algorithms defined 
previously. Therefore the feedback and 
feedforward controllers can operate 
independently. •
(v) Selection of the calculation frequency for 
feedforward control should depend on .the 
maximum rates of acceleration and 
deceleration.
(vi) The controller function which converts the 
required coating mass change u to a set 
of new control references (Dj , P^) should 
base its calculations on the current values 
of S, Dj and P^.
COMPARISON OF SIM U LATED  F E E D B A C K  
CONTROLLER RESPO NSES
A digital computer program has been developed to 
compare the dynamic response times of the various 
feedback controllers. Little is gained in this 
situation from the simulation of the feedforward 
control since it will give no error under ideal 
Conditions.
Unlike the other controllers, the analog controller 
has two constants kp and kj which need to be ,
adjusted to optimise the dynamic response at 
different strip speeds, kp and kj will also vary
with scan time and, to a much lesser extent, with 
actuator time constant Tj. Throughout the 
simulation Tj was fixed at 3. Os. Fig. 4 specifies 
controller integral settings as a function of time 
delay tt which minimise overshoot and lead to a 
fast response for several values of k (0, 0.2 and 
0.35). The highest practical value of kp was 0.35, 
above which significant oscillations were evident. 
The product kj T»p was observed to be constant for 
a specified proportional gain kp; for the maximum 
kp of 0.3 5 the product kj tt  was 0.5.
Step responses for each type of controller are 
illustrated in Fig. 5a for Td equal to 0. 5 min, 
(equivalent to a strip speed of 120 m/min).
Results are plotted as functions of the dimension­
less time t/T̂ . Figs. 5b and 5c look similar and 
correspond to strip speeds of 60 and 180 m/min 
respectively. In each case the analog controller 
is slightly slower than the others. The "wait" 
time Twad£ of the "pulse-and-wait" controller was 
determined conservatively from the formula:^}
Twait ~ +  Z t  +  4 T j ...(10)
This could be reduced by T if the initiation of a 
gauge scan was computer controlled.
As one would anticipate, the control corrections 
associated with the sampled data and the "pulse- 
and-wait" controllers are more sudden and severe 
than for the analog (P + I) controller. An 
indication of the response sensitivity to model 
errors can be obtained by altering Kp by ±30%. 
Figs. 6a and 6b give the step response correspond­
ing to Kp equals 0. 7 and 1. 3 respectively at a 
strip speed of 120 m/min. Each controller 
response is still stable and would be considered 
satisfactory in practice. '
Ramp disturbance tests were made by applying a 
coating mass variation M  of 2 0 %/min or 1 0 0% in a 
length of 600 m. The strip speed was 120 m/min. 
Results are presented in Fig. 7 and show a 
characteristic offset whose magnitude is 2MT-p 
approximately. This relationship enables the 
response to other ramp disturbances to be 
estimated.
Overall, the difference in performance between the 
three controllers is marginal and the particular 
one selected would depend upon the ease of 
implementation. The step response time may be 
seen to be 4Td approximately in Fig. 5a, although 
it is more accurate to express it as a function of 
T<p. That is, the time taken to correct 90% of an 
initial error is 2.5 Trp. This expression may be 
employed to estimate the effect upon closed loop 
performance of altering the scan time T or time 
delay Td . Under manual control the response time 
was observed to be in the vicinity of 4T,p.
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ADAPTION OF COATING MASS M O D E L  AND ITS 
DERIVATIVES. .
Fundamental to the feedback and feedforward 
control systems summarised previously is the 
inclusion of a mathematical model for predicting 
control settings to use for a particular coating 
mass or to achieve a desired change in coating 
mass. The model is represented by the functional 
notation:
M  = M  (S, Dj, Ph) . . . ( H )
Recent investigations have established the basic 
mechanisms which govern the jet-stripping process 
and have suggested mathematical models for 
predicting coating mass. An early model developed 
by Reid was based on a steady, one - dimension 
parallel laminar flow analysis whose solution 
depended on strip speed and the pressure gradient 
in the entry section of the stripping zone. An 
approximate constraint was included for confirm­
ing that a steady flow condition was attainable with 
the maximum pressure existing in the stripping 
zone. This approach has been extended to cater 
for turbulent film flow conditions by introducing 
surface shear stress Tg (air drag) and dimension­
less parabolic velocity distributions as measured 
by Ho and Hummel^l The resulting formula for 
double-sided coating mass is
M  = 2oh/3[l + Tsh/2pS ...(12)
The single-sided liquid coating thickness h is the 
solution of the nonlinear algebraic equation:
Cjhu '* 2
+ c2u'1' + c, = 0MS ' ~ c S
where u* = /hg* + c4 Ts/p
and g* = [g +^2'/p] ox
- - - (13)
(14)
The variable g ' has been nicknamed "super-g" 
since it represents the effective gravitational 
field in the liquid film when the stripping jet is 
applied. This solution assumes that the total 
header pressure is sufficient to decelerate the 
excess zinc in the stripping zone to zero velocity 
before the strip leaves the region of maximum 
pressure gradient. Dimensionless parameters 
Cj - c4 have been estimated from data manually 
logged on four galvanizing lines using cold air jets. 
Improved estimates are currently-being obtained 
from comprehensive data recorded by the recently 
installed control computer on the No. 3 line at 
Port Kembla. Typical results from the application 
of the model are illustrated in Fig 8 . The low 
speed measurements of gravity stepping 
behaviour (Ph = 0)have been compared with Reid's
equation. All other calculated coating masses 
were based on equation 13. The agreement 
between measured and calculated results was 
considered adequate for computer control 
applications.
A special case arises for c2, c4 equal to zero 
which corresponds to the one-dimensional laminar 
flow situation solved by Reid. Eolation 13 then 
becomes
ZSV
g . . ( 1 5 )
where the constant Cj has been set to 0.5 and the 
pressure gradient in the direction of strip travel
ÒR. _ /-2
òx BPh/°j (1 6 )
While this model does have accuracy limitations, 
it provides insight into the characteristic 
behaviour of the stripping process.
Differences between measured and predicted coat­
ing masses can arise from several causes such as 
model errors and changes in process character­
istics. One method of countering these 
deficiencies is to introduce "model adaption" 
which involves the continuous on-line adjustment 
of model constants to minimise the model 
prediction errors. A simple approach is to 
introduce one adaption constant into equation 11 
such that the calculated coating mass becomes 9̂].
M  = Ka M(S, Dj, Ph) .(17)
Each time a measurement M 0 is obtained 
corresponding to a particular set of strip p in g  
conditions it is possible to produce an estimate Ka 
of the adaption constant by dividing M 0 by 
M(S, Dj( Ph ): .
Ka = M0 /M (S , Dj, Ph) ...(18)
Random fluctuations in measuring the independent 
variables will result in corresponding fluctuations 
in Ka which may require smoothing or filtering.
A common filtering approach is to calculate 
from the algorithm ̂9J;
K a n + , = K < K  - + 0 < k a s l  . . ( 1 9 )
ADepending upon the random variations in Ka, the 
filter constant ka might typically be set to 0.4.
Any attempt to estimate two or more parameters, 
say c, and c2 in equation 13, is much more 
difficult than to estimate one parameter. Generally 
it requires a sufficient insight into the physical 
behaviour of the process to be able to attribute a 
certain-component of the measured model errors 
to each parameter. At this stage there is not 
enough process understanding to achieve this
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objective and it is probably unnecçssary to 
introduce such sophistication.
An algorithm which predicts coating mass 
adequately may not estimate the first derivatives 
of coating mass as well as one developed for this 
specific purpose. This point is illustrated by the 
various power law formulae for coating mass 
which were investigated having the general form:
M  = c0SaDjPPhY ...(20)
The partial derivatives of coating mass with 
respect to the independent variables, written in 
terms of fractional perturbations are:
and
...(21)
An inspection of various a, 3 and y coefficients 
which fitted different sets of experimental data 
revealed variations in excess of 25% in each,- 
even though each formula had a similar ability to 
predict coating mass. For the simple model 
defined by equations 15 and 16, a, 3 and y are 
0.5* 1.0 and -0.5 respectively. This confirms 
the importance of basing the coating mass model 
on equations derived from physical principles 
rather than on numerical optimisation procedures.
u 1 K3 
°r ADj = K 2 = Ph
ÔM/M " , 1 ÔM/M~
^ / P d Di 8Dj/D.L -J
Differentiating equation 22 gives
.(24)
from which
¿ P h  = K3 ADj
_u____ 1____ 1_
APh ~ K x ~ K2K 3 ...(25)
When the coating mass formula cannot be 
differentiated explicitly it is necessary to evaluate 
the derivatives numerically. Adaption of the 
derivatives is provided by introducing Ka into the 
relevant model equations.
A more elegant alternative is to avoid the use of 
linearised control equations involving Kj and K2 
and to iteratively solve equations 17 and 22 for 
ADj and at a strip speed of S. This is more
difficult than using the explicit technique described 
previously, however it is slightly more accurate 
and will work for any type of coating mass 
algorithm. This calculation is also desirable 
for calculating the initial jet conditions DjQ and 
P^o at the beginning of a coil.
Clearly the coefficient K 0 shown in Fig. 2 for the 
manual input MI0 to adjust the jet-to-jet distance 
must be set equal to:
dM Á dM
ÔPh / _ÔDj_
if the coating mass is to remain undisturbed.
TYPICAL PLANT RESULTS
The remaining control design problem is to 
calculate the changes in P^ and Dj which will 
produce a desired change u in coating mass. The 
control philosophy referred to earlier is one in 
which changes in P^ and Dj are related by the 
equatiqn:
P], = K3 Dj + K , .. .(22)
where K3 and K 4 are constants. Other forms of 
equation 22 including constraints and non-linearities 
may be required in specific applications. For 
example, the pressure could be adjusted on the 
basis of nominal coating mass and line speed and 
feedback control implemented by changing Dj only. 
This might be advantageous in situations where 
the jet-to-jet distance cannot be measured
accurately.
Once the derivatives are known for the current
operating point (S, Dj, P^) it is possible to calculate 
the controller constants Kj and K 2 of Fig. 2 from 
the formulae:
u__ dlvi/M
■aph/ph..4ph/ph +
aM/M
aDj/Dj ¿D j/D j . . . ( 2 3 )
Operating improvements arising from the initial 
installation of the coating mass gauges on No. 1 
and No. 3 continuous galvanizing lines at the Port 
Kembla Works were substantial. Typically, the 
average coating mass in the 300 gm/m 2 class was 
reduced from 345 to 318 gm/m2. This improve­
ment was aidtd by mechanising the jet stripping 
rigs to permit independent adjustment of position 
and skew on each jet.
A further improvement of approximately 3% has 
been realised on the No. 3 line by commissioning a 
system for feedback control of average coating 
mass, side-to-side coating mass differential and 
coating mass skew. (See Fig. 9). The computer 
control system incorporates a simple target 
optimisation routine, and relies mainly on jet 
position adjustments. An adaptive feedback gain 
calculation is included to maintain an adequate 
performance of the pulse-and-wait algorithm. The 
final stage qf development will include the addition 
of feedforward control and automatic setting of 
references after an order change. (See Fig. 2). 
Provision of a production report program and an 
engineering log facility have been valuable 
ancillary benefits of the computer system.
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APPENDIX 5 NO. 5 CONTINUOUS GALVANIZING LINE COATING MASS CONTROL
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DOCUMENTATION
General Description of the Coating Mass Control System
Potman’s Interaction with the Computer
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Using the Computer Terminal
Faultfinding the Control System
Using the Console LED’s to Monitor the System
Loading of No. 3 Continuous Galvanizing Line Computer
Using the System on Another Line
Task Common
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c) Interupts
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a) Control Programs
1. DATIN
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c) Debugging Programs
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1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COATING MASS CONTROL SYSTEM
1. INTRODUCTION .
The control of the mass of zinc on steel strip in a hot dip 
galvanizing line has traditionally been crude. Excess zinc 
was used to ensure-that the product met the specifications.
The developments of x-ray fluorescence gauges capable of 
continuously measuring the mass, and of air jet stripping 
of excess zinc from the strip have opened the way for 
improved coating mass control. This gives the ability to 
meet product specifications while using less zinc, thus 
making the application of computer control to existing lines 
very attractive financially.
2. THE GALVANIZING PROCESS
a) Galvanizing
Steel strip is annealed and heated to a stable temperature 
in a furnace. It then passes through a hath of molten zinc 
(Figure l). The zinc film in contact with the strip is pulled 
out of the hath by viscous force. The amount of zinc pulled 
out (film thickness) is determined by a balance between the 
viscous force and gravity. The film thickness increases as 
the line speed increases. The zinc solidifies before it 
reaches the turn-around roll.
Figure 1 - Diagram of the Galvanizing Line
A ir S V/ater Cooling Section
Turn around 
Roll
2. * THE GALVANIZING PROCESS (CONTD.)
b) Control of the Coating Mass ,
The process described results in more than the required mass 
of zinc on the strip. The excess zinc is removed by a pair of 
air knives located above the bath. The excess zinc is returned 
to the bath. The mass of zinc (film thickness) left is 
dependent upon the line speed, the pressure of the air jet 
and the distance between the jet and the strip. A mathematical 
model has been developed to describe this relationship.
M = C S °*7^ D
P  0 . 6
M = mass
C s= adapted const.
S = speed 
D = distance 
p = pressure
c) Measurement of Mass
The mass is measured sixty metres further along the line. The 
measuring heads of the x-ray fluorescence gauge scan from one 
edge of the strip to the other, giving.a coating mass read out 
every four seconds (100 mm of strip width). During the retrace 
to the first edge, the gauge displays the average coating mass 
on both surfaces of the strip for the whole scan. This signal 
is used for control of total mass because it filters out the 
noise introduced by mass variations across the strip, these 
variations being caused by strip shape problems.
d) Control System
The control system endeavours to achieve the following goals:
i) Maintain the total mass averaged over a complete scan 
above a minimum value - the specified coating mass - 
minimum triple spot.
ii) Maintain the mass, averaged over a complete scan, on 
both surfaces, within five grams of each other - 
differential mass.
iii) Maintain even distribution across each surface of the 
strip - skew mass.
iv) Change the jet position and pressure to achieve a target 
mass change or compensate for a speed change, quickly, 
without violating product quality limits.
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2. THE GALVANIZING PROCESS (CONTD.)
d) Control System (Contd.)
A feedforward loop (DATIN), using model prediction to 
calculate new jet positions and pressures, is used for 
process changes, e.g. target mass or speed change. At 
the same time a new gain, to suit the new operating 
conditions, is predicted from the model for the feedback 
control loop. The process model is adapted on line using 
measured process conditions. A simple model is used with 
a table of adapted constants to cover the mass and speed 
range.
The feedback loop controls (AFC) the total mass, differential 
mass and skew mass during steady state operation, using jet 
position control only. The program adapts its own gain to 
compensate for varying process conditions.
3. COMPUTER CONFIGURATION
Figure 2 - Computer Configuration
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4. STRUCTURE OF THE APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
There are six basic types of program in the system. These 
interact and communicate with each other via a common data 
area (Task Common - TSKCOM) at the top of memory.
i .
a) Data Input Programs (DATIN, SHFDAT, WELDOP)
These programs read the process signals, convert them to 
physical units, check them for maximum limits, minimum 
limits and rate of change, and alarm on fault. A data 
stack, aligned with the strip between the air knives and 
the mass gauge, is maintained. This data is used for 
model adaption and logs. These programs also log data 
on to disc files for the generation of Production and 
' Engineering reports.
b) Control Output Programs (PESCON, POSCON)
These programs control the rig position and pressure. The 
rig position control is direct digital control with backlash 
compensation. The pressure control is by computer preset of 
remote analogue pneumatic controllers. We found that computer 
preset was not adequate because of zero errors and drift in 
the controllers. We have overcome this with an integration 
loop which adjusts the controller preset until the correct 
feedback is obtained.
c) System Monitoring Programs (RIGINT, GAGMOD)
Before the control system can be allowed to operate, the 
computer must establish that the line is running, the gauge 
is scanning and the potman (man responsible for coating mass 
control) has selected automatic control. These programs 
monitor the system and set flags indicating system status.
It is possible to control both pressure and position, and 
. thus coating mass, from the potman’s control desk without
using the computer. The potman places the system into 
automatic (computer control) by pushing a button on his 
desk. If at any time the potman uses his manual controls the 
computer relinguishes control until the operator again returns 
the system to automatic.
d) Control Programs (AFC, DATIN) ,
These handle the feedforward and feedback control of coating 
mass. They do not have any direct contact with the process. 
They calculate the required position and pressure changes 
using data set up in the communications area by the data 
input programs. The new position and pressure references are 
set into the communications area and the control output 
. programs achieve the new settings.
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4 .  »STRUCTURE OF THE APPLICATIONS SOFTWARE (CONTD.)
e) Human Interface (WELDOP)
In normal operation the only human intervention needed is 
for the potman to provide details of the parameters required 
for the coating. For communication with the potman there is 
a simple visual display unit with keyboard. This is 
physically a long way from the computer, on the floor below 
■ it.
When a new coil is welded to the strip at the input end of 
line, the computer requests the new coil number, target mass, 
strip width and thickness. When entered, these are checked 
for validity and re-displayed for the potman to verify. 
Information is not used until he has keyed ’O.K.'. Even then 
he has an opportunity to change the data if necessary. The 
data is transferred to the control programs when the weld 
reaches the pot and the gauge; it takes about 2 minutes 
(depending online conditions) for a weld to travel through 
the furnace to the pot, giving plenty of time for keying.
f) Auxiliary Programs (SHFREP, DALOG, SYSTST)
, Two programs are included in the system to produce a daily 
Production report and Engineering data log. The production 
report provides the Production Department with valuable 
information on product quality.
Another auxiliary program (SYSTST) displays all critical 
process data on the potman’s visual display unit at the push 
of a button. Alarm messages, from the computer, indicating 
signal faults, mass gauge scanning problems and control loop 
faults are also displayed on this unit. The data displayed 
is sufficient to quickly fault-find any of these faults. The 
process data displayed can be compared to instruments on the 
potman’s control desk to check signal faults and the computer 
control loop information can be compared to manual control.
This display means that electricians, with little knowledge 
of computers, can pinpoint most faults.
5. DE-BUGGING AIDS
a) Three programs are provided for on line testing of the
computer interface, one to monitor the digital multiplexer 
(DM), a second to monitor the analogue multiplexer (AM), and 
the third to check the interrupt system (IT). In both the 
first two, the operator can specify what addresses, or groups 
of addresses he wishes to have displayed and the iteration 
rate for the display. The third does have an impact on normal 
running, but full automatic control can very quickly be restored.
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5. DE-BUGGING AIDS (CONTD.) . .
Under R.T.O.S. it is very easy to change peripherals for a 
program’s input / output, so if a very fast monitoring is 
required a disc file may he used, to he later copied to the 
(comparatively slow) line printer.
b) For, on line, control system monitoring two programs are ; 
available:
i) to examine the contents of any location or groups
. of locations anywhere in memory on a one-shot or
repetitive basis (EXAM). The output is in decimal, 
hexadecimal, real number, instruction mnemonic and 
ASCII formats and there is great flexibility over 
the output device. The iteration rate is also 
variable.
ii) to use the line printer as a chart recorder (PLOT).
Up to 26 traces can be recorded, using an alphabetic
■ for each. Each trace has an individually specified
scaling and offset and may be the sum or difference 
between two signals. Again the interation rate can 
be specified. The background is a set of fullstops 
with numbers in every tenth position for ease of 
interpretation. Again, if a fast iteration is 
required a disc file may be used and copied later to 
the printer. This routine proved very useful, when 
. left on an overnight run, for giving a succinct
analysis of control system performance.
6. SYSTEM SOFTWARE
a) The operating system used is Interdata’s R.T.O.S.
R.T.O.S. is a true multi-tasking real-time operating system 
(for their l6 bit range of machines) and is extremely 
flexible, allowing tasks to run completely asynchronously, 
under the control of a l6 level priority system. Tasks may 
be started by external interrupts, by an operator, by other 
tasks or by the computer’s real-time clocking systems. 
Surprisingly, however, it is not possible to run a single 
task precisely synchronously. This is a contrast to some 
operating systems used in process control, where synchronism 
with a mains driven clock is the only mode of operation.
b) A Memory Protection system prevents a task writing outside 
its own area, with the exception that there is a Task Common 
Area to enable intertask communication. Some form of memory 
protection is essential during development, especially when a 
partial system is performing some control functions.
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.$• SYSTEM SOFTWARE (CONTD.) .
c) The 7/l6 has a maximum memory size of 64 K hytes and our 
system looked like needing all the available space, 
particularly during commissioning, while monitor programs 
were running as well as the control system. Some effort 
was therefore put into reducing memory usage by cutting 
down some device drivers to remove unwanted features, 
although some extra features were incorporated in one.
d) Many applications programs were written in Fortran, 
requiring routines from the Run Time Library. Several 
routines from this library were linked to the operating 
system and thus made common to all programs; this made use 
of the fact that they had been written to be re-entrant.
e) Most of the modifications applied to the operating system 
were simple ones to reduce memory usage, shorten console 
typewriter messages, etc., but two were more far-reaching:
the clock interrupt routine was largely rewritten 
to cater for the Australian date convention and to 
make it count correctly over month-ends (but not, 
however, at year-ends or leap-year Februarys).
A routine was also written to enable Fortran programs 
to access the current date for report printouts, etc.
R.T.O.S. allocates to each task a number, and when 
that task is made active its number is displayed on 
the computer’s front panel, in hexadecimal and binary.
It is however often difficult to spot a combination of 
lights in a frequently changing display, S9 we modified 
the executive to display an individual bit (power of 2). 
The operator command map, which prints out a list of task 
in memory, was also modified to tell which bit is 
associated with each task. This seemingly trivial 
change has proved invaluable, even enabling a technician 
to correct a malfunction of the system during the night 
when given instructions by telephone.
f) The drawback of the great flexibility of R.T.O.S. is its size. 
Including the common Fortran routines and all peripheral 
drivers for our configuration, the operating system takes
29 K out of the total of 64 K bytes of memory.
i)
ii)
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. 7. SYSTEM LIMITATIONS .
The system is limited by measuring problems, signal noise 
and the constraints of the air knife rig, not by computing 
power. The air knife rig is a bulky mechanical structure 
in a very bad environment. It is very difficult to calibrate 
the position transducers because of these problems. Errors 
in position signal zeros affect the accuracy of the process 
model and thus the ability of the system to change products. 
For small errors this problem is overcome by on-line adaption 
of the model but when the rig is changed or the transducers 
recalibrated the model is inaccurate. The feedback control 
works on incremental position changes and thus is not affected 
by position zero errors.
The process line is ten years old and the speed and pressure 
controls are not as stiff as in more modern installations. 
Fluctuations in both these cause mass variations which limit 
how close we can control to the target mass without going 
below it.
8. RESULTS
The system has proved to be an economic success. Considerable 
savings in zinc are made and a better quality product produced. 
The feedforward control can change from one product to another 
faster than the potman can manually, and the feedback control 
achieves better steady state control. A comparison of zinc 
usage at different stages of the system implementation is 
shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3 - Coating Mass Distribution Curves
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF COATING MASS CONTROL SYSTEM (CONTD.)
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8. RESULTS (CONTD.)
Curve 1. Coating mass distribution with closed loop 
computer control
Curve 2. Coating mass distribution with manual 
control using mass gauge and mechanised
air knife rig.
Curve 3. Coating mass distribution prior to 
installation of mass gauge and mechanisation 
or rig.
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2. ' POTMANS INTERACTION WITH THE COMPUTER
AUTOMATIC COATING MASS CONTROL
To assist the potman in controlling the amount of zinc on 
galvanised steel, an automatic system is being installed, A 
visual display unit (VDU) and keyboard will enable communication 
to be made between the potman and the computer. The VDU will 
be used to give the potman messages about the progress of the 
strip and the state of the system, as well as requesting 
information from the potman.
To enable the computer to calculate the correct setting of pressure 
position, etc. It is necessary for the potman to key in data for 
each coil. The new data should be input as soon as possible after 
the weld has been made. The information required from the schedule 
provided by the Foreman.
The items required are: New coil No.
Coating mass required 
Width of strip.
Thickness of strip.
These are under the schedule headings
MOI-NO COATM WEDTHA THKIN
_These items are stored and output on the shift report each 
morning as well as being used to control the equipment.
NOTES ON KEYING IN DATA:
A) Each line must be terminated by a fCarriage Return* (Right hand 
side of second row of keys). The key labelled *LF* (Line feed) 
must not be used.
B) A line being keyed in may be cancelled by keying *Hash* (Shift 
and 3 together).
C) A single character may be cancelled by keying *Back Arrow*
(Shift and letter 0 together). . /
D) Only 30 seconds are allowed for each input. If there is no key 
input within this time, the whole line is cancelled and the 
current data settings are displayed again before any inputs
, are made.
AUTOMATIC COATING MASS CONTROL - POTMAN* S FACILITIES
EVENT MESSAGE DISPLAYED INPUTS ALLOWED COMMENT
Weld made at input WELD MADE, NEW
end of line COILS DATA REQUIRED
1
NEW COIL NO. PLEASE A six-digit number (CR) The number must have six digits. 
If necessary leading zeros must 
by keyed in. *
If the input is not a six digit 
number the message is repeated. 
The number may he preceded by 
non-digits.
This input is separate as a new 
coil number must always be keyed 
in. |
COIL MASS WIDTH 
THICKNESS
012345 300 940 0.55
(the figures here are only 
examples of the format)
NEW DATA PLEASE (CO, MA, 
WI, TH; OR OK IF THEY’RE 
ALL RIGHT)
a-) COIL NO. and a six 
digit number (CR)
or
b) MASS = new target mass (CR)
or
c) WIDTH new strip width (^)
or
d) THICKNESS new strip 
thickness (CR) 3
or
e) OK (CR)
An opportunity to correct any 
mistake in the previous input.
The response to an invalid input
.is_as_ahfiY£*_______ ______________
The new target mass must he 
within the range 50 to 6f>0.
.CisplaY-Dew-sgttingj.____________
The new width must he within the 
range 550 to 1,250.
Display_new_settingsi_____________
The new thickness must he within 
the range 0.15 to 5*00.
The decimal point may he omitted 
if desired i.e., 0 . 1 5 may he 
.iDput-.as_15*-._Display_D£¥-se±tiag_ 
This input signifies that all 
information is correct and may 
he used in coating control.
Weld reaches pot
%
URGENT URGENT as above a) to e) A small time is left for the 
new data to he put in. Hurry 1
15 seconds after 
weld reaches pot > ■
Too late, previous coil’s 
parameters will he taken; coil 
number on print-out will have 
last digit replaced by A.
NOTES:- 1)' Items underlined twice must be input; 
Item underlined once are optinnal inputs.
2) Items a) to e) may be input in’ any order.
I .
3) If an entry is not decoded as correct then 
the message DON’T UNDERSTAND is displayed and 
the current settings are output.
JOHN LYSAGHT (Australia) LIMITED
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3 . ALARM AND STATUS MESSAGES TO POTMAN
MESSAGES REQUIRING ACTION 
Message
ERROR IN JET POSITION SIGNAL 
or
ERROR IN SPEED SIGNAL 
or
ERROR IN PRESSURE SIGNAL
SIGNAL FAULT
IF THERE IS AN OBVIOUS FAULT RETURN TO MANUAL 
IF NOT PUSH AUTO BUTTONS
Action
The computer has detected a fault which could reduce the 
effectiveness of the automatic control system. All automatic 
control is suspended. .
CHECK coating mass, speed, jet position and pressure.
If NOT O^K.
Return to manual control by pushing one of the control button 
and call electrician.
If O^K.
Push both of the auto buttons to return system to automatic 
control.
If the messages continue to come up on the screen return to 
manual control and call the electrician.
Message
RIG CONTROL PROBLEM
RIG NOT RESPONDING AS EXPECTED TO COMPUTER COMMAND 
IF THERE IS AN OBVIOUS FAULT RETURN TO MANUAL CONTROL 
IF NOT PUSH POSITION AUTO BUTTON
Action
The computer has taken too long to move the rig to a desired 
position. Automatic control is suspended.
-2-
CHECK coating mass, rig position and rig movement. .
If NOT (KK.
Return to manual control and call electrician.
If OJC.
Push rig position auto button to return to auto control. 
If the message comes up regularly notify the electrician. 
Message .
PRESSURE CONTROL PROBLEM 
RETURN TO MANUAL IF THERE IS AN OBVIOUS FAULT 
. IF NOT PUSH PRESSURE AUTO BUTTON
Action
The computer has taken too long to change the pressure. 
Automatic control is suspended.
CHECK coating mass, pressure and pressure control.
If NOT O.K.
Return to manual control and call the electrician.
If O.K.
Push rig pressure auto Button to return to auto control.
If message comes up regularly notify the electrician.
The data displayed on the screen is to assist the electrician 
in fault finding.
Message
POWER FAILURE - CONTROL IN MANUAL 
RETURN TO AUTO CONTROL WHEN READY
Action
A power failure has occurred in the computer room and as a 
result the control is back in manual.
When you are ready return to auto control by pushing the auto 
buttons.
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Message . . .
. RIG IN LIMIT
Action
The jets are (i) 15-5 mm apart if the mass is less than
180 grams
(ii) 38 mm apart if thé mass is more than 180 
grams
This condition will stop the automatic control system working.
Check the rig and if you think the jets can he run closser together with 
safety (i.e. will not touch the strip or jam the heaver tails) you 
can reduce the rig in limit hy pushing the button on the control 
desk. This problem should only occur on automatic control if the 
rig is not correctly calibrated or some other fault is present.
Message
GAUGE APPEARS TO BE SCANNING INCORRECTLY 
PLEASE CHECK GAUGE
This message is displayed when the computer detects a 
problem with the gauge.
Action
Check that the gauge is still scanning i.e. that the 
measuring heads are still moving.
If there is a fault, try to clear the fault by putting 
the gauge into standby and then return it to scan. If 
trouble persists call the electrician..
Message
ERROR IN MASS SIGNAL 
CONTROL WILL IGNORE IT
This message is displayed when the total mass reading 
is less than one sixth of the target mass or an 
individual reading is less than one twelth of the 
target mass.
Action
If this message occurs repeatedly call the electrician.
Other Messages*
CONTROL IN AUTOMATIC
This means that hoth pressure and position are under automatic 
control. The following conditions are required for this:
1. Position A.C. power switch on desk is in the on position.
2. South and north pressure Local/Remote switches on the 
instrument panel are in Remote.
3. Both the position and pressure auto buttons have been
pushed. .
CONTROL IN MANUAL
One or more of the above conditions do not apply.
The following messages indicate the state of each of the above 
switches and that the state has just changed.
POSITION POWER ON
POSITION POWER OFF
SOUTH PRESSURE IN REMOTE
. SOUTH PRESSURE IN LOCAL ^
NORTH PRESSURE IN REMOTE
NORTH PRESSURE IN LOCAL
PRESSURE IN AUTOMATIC
PRESSURE IN MANUAL
POSITION IN AUTOMATIC
POSITION IN MANUAL
Messages indicating changes in rest of system
LINE STOPPED
LINE STARTED
GAUGE IN SCAN MODE
GAUGE IN MANUAL MODE
GAUGE IN DWELL MODE
GAUGE IN STANDBY MODE '
ERROR IN POT TEMPERATURE SIGNAL
PJMcK:EF2 . 3.76
4 USING THE COMPUTER TERMINAL
The Video display Unit, located in the computer room, is used 
to control the operation of the computer. The computer responds 
to messages typed on the keyboard and it displays alarm messages 
on the soreen - Section 2 R.T.O.S. Book.
1. ALARM MESSAGES
a) Memory Parity XXXX CCCC
This message indicates a memory reading fault at address 
XXXX. The fault has occurred CCCC times. When the message 
occurs reload the system. If the message continues to
occur there is a hardware fault in the computer.
b) Power Failure hh:mm:SS dd/mm/yy
This message indicates that a power failure has occurred and 
the system has successfully returned to normal operation
c) Queue Overflow
This indicates that one of the interupts has a fault which 
generates a string of pulses. If the message stops and the 
system operates satisfactorily, notify Electronics, on Day 
Shift, that it has occurred.
If (a) the message continues to come up or (b)the system 
does not operate satisfactorily or (c) one of the LED’s 
on the front panel turns on solid, then you should reload 
the system. If the message continues there is a hardware 
fault in one of the interupts.
d) hh:mm:ss TASKID i/O ERR xxpa 
TASKED = program name
xx = error status - Page 2-5 R.T.O.S.
pa = hardware device
If this message occurs a program has been unable to write 
to or read from a peripheral. Check that the peripheral is 
turned on and selected. Check the program status (see 
DISP command) and if the program is in Vo wait (status 
4000) continue the program (CONT TASKID (gi) ).
Hardware address:
02 Computer room VDU
>10, 11, 30 Potman’s VDU 
45» 55 Cassettes
C6, C7 disk
62 line printer
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2 . computer Commands
The command is typed on the keyboard followed by a carriage 
return. If the computer responds CMD ERR you made a mistake; 
try again.
a) f Load Taskid (5?)
This command loads the program from the program library. 
The computer displays a loaded message if you are 
successful.
b) Load Taskid jxx (CR̂
This command loads the program from device xx riot the 
library.
c) Start Taskid
This command starts the program running. If the program 
is not in memory it loads it first. Do not start an 
interupt driven program.
d) Conn Taskid xx yy (ci£)
This is the method of starting interupt driven programs. 
The program is connected to interupt line xx with the 
parameter yy handed to the program everytime this 
interupt occurs. There is no command to stop an interupt 
driven program. To stop it type in REPL AAAA, 4000 where 
AAAA is the address corresponding to the interupt.
Interupt No. Address Parameter Program
20 4AAE 1 AEC
21 4AC8
22 4AE2 1 RIGINT
23 4AEC 2 GAGMOD
24 4B16 1 SHEDAT
• 25 4B3^ 1 Y/ELDOP
26 4B4A 2 SHEDAT
27 4B64 1 GAGMOD
28 4B7E
29 4B98 2 WELDOP
2A 4BB2 3 WELDOP
2B 4BCC . 1 SYSTST
2C 4BE6 1 RINLIM
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2. COMPUTER COMMANDS (CONTD.)
e) . MAP (CR) .
In response to this command the computer displays
the names of all the programs in memory, their location,
and their respective console leds.
f) DISP TASKID (CR) ; "
The computer displays information about the program.
See page 2 - 17 of the R.T.O.S. hook for further 
information.
g) KDDA (eg) & RDTI (eg)
The computer displays the date and time respectively.
h) TIME hh:mm: ss (ffi) and DATE dd/mm/yy (CR)
These are used to change the time and date respectively.
i) HALT TASKID (CR)
Stops the program from running until it is continued.
j) CONT TASKID (CR)
Continues a program that has heen halted.
k) DELE TASKID (£g)
Removes a program from memory. If the program is interupt 
driven it will reload next time the appropriate interupt 
occurs. You must stop an interupt driven program as 
specified in Section (d) before deleting it.
l) OPEN AAAA
The contents of the address AAAA (and next eight locations) 
are displayed on the screen in hexadecimal.
m) REPL AAAA XXXX
The present contents of address AAAA are replaced by 
XXXX (XXXX is in hexadecimal).
4.
3. CONTINUAL MESSAGES ON THE VDU
iY
USING THE COMPUTER TERMINAL (CONTD.)
If ,the computer is displaying a continuous stream of 
messages on the screen such that you cannot type commands 
in on the keyboard, the computer programs have to be stopped 
so that you can use the keyboard. This is done by going 
to the front panel,
a) unlock it
b) press the function button (EN)
c) press the 0 (zero) button
d) press the run button
e) lock it up again.
The computer programs will then halt with the message 
SUPER RTOS on the screen. As soon as you type in your 
command the programs will start again.
5 . FAULT FINDING THE CONTROL SYSTEM
This section describes how to use the fault finding facilities 
built into the computer. Most of the faults which occur generate 
a message on the potman’s video display unit (see Section on 
Alarm and Status Messages to the Potman).
1. a) SIGNAL ERRORS
If the message on the screen indicates a signal error 
push the system test button on the potman’s desk. The 
following information will be displayed on the screen 
every five seconds. To stop the display push the button 
again. .
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----------. ---------• _ _ _
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The information on the video display unit can then be 
compared to the meters on the potman’s desk. If the signals 
are incorrect then the analogue signals (positions, speed 
and pressure) can be measured on the terminal strip in the 
rear of the computer cubicle. The program AM can be used 
to check the computer interface. If the signals are digital 
(e.g. coating mass) the program DM can be used to check the 
interface.
b) CONTROL PROBLEMS
If the message indicates a control problem the above display 
can also be used. Compare the reference with the actual value 
in each case and determine the error. If there is an error 
try controlling it in manual. If rig position control fault 
messages come up regularly get the Fitters to clean and 
grease the rig and then adjust the air pressure to the 
solenoid valves. If the rig is clean 35 p.s.i. should be 
sufficient.
FAULT FINDING THE CONTROL SYSTEM
2. OTHER PROBLEMS
a) If 'the model constant is outside the range 0.8 - 2.0 one of 
the signals (position pressure, speed or mass) is incorrect. 
The rig is probably out of calibration.
b) The single hit signals can he used to tell if the system is 
working or not.- For the control system to operate the 
following conditions are required:
AUTO = 1 
SCAN = 1
LINE STOPPED = 0 
COMP MANUAL = 0
c) The transport lag is the number of scans between operations of 
the feedback control, i.e. no. of scans between changes in , 
rig position. The scan count should change between scans.
If it doesn’t the feedback control is•not working.
d) Interupt driven program connected but not running. Use IT to 
check that the interupt is working.
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6. USING THE CONSOLE LED'S TO MONITOR THE SYSTEM
The led's on the console together with the memory map can 
be used to check the operation of the computer programs.
When the command MAP (CR) is typed on the system VDU 
a map of the programs in memory is displayed on this VDU.
E 0G.
C DATIN 7400 - 83FE
G PESCON 8800 - 8EFE
H RIGINT 8400 - 87FE
ETC .
The letter before the program name corresponds to a led on the 
computer console. The leds are labelled from right to left.
The led corresponding to the program will turn on (flash) 
every time the program runs. It may be difficult to see the 
leds corresponding to some programs because of the short running 
time of the program (a few milliseconds). Leds A and B are always the 
SUPERVISOR and L0DER respectively, these are part of RT0So
A. PROGRAM TIMING
DATIN - runs every 1-3 seconds depending upon line speed 
time = 180
speed
RIGINT - runs every time a control button is pushed on the potmans 
desk (Pressure and Position).
GAGM0D - runs every time a button (on gauge of potmans desk) is 
pushed to change the mode of the gauge and every time 
a new reading is displayed on the gauge.
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VEIDOP - runs when fa
(h
(c(d
(e
a weld is made
the weld reaches the pot
the weld reaches the gauge
the weld is 20m before the pot
the potmans input request button is pushed
When the weld is made WELDOP requests data from the potman 
and runs every 100 msec until the potman has finished inputing 
data.
SHEKEP & DALOG - will only be included in the program map while
they are printing their reports. The appropriate 
led will flash every time a new line of data is 
sent to the printer.
SYSTST - runs only when started from the potmans desk. It runs every 
five seconds until stopped from the potmans desk.
RINLIM - runs only when started from the potmans desk. It runs 
once and then stops.
SHFDAT - runs (l) every time a new set of data is displayed on
the gauge readout,,
(2) when the delivery section shear operates.
N.B. This interrupt (No. 26) is inhibited 
for several seconds after a shear cut so 
that only one end of coil signal is 
produced.
When the gauge is scanning the led will flash every time 
the scan position lights change.
AFC - runs every time one of the scanning heads reaches the edge 
of the strip.
1 i
1 ) when AFC runs
2) — 63) time during which sample readings are displayed
3) -(4) time average display is up
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POSCON - is started by the programs DATIN and AFC. AFC can only 
start it when both the scanning heads reach the retract 
edge (west-side) of the strip. Once started POSCON runs 
35 msec until the position change is finished,
PESCON - is started by the program DATIN at the same time DATIN 
starts POSCON. PESCON runs every 1.5 seconds until the 
new pressures have stabilised.
B. PROGRAM FAULTS
i) The appropriate led does not turn on. This means that 
the program is not running and thus isn*t being started. 
If it is an interrupt driven program use IT to check 
the interrupt i.e. turn the line printer on and CONN IT, 
xx,xx where xx is the appropriate interrupt. The status 
of the program can be found by typing in DISP xxxxx 
where xxxxx is the program name. The different status*s 
are given on page 2.17 of the RTOS book.
ii)- The appropriate led is on all the time. This indicates 
that the program is running continually, possibly in a 
loop. Delete the program (DELE xxxxx) and reload 
. (LOAD xxxx) it.
It may also be necessary to start (STAR xxxx) it. Do not 
start interrupt driven programs. Get the potman to try 
the system. If it still doesn*t work reload the complete 
system, (including RTOS).
C. OTHER CONSOLE INDICATION
There are two other leds on the console of importance.
i) The POWER led - If this led is off there is no power 
to the processor.
ii) The WAIT led - If this is on the computer has stopped. 
In this case you should reload the complete system 
including RTOS. If it still does not work there 
is a major fault in the computer.
every
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7. LOADING NO. 3 C.G.L. COMPUTER
This section describes how to load the software from disc into memory. If 
any of the following conditions occur it will be necessary to reload the 
software:-
1. It is obvious that the software is not working correctly - sections
5 and 6. -
2. A hardware fault has occurred in the computer. Hardware faults can 
often overwrite sections of the software.
3. If the electronics panel is turned off, or cards removed, a string
of interrupts can be generated. If the message ’Queue Overflow’ appear 
on the terminal screen you must reload the system.
4. If the terminal is disconnected while the computer is running you 
may overwrite some of the software.
Several methods of loading the system are described. Not all will be avail­
able at once. The method used will depend upon the periferals available.
a) How to Drive the Hescadecimal Display Panel
The key switch has to be in the on position before the panel will respond 
- figure 2. If the computer is running, press the two buttons ’Fn', ’5’ .
to stop it.
i) Addressing a Memory Location
1. Push the ’data’ button.
2. Key in the address - maximum of four digits.. It will be 
displayed on the memory data display.
3. Push the address button.
e.g. to address.location 78 the following key sequence is used
DATA, 7, 8, ADD. .
ii) Reading a Memory Location
1. Address the location - see 7 a.i.
2. Push the read (RD) button. The data will be displayed on the 
memory data display (right hand four digits) and the next address 
(2 greater than the one read) will be displayed on the memory
. address display (left hand four digits).
iii) Writing into a Memory Location
1. Address the location - see 7 a.i.
2. Push the ’data’ button. :
3* Key in the data - maximum of four digits. It will be displayed 
on the memory data display.
4. Push the write (WRT) button.
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iv) Initialization '
Pressing the Initialize (iNl) button resets all the buses, interrupt 
lines etc.
v) Run
Pressing the run button starts the computer running from the current 
address. To find the address see section vii. To change the start . 
address see section i. The run button must always be the last button 
pressed before leaving the machine.
vi) Console Interrupt
If RTOS is in the computer pressing the function button (FN) followed 
by zero (0) will stop the computer programs with the message SUPER RTOS 
on the screen. The programs restart after you type in a command. The 
run button must be pressed before you finish. This is useful if a 
program fault is displaying a continuous stream of messages on the 
screen.
vii) Finding the Current -Location
. Pressing the buttons function (Fn) Five (5) will stop the computer
and display the current address on the memory data display. To re­
start the computer press the run button.
b) Loading RTOS
There are four stages in loading RTOS.
1. Key in a short loading sequence and load the boot strap into the 
appropriate periferal.
2. Starting the sequence loads the boot strap loader from a periferal.
3.. The boot strap loader starts automatically and loads RTOS from the disc.
4. The message * SUPER RTOS will appear on the screen after a successful 
load. Check the date to ensure that a new version has been loaded and 
that you haven’t restarted the old version.
*) •̂rom. Cassette' Figure 3* Cassette front Panel '
LOAD •
OFF POWER OFF
REWIND ON REWIND ON
1 2 
REWIND ON LINE
3 4 5 
POWER REWIND ON LINE
r u  r ~
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Turn the cassette on - power switch down.
Place the cassette labeled •BOOT’ into the left hand drive (45) 
Select the cassette off line (switch down). •
Press the rewind switch.
Select the cassette on line and check that the load light is on 
Key in the following sequence.
7.
8.
9.
Address
22
34
36
78
7A
7C
7E
Address 7C. 
Initialize. 
Run.
Data
58
0
7C
4521
C700
D500
CF
ii) From the Teletype ~ Paper tape.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Turn the paper tape reader power on.
Place the hoot strap paper tape in the reader. 
Key in the following sequence
Address Data
22 . 58
34 0
36 7C
78 0294
7A C700
7C D500
7E CF
Address 7C.
Initialize.
Run.
Turn the paper tape reader on.
iii) Mini Data Station, 1
The system will he loaded from the mini data station using a tape 
cartridge and a sequence similar to that for the teletype.
iv) Loader Storage Unit - LSU - . *
The system will he loaded by operating a toggle switch on the LSU.
v) Loading the System by Hand -
It is possible to key in the complete boot strap sequence using the
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v) Loading the System by Hand continued:
console switch pad or the RTOS replace command if RTOS is working 
and all programs are stopped.
!• Key in the Sequence
Address Data Address Data Address Datz
FFF50 C8£0 FF80 9DE0 FFBO 4330
2 FO 2 2221 2 2D0
4 0744 4 9DD0 4 0B14
6 C8D0 6 2078 6 ; 2613
8 C7 8 2082 8 C410
A 1 C830 - ' A 98F4 A FFOO
C FF62 C 98F5 C ' 0A41
E C853 E 9 AD 6 E 2661
FF60 FFFF FF90 9AE7 FFCO 0777
2 6133 2 DEE3 , 2 4303
4 96 4 95 4 18
6 • C8E0 6 DEF3 ■---  _ —
8 . B6 . 8 93 FFF4 0830
A DEF3 A 9DF0 6 C2C1
C 92 C 2081 8 8000
E 0777 E 99F1 A 8
FF70 0766 FFAO DEF3 C 8000
2 • 9DD0 2 92 E 68
4 , 2313 4 9DE0 ■--- —
6 C203 6 2221 34 0
• 8 - ‘ 8 4213 36 FF50
A 9ADté* efAob A 14 —
C DED3 C C300
E . .94 E 10
2. Address FF50.
3. Initialize.
4. Run. '
c) Loading the Programs ^
Once RTOS is loaded all the instructions are typed in from the system terminal 
- figure 2.
Type in:-
STAR (sp) SETUP (CR)
R (CR) •
3 (CR) - this number changes - the current number is written on the top 
right hand side of the white board. *!CR) s= carrage return sp) = space
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STAR BLOCK
REPL 130,745A
LOAD * GAGM0D
LOAD - AEC
LOAD SIIFDAT
LOAD P0SC0N
LOAD DATIN
LOAD WELDOP
LOAD RIGINT
ASST DATIN, 8, 2.
Then set up the time (TIME HHMMSS) and the date (DATE HH/MM/y y ).
d) Starting the Programs
1. Type in the following:-
CONN (sp) SEEDAT, 24,1,26,2 (CR)
CONN RIGINT, 22,1
CONN GAGMOD, 27,1,23,2
STAR DATIN
CONN WELDOP, 25,1,29,2,2A,3
CONN AEC, 20,,1
CONN SYSTST, 2B, 1
CONN RINLIM, 2C, 1
2. It is now necessary to go down to potmans cabin, 
on his desk in this order.
Now press buttons
Gauge Standby 
Gauge Scan 
Position Manual 
Position Auto 
Position Manual
Now have potman put pressure hack in remote.
Now press Pressure Manual 
Pressure Auto
Pressure Manual -
3. Return to computer room and watch average on No. 3 Coating Mass Gauge 
This total average value should be printed on Visual Display Unit in 
second column.
1.093 440 51.00 163.90 25.967 5.976 1.047
If this is so go to Step 4, if not, system is not O.K.
4. Have potman push Data Input Error Correction button and reset Coil No
Mass, etc. _
5. Have potman resume Auto Control. Check if fig moves in auto.
i
1•
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II
2
#
3
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4
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Figure t t  Hexadecimal Display Panel
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8. USING THE SYSTEM ON ANOTHER LINE
The system should work on other galvanising lines if the
following modifications are made. The modifications are required
to account for the different physical characteristics of the lines.
■ i .
1. DATIN
a) The rig in limits may he different.
h) The conversion of analog inputs to engineering units may he 
different.
c) The length of the pot to gauge data stack may he different. 
There is one row in the stack for every three metres of strip. 
The pointers that need to be modified are LOCAT, DJ, JA, DK.
; If the stack j.s to be enlarged the whole of task common will 
have to he modified.
d) The maximum, minimum and rate of change limits may have to 
he changed to suit the new line conditions.
e) The deadbands on signal change for logging and prediction will
’ have to he modified; SPDBND, POSDBD, PRSDBD.
f) The model exponents and constants may have to he changed, 
particularly on galvalume where the same line conditions 
will result in less mass; ZPE, ZSE, ZDE, ZCONST, ZPE1,
ZSE1, ZDE1, ZC1, ZOCST, ZC2, ZSKEW.
2. POSCON
a) The conversion of analog position signals to engineering 
units may he different.
h) The control loop gains, limits, deadbands and timing will he 
different. The control loops will have to he set up; LCL1, 
LCL2, LCL3, PBAND, PBAND2, PCEAC, PGAIN, DGAIN, PLSWT, TWP.
3. PESCON .
a) The conversion of analog pressure signals to engineering units 
may he different.
b) The control loops will have to he set up. The loop gains, 
limits, deadhauds and timing will he different; LWAlT internal
 ̂ value, INGAIN, PEBAND, SAML1, SAML2.
4. AFC
a) The conversion of analog position signals to engineering 
units may he different.
b) The transport distance between the pot and gauge may he 
different.
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c) The width range of the product »ay he different,
d) The gain (and gain range) of the feed hack loop may he 
different ZPFAC.
5. SYSTST .
a) The conversion of analog signals to engineering values may 
he different.
6. WELDOP
a) The ranges of the input data may he different - WIDTH, COIL NO., 
THICKNESS AND MASS. .
7. DALOG & SHEREP
a) The headings will have to he changed.
;y
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9. TASK COMMON
Where label type and/or initial values are not specified they 
are two byte integers with initial value of zero.
label Address
ACON 0084
ADAT 046E
AS . 01AE
ASCNT 0582
ATIME OICO
ATPRS 0518
ATPSN 0516
ATRIG 0514
AUTO 01BE
AVCONT 003A
AZC1 0652
AZFl 0656
AZT3 0654
BLA3H 04E4
BLC 04EC
BTAMAS 0068
BTCNT 0038
BTIME • 0060
CCLASS 008E
CCOUNT 0040
CNP 01EC.
COIL 0058
COMAN 0512
COTMAS 0000
DALOG 03B2
DATE 0086
DELTM 05A6
DELTP 05A8
DFILE 0208
DGAIN 04CC
DLATE 01BC
DMERB 05B8
DS 01B2
EXMAS 0588
FACAL 05AE
FRUNF 05 AO
FTIME 021A
GCLN 0192
TYPE . INITIAL VALUE , PROGRAM USAGE
A
A
A
SHFDAT 
SYSTST 
SHFDAT 
SYSTST, AFC 
RIGINT, SHFDAT 
RIGINT, DATIN 
RIGINT, DATIN 
SYSTST, RIGINT, DATIN 
RIGINT, AFC, SHFDAT 
1 SHFDAT 
DATIN 
DATIN 
DATIN 
POSCON 
POSCON 
SHFDAT 
SHFDAT 
SHFDAT 
SHFDAT
. SHFREP, SHFDAT
~ 12336 WELDOP, DATIN
12336 WELDOP, SHFDAT
DATIN, AFC, SYSTST, POSCON, 
RIGINT, PESCON 
AFC, SHFDAT, DATIN 
DATIN 
SHFDAT 
AFC 
AFC
1 DALOG, DATIN
500,760,500,760 POSCON
WELDOP
5 AFC '
SHFDAT, SHEEJEP 
5 AFC
POSCON, AFC 
AFC
SHFDAT, DATIN 
12336 WELDOP, DATIN
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GGUTL 0090 , SHFDAT
GTHK 019Á ’ 100 WELDOP, DATIN
GWID 0198 . 940 WELDOP, DATIN
INGAIN 051A 6,000 PESCON
JA 02 Í0 DATIN
JPIL 01FA ¡ DATIN, RINLIM, POSCON
JPOL 01F2 POSCON, DATIN
KMAS 009E ' SHFDAT, SYSTST, AFC, DATIN
KOUNT 0030 1 AFC, SHFDAT, DATIN
LCL1 04B8 150 POSCON
LCL2 04BA 110 POSCON
LCL3 04BC 5 POSCON
LCOIL 00A4 SHFREP, SHRDAT
LEI 04DC POSCON
LE2 . 04DE . . POSCON
LE 3 04E0 POSCON
LE 4 04E2 POSCON
LENGTH 0080 SHFDAT
LMAS 05 A4 AFC • •
LMDES 05BC AFC
LMODIN 0032 22 SHFDAT
LOCAT 0204 DATIN
LPOSN 05A2 AFC .
LRGST 0502 52 RIGINT
LSTOP 0082 SHFDAT, DATIN
LSTP 020C SYSTST, AFC, SHFDAT,DATIN
LTMAS 05BE AFC
LWAIT 0534 1,500 PESCON
MANCON OOAA RIGINT, AFC, SHFDAT
MDES 05B0 AFC
MFILE 0206 DALOG, DATIN
MINOVM 05B4 5 AFC
MPOSN 0400 DATIN .
MPRES 0402 DATIN
MREF 05B6 305 SYSTST, AFC
MSDBD 01E4 40 DATIN -
MTIME 01C6 RIGINT, AFC, SHFDAT
N 016E SHFDAT, DATIN
NCLN 0186 A 12336 WELDOP, SHFDAT .NDP 01B4 ' WLEDOP
NEMAS 0592 AFC
NEP OIDO DATIN, RINLIM
NP 01DC AFC, DATIN
NFREF 0522 SYSTST, PESCON, DATIN
NPRFAC 052A PESCON
NPRHW 0526 RIGINT, PESCON
NPS 051E PESCON
NS . 01B0 SHFDAT
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¡v
NSTOP 008C
NTHK 0190
NTMAS OlOC
NWID 018E
NWMAS 0590
NWP 01D2
OM 005E
PBAND 04C0
PBAND2 04C2
PCI 04A0
PC2 04A2
PC3 04A4
PCFAC 04FC
PCTC 04F4
PFB1 04A8
PFB2 04AA
PFB3 04AC
PFB4 04AE
PGAIN- 04CA
PINLIM 0660
PLSWT 04D4
POSDBD 01E2
POSN 0222
PRBAND 052C
PREDCT 0466
PREFI 04B0
PREF2 04B2
PREF3 04B4
PREF4 04B6
PRES 0380
PRESN 034E
PRSDBD 020A
PRUN 046C
PT OIDA
PTEMP 031C
RCONBT 0510
REQOVM 05B2
RGSC 0504
RGST 0500
RNEP 0598
RNWP 059A
RPCON 0486
RSCNT 0584
RSEP 059C
RSWP 059E
RTEDG 05C0
SAM OOAC
SAMAS 058E
SAMCNT 0034
SAML1 0530
$AML2 0532
100
300
940
20
2
6, 9, 6, 9
3
100
155
6, 29, 6, 29 
10
12
200
5
52
2
1
200
211
SHFDAT, DATIN 
WELDOP, SHFDAT 
WELDOP
WELDOP, SHFDAT 
AFC
DATIN, RINLIM
SHFDAT
POSCON, AFC
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON
POSCON •
DATIN, RINLIM
POSCON -
DATIN
DATIN
PESCON
DATIN
SYSTST, POSCON,
SYSTST, POSCON,
SYSTST, POSCON,
SYSTST POSCON,
DATIN
DATIN
DATIN
SYSTST
AFC, DATIN
DATIN
RIGINT, PESCON, 
AFC
RIGINT
POSCON, RIGINT,
AFC
AFC
POSCON
SYSTST, AFC
AFC
AFC
AFC, DATIN
SHFDAT, DATIN
AFC
SHFDAT
PESCON
PESCON
AFC, DATIN 
AFC, DATIN 
AFC, DATIN 
AFC, DATIN
AFC
PESCON, AFC
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SAVPOS 0436
SAVPSN 043E
SAVPSS 0440
SAVSPD 0404
SBMAS 058C '
SC 019E
SCAN 01AA
SCFLT 019C
SDWA 0680
SECT •0042
SEMAS 0596
SEP 01D4
SMERB 05BA-
SMOOTH 0586
SP 01DE
SPD 01D8
SPDBND 01E0
SPEED 02EA
SPREF 0520
SPRFAC 0528
SPRHW 0524
SPS 051C
SSECT 0046
STANM 01A4
STBCNT 01AC
STIME 0214
STMAS 058A
SWMAS 0594
SWP 01D6
TARGM 003E
TARGMP 01E6
TDAT 0760
TDIST 0202
THKP 03EA
TOTCNT 003C
TPAMAS 0066
TPCNT 0036
TTAMAS 006A
TWP 04BE
UBSSD 0070 R
USTT 01A0 R
UTSPT 006C R
UTSSD 0074 R
VSPD 0078
WG 01BA
WIDP 01E8
WIDTH 009C
WM 01B6
WP 01B8
ZBMAS 0050 R
DATIN
DATIN
DATIN
DATIN
AFC
SHFDAT
DATIN, SYSTST, GAGMOD,-AFC 
SHFDAT ,
AFC, SHFDAT 
SHFDAT
SHFREP, SHFDAT 
AFC .
DATIN, RINLIM 
5 AFC 
AFC
AFC, DATIN 
AFC, SHFDAT, DATIN 
40 DATIN 
DATIN
SYSTST, PESCON, DATIN 
PESCON
RIGINT, PESCON 
PESCON
1 SHFREP, SHFDAT 
GAGMOD, SHFDAT 
GAGMOD, SHFDAT 
SHFDAT, DATIN 
AFC 
AFC
DATIN, RINLIM
300 WELDOP, AFC, SHFDAT, DATIN
300 WELDOP, AFC, DATIN
SYSTST 
DATIN
100 WELDOP, DATIN 
SHFDAT 
SHFDAT 
SHFDAT
SHFDAT .
35 POSCON 
SHFDAT
GAGMOD, SHFDAT
SHFDAT
SHFDAT
SHFDAT
WELDOP
940 WELDOP, AFC, DATIN
940 WELDOP, SHFDAT
WELDOP 
WELDOP 
SHFDAT
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ZBUD 0094 R SHFDAT9
ZCl 05CE R 1.1 DATIN
ZC2 05D6 R - 1.1 DATIN
ZCONST 03FC R 1.1 SYSTST, DATIN
ZDAMP 0658 0.75 DATIN
ZDE 03F8 R 1.0 DATIN
ZDE1 - 05CA R 1.0 DATIN
ZESTD 064E R DATIN
ZEXCON 0098 R SHFDAT
ZLSTOP 01A6 R SHFDAT, DATIN
ZM 010E R SHFDAT, DATIN
ZMAS 03E4 R SHFDAT, DATIN
ZOCST 05D2 R 1000. DATIN
ZPE 03F0 R 0.6 DATIN
ZPE1 05C2 R * . ' 0.6 DATIN •
ZPFAC 05AA R 1.1 SYSTST, AFC, DATIN
ZPOS 03E8 R DATIN
ZPRS 03EC R DATINZSAMO 045E R DATINZSAM1 0462 R DATINZSE 03F4 R 0.75 DATIN 'ZSE1 05C6 R 0.75 DATINZSKEW 065C R 15. DATINZSM OOAE R SHFDAT, DATIN
ZTICK 00 7C R SHFDAT
ZTMAS 004C R SHFDAT' .ZUNDR 0048 R SHFDAT
10.
10. a.
i)
INPUTS AND OUTPUTS 
DIGITAL .
(Refer to Print No. E6066) 
INPUT MODULE 
Segment Address X f01
BYTE BIT STATE SIGNAL
0 0-3 0 Spare
4-7 True Top Coating Mass
1 0-7 True Top Coating Mass
2 0-3 0 Spare ,
4-7 True Bottom Coating Mass
3 0-7 True Bottom Coating Mass
4 0-3 0 Spare
4-7 True Total Coating Mass .
5 0-7 True Total Coating Mass
6 0-5 0 Spare
6-7 True Top Scaler Output
7 0-7 True Top Scaler Output
8 0-5 0 Spare
6-7 True Bottom Scaler Output
9 0-7 True Bottom Scaler Output
A 0 1 Alloy Measuring Mode Top Head
1 0 Zinc Measuring Mode Bottom Head
2-3 Dwell Mode Head Position
01 1st edge, 10 centre, 11 2nd edge
4 True (NA) Weld
5 True Top Roll Switch
6 True Forward Edge Signal
7 True Retract Edge Signal
B 0 True Bottom Roll Limit
1 True Top Standby Limit
2 True Bottom Standby Limit
3 True Far Forward Limit
4 1 Top Forward Limit ~
5 On Sheet Bottom Forward Limit
6 0 Top Retract Limit
7 Off Sheet Bottom Retract Limit
BYTE BIT STATE SIGNAL
C 0 True Standby Mode
1 True Manual Mode ,
2 True Dwell Mode
? True Scan Mode
4 True Fault
5 True Average Display
6 True Sample Complete
7 True Average Complete
D 0-7 0 Spare
E 0-7 0 Spare
F 0-7 0 Spare
Segment Address X 11 *.
BYTE BIT STATE SIGNAL
0 0-7 True Top Mass Count (Not Used)
1 0-7 True Top Mass Count (Not Used)
2 0-7 True Bottom Mass Count (Not Used) -
3 0-7 True Bottom Mass Count (Not Used)
4 0-7 True Width Count (Not Used)
5 0 0 Spare
1 i / o Pressure Auto/Manual
2 i / o Pressure North Remote/Local
3 i / o Pressure South Remote/Local
4 . i / o Position Auto/Manual
5 True Position A.C. Power On
6-7 10 Weld Made
11 At Pot
01 At Gauge
6 0-7 0 Spare
7 0-7 0 Spare
8 0-7 Length Counter '
9 0-7 Length Counter
A 0-7 - Diameter Calculator
B 0-7 Diameter Calculator
C * F 0-7 0 Spare
'T
OUTPUT MODULE 
Segment Address X *0'
BYTE BIT STATE SIGNAL
0 0-7 0 Spare
1 0-7 0 Spare
2 0-3 0 Spare
4-7 True North Pressure Reference
3 0-7 True North Pressure Reference *
4
i
0-7
1
0
1
Spare
I '
7
'i'
0-7
'r
0 Spare
8 0-3 0 Spare
4-7 True South Pressure Reference
9 0-7 True South Pressure Reference ,
A 0 0 Spare
1 0 Spare
2 False Preset North Pressure
3 False Preset South Pressure
4 0 Spare
5 U Spare
6 i/o Pressure Auto/Manual Light
7 i/o Position Auto/Manual Light
B 0 False North East In Command
1 False North East Out Command
2 False North West In Command
3 False North West Out Command
4 False South West In Command
5 False South West Out Command
6 False South East In Command
7 False South East Out Command
c
1
0-7
I
0
I
Spare , 
1V
F 0-7
V
0 VSpare
10.b ANALOG INPUTS
CHANNEL NAME SIGNAL CONVERSION WIRE
NO.
CARD
NO.
PIN
NO.
GND
0 NEP North East Position < 3EN16 12A 407 408
1 NWP North West Position ) 10V = 200 mm 3PM26 12A 409 410
2 SEP South East Position ( Signal + & - 3EM34 12A 411 412
3 SWP South West Position ) 3EM43 12A 413 414
4 SPD Speed 10V = 180 mpm 3FG34 12A 415 416
5 PT Pot Temperature 10V = 100°C 3FS06 12A 417 418
6 NP North Pressure ) 3GC21 12A 419 420
7 NPR North Pressure References 10V = 50 KPa 3GH14 12A 421 422
8 SP South Pressure ) 3GC42 13A 407 - 408
9 SPR South Pressure References 3GH35 13A 409 410
10. c. INTERUPTS
PHYSICAL
ADDRESS
PRIORITY DIG MISC 
MASK
SIGNAL PROGRAM
20 1 B Gauge Head Position AFC
21 2 Gauge Cider
22 3 15 Rig Interupt RIGINT
23 4 Timer Strobe GAGM0D
24 5 C Gauge Data SHFDAT
25 6 15 Weld Tracker WELD0P
26 7 Delivery Stop SHFDAT
27 8 c Gauge Mode GAGM0D
28 9 B Gauge Head Position
29 10 Potman Error Correction WELDOP
2A 11 Weld 20 m from Pot WELDOP
2B 12 Fault Finding Button SYSTST
2C 13 • In Limit Change Button RINLIM
11. FLOW CIIAItTS
iLe following rules have been used when flow charting the 
programs for this system.I
a) A computer program flow chart is sequential; no parallel paths 
are allowed because internally the computer works sequentially, 
The chart is a graphical representation of the logic of the 
program. It aims to document the basic structure and function 
of the program with out going into.details.
b) The normal flow of a chart is from top to bottom and from left 
to right. Flow lines not conforming to this convention have an 
arrow on them to indicate direction of flow.
This symbol is used to represent connection to 
another part of the flow chart on the same page.
This symbol is used to represent connection to 
another part of the flow chart on a different page
d) The flow lines in the chart always enter the top of a symbol and
leave the bottom. Only one line can enter a symbol as it is a
sequential chart. The only symbol which can have more than
one flow line leaving it is the decision (or branch) symbol 
where a choice of one path out of 2 or more is made. A flow 
line never enters or leaves the side of a symbol.
e) The following symbols have been used.
- Process ~ A calculation etc.
c) Connectors.
- Input/Output - used when reading from or 
writing to the digital or 
Analog Multiplexer.
- Terminal Interrupt - Used to indicate
the start and end 
of a program.
- Preparation - Used when a flag is set or 
a counter incremented.
- Decision - Used when one of several paths 
can be taken.
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- Display - Used to indicate a message to the 
Potmans Visual Display Unit.
- Predifined Process - Used to indicate the
calling of a subroutine
- Document - Used to indicate a message to the 
line printer or system terminal.
- Online Stroage - Used to indicate disk
transfer.
- On page connector.
- Off page connector.
f) On page connectors have often keen used to avoid having flow 
lines cross. This makes the chart easier to read.
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12.a.1 Analog Data Input Program - DATIN
The following functions are carried out by this program.
1. Analog Inputs .
The analog inputs are read, converted to physical values, checked 
for upper and lower limits and stored once for every three metres 
of strip passing the pot.
2. Signal Alarms •
If upper limits, lower limits or rate of change limits are violated an 
alarm message is displayed upon the operators console and the 
control system returned to manual operation (COMAN =1). If rig 
in limits are detected (i.e. rigs too close) the operator is 
informed by a message on his console/ and feedforward prediction 
is called for.
3. Line Stopped Flag j
If the line speed is below thirty five meters per minute . 
the line stopped flag (LSTP) is set. Messages are displayed 
on the operators console for both line start and line stop.
The length of the delays is calculated and the number of 
delays per shift counted.
4. Data Stack, t
A data stack is sat up to align analog data between the pot 
and the gauge. This is necessary for feedback control, model 
adaption and data logging.
5. Data Logging
The process measurements necessary for model development and 
testings are logged on a disc file every time one of these signals 
changes, more than a specified deadband. The information required 
is steady state information and all the measurements are averaged 
during the logging period using running averaging techniques.
The program DALOG copies this information from disc to line .
printer or cassette at the operators request.
6. Model Adaption
The process data is averaged over each complete scan and is 
used with the JLast^calculated model constant to predict the coating 
mass. If the predicted value is within ten grams of the measured 
value the constant table is up dated. A new model constant is 
calculated from the measured data. •
7. Prediction and Feedfoward Control
The subroutine DT calls for feedfoward control (PREDCT) when 
one of the following happens:
a. Speed or Target Mass change.
b. Manual Pressure Change. . -
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c. Rig in limit - depends on Target mass.
d. Line Stoppage.
e. Line start.
The subroutine MODEL does the actual control. It trses the 
adapted model to calculate the new position and pressure 
settings to give the desired coating mass. The programs 
POSCON and PESCON are then started to set the rig to the new 
conditions.
INPUTS AN! OUTPUTS '
Logging Disc File ICC6 
Analog Inputs
Channel Signal Name Conversion
0 North East: Position NEP IV = 2Ĉ m,
1 North West Position NWP IV = 20mm
2 South East Position SEP IV = 20mm
3 South West Position SWP IV = 20mm
4 Speed SPD IV = 18mpm
5 Pot Temperature PT Not working
6 North Pressure NP IV = 5 kpa
8 South Pressure SP * IV = 5 kpa
PROGRAM TIMING
The program runs every three metres of strip. It calculates the 
time for three metres to pass, from the speed, and then waits for 
that time. If the speed is le.ss than thirty five metres per 
minute.it waits for two seconds.
TASK COMMON USAGE
All lables starting with the letters A~X are two byte integers. 
Those starting with Y and Z are four byte real numbers.
Label Address Originating
Program
COTMAS 
(12, 2)
0 SHFDAT
KOUNT 30 SHFDAT '
TARGM 3E WELDOP
LSTOP 82 DATIN
NSTOP 8C DATIN
TMAS 9E SHFDAT
BMAS AO- SHFDAT
AZMAS A2 SHFDAT
Function
Scan coat mass array.
Count of samples in scan. 
Target mass at gauge. 
Cumulative length of delays 
this coil.
Number of delays this shift. 
KMAS (1) Top mass reading 
KMAS (2) Bottom mass reading 
KMAS (3) Scan average total 
mass reading. ~
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Label
SAM
ZSM (12,2)
ZM (12,2)
N (12)
GCLN (3)
GWID
GTHK
ZLSTOP
SCAN
NEP
NWP
SEP
SWP
SPD
PT
NP
SP
SPDBND 
POSDBD 
MSDBD 
TARGMP 
WIDP .. 
THKP 
CNP (3) 
JPOL (4) 
JPIL (4) 
TDIST 
LOCAT 
MFILE 
.DFILE 
PRSDBD 
LSTP 
PTDB 
JA
STIME (3) 
FTIME (3)
POSN 
(4, 25) 
SPEED (25) 
PTEMP (25) 
PRESN (25) 
PRES (25) 
BALOG (25) 
ZMAS 
ZPOS
ZPRS
ZPE
ZSE
ZDE
ZCONST
-3-
Address
AC
AE
10E
16E
192
198
19A
1A6
1AA
IDO '
1D2
1D4
1D6 l 
1D8 
IDA 
1DC
IDE - 
1E0 
IE 2 
IE 4 
LE 6 
IE 8 
1EA 
1EC 
1F2 
1FA 
202 
204 
206 
208 
20A 
20C 
20E 
210 
214 
21A
222 )
2EA j 
31C ) 
3EE ) 
380 ) 
3B2 ) 
3E4 
3E8
3EC
3F0
3F4
3F8
3FC
Originating Function 
Program
SHFDAT
SHFDAT
SHFDAT
SHFDAT
WELDOP
WELDOP
WELDOP
DATIN
GAGMOD
Number of samples/scan.
Array of sum of squares of 
sample masses.
Array of sum of sample 
masses.
No of samples in array 
columns.
Coil number at gauge.
Width at gauge.
Thickness at gauge.
Cumulative delays over shift. 
Gauge scanning flag.
for
> STD 
Calcs
Signals measured by DATIN every three 
metres - see Analog Inputs.
Fixed
Fixed
WELDOP
WELDOP
WELDOP
WELDOP
DATIN
DATIN
Speed deadband for logging. 
Position deadband 
No longer used.
Target mass at pot.
Width at pot.
Thickness at pot.
Coil number at pot.
Position out limit flag. 
Position in liniit flag.
DATIN
DATIN
DATIN
Fixed
DATIN
DATIN
DATIN
DATIN
Stack pot pointer - DJ 
Write disc sector pointer.
Read disc sector pointer.
Pressure deadband for logging.
Line stopped flag.
Not used.
Gauge stack pointer.
Start of delay -''j modified by SHFDA 
End of delay >
Time aligned data stack including logging 
pointer set up by DATIN.
DATIN
DATIN
DATIN
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
DATIN
Mass for model adaption.
Jet to jet distance for model 
adaption.
Average pressure for model adaption. 
Model position exponent J for 
Model speed exponent l Adaption 
Model distance exponent J
Adapted model constant.
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MPOSN ' ' 400 DATIN
MPRES 402 DATIN
SAVSPD 404 DATIN
SAVPOS (4) 436 DATIN
SAVPSN 43E DATIN
SAVPSS 440 DATIN
ZSAMO 45E DATIN
ZSAM1 462 DATIN
PREDCT 466 DATIN
PREFI 4B0 ï AFC '
PREF2 *’ 4B2 1 and
PREF3 4B4 ( DATIN
PREF4 4B6 J
COMAN -■ 512 DATIN
POSCON
• PESCON
ATRIG 514 1
ATPSN 516 } RIGINT
ATPRS 518 J
SPREF 520 DATIN .
NPREF 522 ' //
ZPFAC 5AA DATIN
AFC
RTEDG 5C0 . AFC
ZPE1 5C2 Fixed
ZSE1 5C6 Fixed
ZDE1 5CA Fixed
ZC1 5CE DATIN
ZOCST 5D2 Fixed
ZC2 (5 , 6) 5D6 DATIN
ZESTD 64E DATIN
AZC1 652 DATIN
AZT3 654 DATIN
AZF1 656 DATINZDAMP 658 Fixed
ZSKEW ' 65C Fixed
PINLIM 660 DATIN
Jet to jet distance running 
Average pressure I average over
Average speed j complete
Average positions J scan
Average north pressure 
Average south pressure 
None of samples since logging.
None of samples in scan.
Prediction flag.
Jet Position.
References in mnxlO 
for POSCON
Computer return to manual
Rig Status.
Pressure references 
in KPa x 10 for PESCON.
Gain of AFC mass feedback loop.
Retract edge flag - reset by DATIN.
Model constant and exponents 
used for control.
Optimisation constant Pressure/ 
distance curve.
Table of model constants.
Standard deviation of T/B mass error 
across scan.
ZCONST "i
ZESTD /Converted to fixed point 
ZPFAC J and scaled by 100.
Damping in predication of ZPFAC.
Skew in pressure/distance curve. 
Position in limit distance.
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12.a.2 SHIFT DATA COLLECTION PROGRAM - SHFDAT
The format*f this program is rather complex due to inexperience at the time of 
writing a®§considerable changes at a later date to meet changing production 
requirements.
1. The pogram:. reads mass data from the gauge at the end of each sample
and lie average mass at the end of every scan. The data is then set into 
three arrays : - .
(a) Scan mass array - updated every scan
(b) Sum of samples mass array
amt (c) Sum of squares of samples mass array
Bothffi) and (c) are reset by DATIN at the end of every logging period.
2. At He end of every coil data is calculated and logged on the disk file
. to teased by SHFREP when it generates the shift report.
3. At He end of every shift the data for the first coil of the shift is
retrieved, the shift results added to it, and then it is written back on to 
disk« .
4. Two assembler subroutines are included in the program
(a) LSTSUB - reads the gauge data from the digital multiplixer and sorts
out what caused the interupt. The sample complete pulse is too
' short to be read on.the digital multiplixer so the software determines
its presence by elimination of other interupts.
(b) MHPOS - reads the gauge head position and returns flags so that the 
main program can tell if the heads are in the correct position for 
the interupt generated. This helps to identify faulty data caused 
by scanning problems.
5. Softssre is included to detect the presence of scanning problems and inform
the fflperator. The problem is detected when more than thirteen samples occur 
in mm scan. •“
6. The «ad of the coil occurs when the shear cuts the coil at the recoiler.
At Hig stage part of the next coil has passed the gauge and the data for it 
is iaoorrectly included in the coil being removed. Even with the addition 
, of e£ra hardware tracking facilities a satisfactory solution would be
difficult to find. This only creates a problem on change of target mass. 
Thisproblem can be overcome by referring to the gauge chart.
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The program logic allows for coils to be removed (shear cut interupt) 
during line stoppages. It updates the stoppage start time so that the 
stoppage is shared with both coils.
Input and Output
Digital Inputs —
Name Byte
TOP Mass 00 A 01
Bottom Mass 02 A 03
Total Mas.s . 04 A 05.
length X*18V A X’19’
diameter X'lA’ A X 1 IB'
Gauge Status Scan X 10C '
Gauge Status Average display
Sample Complete
Head Position Top Forward X'0B'
Bottom Forward 
Top Retract 
Bottom Retract
Disk file 1DC6
Bits
3
5
6
4
5
6
7
Program Timing
The program is connected to gauge data interupt (24) and the shear cut 
interupt (26). It runs every time a.new mass reading (sample or average) 
is displayed on the gauge, while it is scanning and every time a coil is 
removed from the recoiler. '
Task Control Block
Priority 8
< Options E8C0
size 7K
logical units
5 - 2
9 - 3 0  '
A - 4B 
D - 1DC6
Task Common Usage -
All labels beginning with A - E ,  I - T A W are two byte integers. The label 
GPTR is a two byte integer also. The labels beginning with F - H ,  U , V A X -  
are four byte real.
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Label Address < Originating
Program
COTMAS (12,2) 0 SHFDAT
KOUNT 30 . SHFDAT
LMODIN 32 SHFDAT
SAMCNT 34 SHFDAT
TPCNT 36 SHFDAT
BTCNT 38 SHFDAT
AVCONT 3A SHFDAT
TOTCNT 3C SHFDAT
TARGM . 3E . WELDOP
CCOUNT 40 SHFREP
SECT 42 SHFDAT
TDSET 44 spare
SSECT 46 SHFREP
ZUNDR 48 ■ SHFREP
ZTMAS 4C SHFREP
ZBMAS 50 SHFREP
ZMAS 54 SHFREP
COIL (3) 58 SHFDAT
OM 5E fixed
BTIME (3) 60 SHFDAT
TPAMAS 66 SHFDAT
BTAMAS 68 SHFDAT
TTAMAS 6A SHFDAT
UTSPT 6C SHFDAT
UBSSD 70 SHFDAT
UTSSD 64 SHFDAT
VS PD 78 SHFDAT
ZTICK 7C SHFDAT
LENGTH 80 SHFDAT
LSTOP 82 SHFDAT
DAT IN
ACON 1 84 SHFDAT
DATE (3) 86 SHFDAT
NSTOP 8C SHFDAT
CCLASS 8C SHFDAT
Scan mass array
No. of samples so far in scan
gauge status last interupt
Total no. of samples in coil
No. of top samples violating min' SS
No. of bottom samples violating min SS
Total no. of scans in coil
No. of violations of min. tripple spot
target mass at gauge
No. of output coils in input coils
write sector for logging
read sector pointer
% TRIPL more than 5 grams under
sum of top average mass’s
sum of bottom average mass's
sum of total average mass's
coil no. for shift log
budget mass over target
coil start time
top average mass for coil
bottom average mass for coil
total average mass for coil
7. under standards
Average speed for coil
Average coated thickness for coil
coil length
length of stoppage
7o auto control 
date
No. of stoppages/shift 
coating class
Function
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Label Address Originating
Program
GGUTL 90 SHFDAT
ZBUD 94 SHFDAT
ZEXCON 98 SHFDAT .
WIDTH 9C WELDOP
KMAS (3) 9E SHFDAT
LCOIL (3) A4 SHFDAT
MANCON AA RIGINT
SHFDAT
SAM AC SHFDAT
ZSM (12,2) AE ) set up by 
SHFDATZM (12,2) 10E ( reset by
N (12) 16E ; DAT IN
ICLN (3) 192 )
IWID 198 ( WELDOP
ITHK 19A. )
SCFLT 19C SHFDAT
SC 19E SHFDAT
USTT 1A0 GAGMOD
STANM 1A4 GAGMOD
ZLSTOP 1A6 SHFDAT
SCAN 1AA GAGMOD
STBCNT 1AC GAGMOD
-AS 1AE SHFDAT
NS 1B0 SHFDAT
DS 1B2 ' SHFDAT
AUTO 1BE RIGINT
ATIME (3) 1C0 RIGINT
MTIME (3) 1C6 RIGINT
SHFDAT
SPD ’ 1D8 DAT IN
LSTP 20C DAT IN
STIME (3) 214 DAT IN
IFTIME (3) 21A DAT IN
• _SHFDAT
Shift gauge utilisation 
Budget zinc consumption 
Actual zinc consumption 
width
last mass readings 
last coil number
Manual control during coil 
No. of samples in scan
standard deviation calculations
Date for new coil
scan fault flag 
No. of samples in scan 
time gauge was not in scan 
gauge in standby flag
Accumulative length of line stoppages 
gauge in scan flag 
timer stroke counter
disk sector pointers to the start of 
the shifts
automatic control flag 
time system went into auto
time system went into manual
line speed 
line stopped 
time line started
time line stopped
Function
Label Address FunctionOriginating
Program
MAS (3) 680 (
ETIME (3) 686
IMNT (2) 68C
IDIM (2) 690
PDIM (2) 694 ) Work area for SHFDAT when setting up a modifying
ZDA1 (4) 698 ( logging vector
SDAT (28) 6A8
)
)ZDAT (3) 6E0
YMAS (2) 6EC )
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12.a.3 WELD TRACKING PROGRAM - WELDOP- " *7’1 —  - "  .... ■■■■■" - 1
This program tracks the weld through the line. It sets flags to indicate weld 
position and handles data entry from the potman; see section on Operating 
Instructions. When the data has been entered the program transfers it in task 
common as the weld reaches different points of the line.
Also the potman can change his data at any time by pushing a button on the desk 
.to start the program. If there is no weld in the line the data is transferred 
in task common immediately.
Inputs
Byte X* 15' bits 6 & 7
Weld tracker code 00 No weld
10 Weld made
11 At pot
01 At gauge
Program Timing
The program is connected to -the weld tracker interrupt and the potman's data 
change request interrupt. The program runs every one hundred milli seconds 
until the data is in the computer.
Task Control Block .
Priority 7
Options E0C0
Size 2K
logical units
5 - 1 0  
9 - 3 0  
A - 4B
Task Common Usage
Label Address Originating
Program
Function
CNP (3) 1EC WELDOP Coil number at pot .
COIL (3) 58 WELDOP Coil number at gauge
DIATE 1BC WELDOP Coil data late ‘
GCLN (3) 192 WELDOP Coil number at gauge
NCLN (3) 186 . WELDOP New coil number
NTHK 190 WELDOP New thickness
NWID 18E WELDOP New width'
NDP 1B4 WELDOP New data present flag
NTMAS 18C WELDOP New target mass
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Label Address Originating
Program
Function
TARGM 3E . WELDOP Target mass at gauge
TARGMP 1E6 WELDOP Target mass at pot
WP 1B8 WELDOP Weld at pot
WM 1B6 WELDOP Weld made
WG 1BA WELDOP Weld at gauge
WIDP 1E8 WELDOP Width at pot
WIDTH 9C WELDOP Width at gauge
GTHK ’ 19 A ‘ WELDOP ' • Thickness at gauge
GW ID 198 WELDOP Width at gauge
General Description
The program is part of the suite of programs for the CGL coating mass control 
project and is therefore written to run on an Interdata 7/16 under RTOS.
It monitors the progress of welds in the strip from the time the weld is made 
until it reaches the gauge. Facilities are also included for the potman to 
enter the parameters for the product being made, either when a weld is made or 
at any other time by pressing a request.button. This information is normally 
passed to Jihe control programs when the weld reaches the pot (and again when it 
reaches the gauge) but is passed approximately 30 metres early when a coating 
increase is called for provided the second weld tracker interrupt is connected.
If the potman does not input new data in time, warning messages are displayed
on the screen, and control continues with the previous parameters. The time
available for normal input is the time for the weld to travel from the entry 
end to the pot.
The program uses logical unit 05 as keyboard input normally device 10
logical unit 09 as display output normally pseudo device 3C
and logical unit 04 for digital multiplexer input, device 4B
It has three interrupts it may be connected to:- •
Line 25 for the first weld-tracker input
(Weld made, weld at pot, weld at gauge) •
Line 2A for the second weld-tracker input .
(early weld-at-pot) '
Line 29 for the potman's input request button.
The program is memory resident and runs at priority level 7.
Method of Operation
It is not essential, but it is preferable, to LOAD the program before connection 
to ensure correct loading. Connect the program using the RTOS connect command;
CONN WELDOP, 25, 1, 29, 2, 2A, 3
;v
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Method of Operation, (cont'd)
This is the only normal operation required at the console typewriter.
If the RTCS system has recently been loaded, it may be necessary to check 
(in the Line Frequency Clock driver) that timeout is permitted on the keyboard 
(device 10) and that the time out period is 15 seconds (in the H-D CRT driver).
At the potman's keyboard, inputs are required in response to messages displayed. 
The program uses the Half-duplex CRT driver which means that all inputs must be 
terminated by a Carriage Return (since lines are of variable length); a "hash" 
may be used to cancel a line and a "back arrow" (“*“) to cancel any single -
character. If more than 15 seconds elapse after a key has been pressed, before 
the next one is pressed, time-out will operate and the whole line will be 
cancelled. Any outstanding messages from other programs will be displayed before 
further inputs are requested. ’
The operations at the potman's keyboard are as follow:
(a) When the weld is made at the entry end of the line, an interrupt is 
generated which triggers the program and the message
l
WELD MADE
NEW COIL NO. . PLEASE
is displayed. The new coil number should now be input, terminated by 
a Carriage Return (CR). The number must have exactly six digits but 
may be preceded by non-digits such as spaces. If the input is not 
accepted, the program re-requests the new coil number^ after displaying 
a NOT VALID message.
(b) The current settings of Coil Number, Target Mass, Strip Width and 
Strip input thickness are displayed under appropriate headings;
a request is displayed:-
NEW DATA PLEASE (CO, MA, WI, TH; or OK IF THEY'RE ALL RIGHT)
New values for the parameters may now be keyed in (including coil number if a 
mistake had been made previously), preceded by the appropriate code letters 
(or the whole word if desired, only the first two letters are checked).
Parameters may be typed in any order, and more than one may be input per line, 
provided that one non-digit follows any input other than a coil number. After 
each line has been input, the new current settings are displayed and the request 
made again. This sequence is continued until O.K. (with car. ret.) is typed.
Note:-. Thickness may be input with or without decimal point e.g. 0.50 millimetres 
may be input as 0.5 or 0.50 or 50 or .50
Values input must be within certain limits; if not, a NOT VALID message will be 
displayed and a return made to (b) above. ' . * •
The limits are:
Mass: 50 to 650 grams per sq. metre
Width: 550 to 1250 millimetres
Thickness: 0.15 to 5.00 millimetres
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Method of Operation (cont'd)
If a code is not accepted, the message DON'T UNDERSTAND will be displayed, but
previous inputs on the line will have been accepted.
Once an error has been found on a line, the rest of that line is ignored.
(c) If the potman desires to change parameters in mid coil (if he suspects 
for example that his previous input was in error), he may press his 
request button. The program will immediately go to (b) above. The new 
data then keyed in will be passed to the control programs immediately 
OK is typed (provided a-weld is not in the line at the time). This 
facility can be used to find the current settings by hitting the request 
button and then keying OK with no other changes.
(d) If a weld reaches the pot before new data has been entered, the message
URGENT I URGENT!
NO COIL DATA: CONTROL WILL USE LAST COIL'S DATA UNTIL NEW DATA ENTERED 
is displayed and the display bell is rung several times.
(e) If a weld reaches the gauge and new data still has not been entered
then the coil number on the shift report is tagged with "A" as the 
last digit. ‘
Techniques Used
The program is essentially in two separate sections, an interrupt servicing 
section and a keyboard one. Various keys control the operation and interaction 
of these sections, the main ones being OPGO (really register 5), NDP and DLATE.
At location REMOV a check is made for the presence of an interrupt. If there 
is none, OPGO is tested and if non-zero the appropriate part of the section is 
entered. If it is zero, the program goes to end-of-job. If an interrupt was 
present, its assocated parameter is examined to find the origin.
Parameter 1 indicates the weld tracker and this is read using the digital 
multiplexer. The two weld tracker bits are extracted and decoded to find if the 
weld has just been made, is at the pot, or has reached the gauge. A program 
marker WP is set accordingly. If the weld has been made DLATE (date late) is 
cleared and part two activated by setting OPGO to point to the coil number request 
loop. If the weld has reached the pot NDP (New data present) is tested, and if it 
is set the new data is moved to the Pot Data locations in Task Common. If new 
data is now present, the URGENT etc. message is displayed and DLATE set. If the 
weld has reached the gauge, DLATE and NDP are tested and if the data present it is 
moved to the Gauge data area and Pot Data area if appropriate. If not present 
"A" is added to the coil number for SHFDAT to record.
Parameter 2 indicates the potman's request button. This interrupt is ignored if 
the second section is already active, indicated by OPGO being non-zero. This 
eliminates any problems which may otherwise arise from switch bounce or clashes 
between the weld tracker and the potman as the caller.
Parameter 3 indicates the second weld tracker interrupt, i.e. that the weld is 
approximately 30 metres from the pot. If data has been entered by the potman 
by this time, and an increase in coating mass is called for, the new data is 
passed at this point so that the control programs may have the mass established 
by the time the new coil reaches the pot. '
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Techniques Used (corjt'd)
In the second section of the program, which deals with keyboard inputs, OPGO 
(register 5) holds the address of the next operation in the section, or zero 
indicating that the section has not been enabled. It thus operates in a similar 
way to a subroutine link,-but coupled with the 100 millisecond delay, it enables 
the two sections of the program to run together and other programs to have 
access to the Visual Display Unit for message output. It is assumed that 100 ms 
as a delay between operations is a sufficiently short time for the potman not to 
notice the delay. So that the program does not go into an I/O WAIT state, the 
keyboard inputs are made using the RTOS unconditional proceed facility. If the 
transfer cannot be started, the program effectively delays 100 ms and then tries 
again. Once the transfer is started, the program examines the transfer status 
location to find when the transfer is finished. If it is finished because the 
15 second timeout operated, OPGO is set so that the previous message is 
re-displayed and then the input re-started.
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12.a.4 PRESSURE CONTROL PROGRAM - PESCON
This program controls the pressure in both the jet headers. It provides a 
reference to the analog pressure controllers.
1. The program has a control loop in it to modify the reference preset to 
the analog controller until the pressure is correct. This loop was found 
to be necessary because of (a) inaccuracies in the controller setup
(b) drift in the controllers
Thus we get correct pressure control, irrespective of forward loop errors,
. if the pressure feedback signal is correct. The control algorithm used
is -
Reference Preset = Reference Preset + Gain x Pressure Error 
. Gain = h except for references changes when it is unity
The algorithm is effectively an integrator and it is reset to zero 
every time the control returns to manual. The first run of the program 
upon return to automatic uses unity gain to get the correct reference and 
thus achieve a bumpless change over.
2. The control loop is a sampled data loop with a considerable period of time 
between samples. The time between samples is governed by the response time 
of the analog controllers. This loop must not change the reference to the 
controllers until they have settled from the previous change.- The controllers 
on number three line are very slow because there is no positioner or volume 
booster on the control valve. The output of the instrument drives the valve 
directly. The response time from full open to full closed is 25 seconds.
With a positioner it could be reduced to 4 seconds and with a volume booster 
to 1.25 seconds. ’
The program checks for reference changes every 1.5 seconds and samples every 
30 seconds (20 x the reference checking). The time between reference checks 
is adjustable in task common.
3. If control, within a certain deadband, is not achieved after a period of time 
the program calculates the ratios of reference presets/desired references and 
alarms if there are outside the range 0.8 - 1.1. It then returns pressure
to manual control. .
Inputs and Outputs 
Analog Inputs
Channel 6
7
8 
9
North Pressure
North Pressure Analog Reference 
South Pressure
South Pressure Analog Reference
PaRe 2
Digital Outputs
Byte Bit Signal
02
03 ' i ■North Pressure Reference Preset
08
09 i South Pressure Reference Preset
0A 2 Preset North Pressure Reference
3 Preset South Pressure Reference
4 Pressure Auto
5 Pressure Manual
6 Pressure Manual.light • * *
Program Timing
The program is started by DATINS subroutine MODEL when feedforward control is
required. It runs every 1.5 seconds to detect reference changes and samples the
feedback every thrity seconds.
Task Control Block
Priority 6
Options 40C0
Size • IK
logical units
5 - 2  
9 - 3 0  
A - 4B 
B - 83
Task Common Usage
Label Address Originating Function
Program
COMAN 512 ' DATIN 
PESCON 
POSCON
Computer return to manual flag
INGAIN 51A Fixed Pressure Integrator gain = 2000/INGAIN
NPREF 511 DATIN North Pressure reference
NPRFAC 52A PESCON North Pressure/Preset .
NPRHW 526 PESCON
RIGINT
North Pressure preset
NPS 51E PESCON North Pressure signal
PRBAND 54C Fixed Pressure Control deadband
RCONBT 510 RIGINT ) Output byte of rig control
. PESCON 
POSCON
) signals
RGST 500 RIGINT Rig Status
SAML1
SAML2
530
532
Fixed 
' Fixed  ̂ counter limits for PESCON
SPREF 520 DATIN South Pressure reference
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Task Common Usage (cont’d)
Label Address
i
Originating
Program
Function
SPRFAC 528 PESCON South Pressure reference/preset
SPRHW 524 PESCON
RIGINT
South Pressure preset
SPS 51C PESCON South pressure signal
LWAIT 534 Fixed Program wait period - msec
N.B. many of the above signals are scaled up by 10 or more.
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12,a.5 RIG POSITION CONTROL PROGRAM - POSCON
This program controls the position of the air knife rig. One control loop, 
with different constants, controls all four positions. The position references 
are set up in task common by AFC and DATIN. . ~
A  sampled data system with two algorithms, selected according to position error, 
is used. For large position errors a proportional plus derivative algorithm 
is used. For small errors a pulse and wait algorithm is used. The proportional 
plus derivative algorithm would be completely adequate if rapid torque reversal 
(plugging) was allowed on the air motors. The algorithm could be set up to 
give critical or overdamped response but the frictional load varies considerably 
causing the response to change. Also the supply pressure to the motors is not 
fixed. For this reason the pulse and wait loop was added to do the final trim 
of the control.
Backlash compensation is included. The backlash check facilities in AFC
can be used to calculate the necessary compensation. The backlash varies from 
rig to rig and can be reduced to an insignificant amount if the rig is installed 
properly. .
An alarm message is displayed to the operator if the program cannot achieve 
the desired control. Under' these conditions the program returns the system 
to manual control and inhibits feedback gain adaption in AFC.
Inputs and Outputs
Analog Inputs 
North East Position 
North West Position 
South Each Position 
South West Position
Digital Outputs
North East In 
North East Olit 
North West In 
North West Out 
South West In 
South West Out 
South East In 
South East Out
Program Timing
Chanel
0 .
1
2
3
byte Bits
X *0B’ 0
1
2
3
A
5
6
. 7
This program is started by DATIN and AFC. It runs every thirty five mill 
seconds until the desired positions are achieved or an alarm is generated.
Task Control Block
Priority 5
Options 60C1
size IK
Logical Units
9 - 3 0
. A .  -  AB 
B -  8 3
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Task Common Usage
Label Address Originating
Program
BLASH (4) 4E4 Fixed
BLC (4) 4 EC POSCON
COMAN 512 POSCON
PESCON
DAT IN
RIGINT
DGAIN (4) 4CC Fixed
FACAL 5AE ’ POSCON
AFC
JPIL (4) 1FA DAT IN
JPOL (4) 1F2 DAT IN
LCL1 4B8 )
LCL2 4BA C Fixed
LCL3 4BC )
LEI 4DC POSCON
LE2 4DE POSCON
LE3 4E0 POSCON
LE 4 4E2 POSCON
PBAND 4C0 Fixed
PBAND2 4C2 Fixed
PCI 4A0 POSCON
PC 2 4A2 POSCON
PC 3 4A4 POSCON
PC FAC 4FC Fixed
PCTC (4) 4F4 POSCON
PGA IN 4CA Fixed
PLSWT (8) 4D4 Fixed
PREF 1 4B0 )
PREF 2 . 4B2 ) AFC A
PREF 3 4B4 ) DAT INPREF 4 4B6 )
RGST 500 RIGINT
RPC ON 4A6 POSCON
TWP 410 Fixed
!
!
Functionft
Necessary backlash.compensation 
Actual backlash compensation used
computer return to manual
Derivitive gain for each loop
Feedback gain adaption flag
Jet position in limits 
Jet position out limits
POSCON counter limits
last error in position for each 
position
fine'dead band - position error 
course dead band - position error
Position loop counters
Factor to calculate no. of pulses to 
move rig by the position error
Pulse counters
Proportional gain for all loops 
Wait time for pulse and wait loop
Position references
Rig status
Position control output byte 
data sampling period .

1
12.a.6 Rig Interrupt Handling Program - RIGINT
This program monitors the state of the Potmans control desk and sets 
program flags accordingly. It indicates change of desk status 
to the potman and sets up timing information for percentage auto 
control calculations by SHFDAT at the end of each coil. If the system 
is in manual control, more than once during a coil the calculation 
will be incorrect. The-.System will revert to manual control as soon 
as the potman pushes one of his manual buttons. He has to push one or 
both of his auto buttons to return to automatic. The rig position 
control and the pressure control are independent. Both have to be 
in auto for the system to be logged as being in auto.
Digital I/O
JOHN LYSAGHT (Australia) LIMITED
Sheet Manufacturing Division
Input Byte X'151
Bits
1. Pressure Auto/Manual.
2. North Pressure Remote/Local.
3. South Pressure Remote/Local.
4. Position Auto/Manual.
5. Position AC Power On/Qff.
Output Byte X'OA1
Bits
2. Brest North Pressure Reference.
3. Prest South Pressure Reference.
4. Pressure Automatic.
5. Pressure Manual.
6. Pressure Manual Light.
7. Position Manual Light.
Interrupt
This program is connected to interrupt line 22, Parameter 1. This is a 
combination of all bits input to byte X'151. .
Task Control Block
Priority 3 
Options E0C8 
Size 2K 
Logical Unitsi 
5 - 2
, 9 - 3 0
A -'-Sb
JOHN LYSAGHT (Australia) LIMITED
Sheet Manufacturing; Division
- 2 -
TASK COMMON USAGE
ATIME (ICO) 0 Time system goes into auto or
MTIME (ICG) ) ; manual for % auto control calculation.
MANCON (OAA) Indicates that system has been in manual 
during coil. Reset by SHFDAT.
ATPRS (518) Pressure in auto: *1 ^
ATPSN (516) Position in auto 1 Flags set by RIGINT
ATRIG (514) Rig in auto /
AUTO (1BE) 1 - Auto, | 
0 - manual J
NPRHW (526) Ò PESCON integrator outputs - set to
SPRHW (524) 0 zero when pressure goes to manual.
COMAN (512) Computer has returned system to manual - 
returned to auto by RIGINT.
RGST (500) Present rig status - input byte X'151.
LRGST (502) Last rig status.
RGSC (504) Change in rig status.
RCONBT (510) RIGINT output byte X ’OA1.
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12,a.7 Gauge Monitoring Program - GAGMOD
This program monitors the mode of the gauge. On change of mode it sets 
a flag indicating the new mode and informs the potman by a message on 
his video display unit.
The length of time the gauge is not in scan is calculated and a 
cumulative total generated. This information is used by SHFDAT 
to calculate gauge utilization and the cumulative total is reset 
by SHFDAT at the end of each shift.
When the gauge goes to standby the program measures the sample mass 
and calculates the pulse rate out of the proportional counter.
This information is printed on the system terminal for use by 
maintainance personel.
INPUTS
BYTE BIT FUNCTION
X'OC« 0
1 
2 
3
0 & 1 
2 & 3 
4 & 5 
6 & 7 
8 Sc 9
Standby mode signal 
Manual mode signal 
Dwell mode signal 
Scan mode signal 
Top mass reading 
Bottom mass reading 
Total mass reading 
Top scalar output 
Bottom Scalare output
PROGRAM TIMING
The program is connected to the gauge mode and timer strobe interrupts. 
The mass, pulse rate print out is preformed on the tenth timer strobe 
interrupt after the gauge goes into standby. This ensures that the 
heads are in the correct position and the system has settled.
TASK CONTROL BLOCK '
Priority A 
Options EOCO 
Size IK 
Logical units 
2 - 2/ -9 - 3 0  
A - 4B
TASK COMMON USAGE
LABEL ADDRESS ORIGINATING. 
PROGRAM
FUNCTION
SCAN IAA GAGMOD Scan Flag
STANM IA4 GAGMOD Standby Flag
STBCNT IAC GAGMOD Strobe counter
USTT IA0 GAGMOD
SHFDAT
Cumulative total of time 
gauge is not in scan
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12.a.8 ADAPTIVE FEEDBACK CONTROL - AFC
This program controls the coating mass using the measurements taken by the 
X-ray flourescence gauge as feedback. It has the following facilities- -
1. Controls the total mass, differential mass and skew mass using pulse 
and wait feedback control (a simple sampled data system). The required 
change in position = mass error x gain
i . e . & D = & M x G
The new position reference is calculated by adding the change in position 
(&.D/2) to the measured position. This overcomes zero errors in the 
transducers. The rig is very different to zero and thus zero errors 
are always present making absolute positions an unreliable feedback control.
2. The wait period, in integral numbers of scans, between feedback action
is calculated. .
Period = transport lag + 1 scan to measure new values
= transport distance (m) 4- 2
No. of samples/scan x Speed (m/sec)
3. The gain of the feedback loop is adapted on line by measuring changes 
in the total coating mass for measured changes in the position. The 
actual gain during the change = A.D/AM. This is smoothed to overcome 
noise problems in small changes.
G = G ■ + (¿\D/&M - G . )/40 /ADn n -1 n -1
/\D is scaled up in MM x 10
Gain adaption is called for when feedback action calls for a reasonable 
position change. The adaption only occurs if the mass and position have 
changed and speed and pressure have not changed. The program inhibits 
gain adaption during target mass changes; a new gain is predicted at 
this time by the feedforward program.
This section of the program also calculates the overmass the system will 
run at. i.e. actual target = target mass + overmass.
The overmass is inversly related to the gain. The position control has a 
. deadband of +_ 0.2 rnm on each jet i.e. + 0.4 mm on jet to jet distance.
From the equation gain = AD/AM. "
The mass deadband can be calculated.
A M  = A D = 6 = 12 for G _ Ì;
Gain Gain 6 for G = 1
3 for G = 2
From this à target overmass is calculated which ensures that the actual
target mass is just below the bottom of the mass deadband and violations 
of the minimum triple spot will be corrected for.
----- mass deadband (---------overmass
due to position target e.g. 300 gra .
control deadband
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An additional amount (EXMAS = 3 gms) is added to this so that mass
variations due to noise, on pressure and speed, do not cause violations 
of the minimum triple spot.
A target optionisation loop is included in the program. This section 
adjusts the total mass reference above the actual target to minimise 
violations of the minimum single sided standed. This has the affect of 
increasing the total coating mass on bad shape product. Similar checks 
are not done on the minimum triple spot because the feedback loop controls 
the total mass to be above the minimum triple spot. Attempts to do this 
have not improved the quality of the product but have caused the mass to 
overshoot and if the gain is too high the system will under shoot when 
correcting for the overshoot producing more violations of the minimum 
triple spot.
A section of code is included for checking the rig backlash. The program 
will only do this test when a location in task common (FÜNF) is set to 
one. The test moves the rig out one millimeter and measures the mass 
change. It then moves it back in one millimeter and measures the mass 
change. The data is then printed on the terminal in the following format:
Mass, Jet to Jet Distance, Distance Change In, Distance Change Out,
Mass Change In, Mass Change Out, Gain In, Gain Out.
This test should only be done during steady state operating conditions.
The program guards against errors caused by incorrect readings on 
change of system status.
(a) When gauge goes out of scan the transport lag counter is reset .
When' the gauge commes back into scan from standby the 
retract edge signal^generated when the gauge comes on line^is 
ignored and the data at the end of the first scan (or second 
depending on transport lag) is used for feedback control.
(b) On the first run of the program after entering automatic control 
some initial conditions are set up.
The computer can return the system to manual, and notify the operator, 
if system errors occur. The operator is then required to check the 
system and put it in manual or automatic. On a couple of occasions the 
operator did not realise this had happened and the system ran uncontrolled 
for a long period of time. To overcome this problem this program
(a) turns the manual lights on if the operator has not acted after one
scan .
(b) returns to automatic control is the operator has not acted after 
five scans. If the error still exists the system will suspend 
itself again.
Sets up and end of scan flag (RTEDG) for DATIN '
Inputs and Outputs
Head position signal input byte x’ B'
bits x' 07'
Manual lights output byte x TA ’
• ‘ bits x '07'
Analog position signals chanels 0, 1, 2, 3
Page 3
Program Timing; %
.  y  .The program is connected to the head position interrupt. The program logic
detects the first interrupt when the heads reach the retract edge. The digital 
input corresponding to the retract edge is x* 0C'. The program counts the 
number of scans from the occurrence of this signal as a measure of the 
transport lag in the feedback lopp.
Task Control Block .
Priority 4
Options E8C0
size 4K .
. . logical units
5 - 2  
A - 4B 
B - 83
Task Common Usage '
All labels starting with the letters A - X are two byte integers and the labels 
starting with Y or Z are four byte real numbers.
Label Address Originating
Program
Function
COTMAS (12,2) 0 SHFDAT Scan mass array
KOUNT ^ 30 SHFDAT No. of samples in scan so far
TARGM . 3E WELDOP Target mass at gauge
KMAS (3) 9E SHFDAT Last mass readings ’
MANCON AA AFC
RIGINT
SHFDAT
flag to indicate manual control during coil
SCFLT 19C SHFDAT Scan fault - reset
SCAN 1AA GAGMOD Gauge in scan flag '
AUTO 1BE RIGINT System in automatic flag
MTIME 1C6 AFC
RIGINT
Start of manual control time
SHFDAT
SPD 1D8 DATIN ' Speed mm x 10
PT ' IDA DAT IN Not used
NP 1DC DAT IN North Pressure KPa x 100
SP , IDE DAT IN South Pressure KPa x 100
TARGMP 1E6 WELDOP Target mass at pot *
WIDP * 1E8 WELDOP Width at pot -
LSTP 20C DAT IN Line stopped flag .
PREF 1 4B0 ) AFC )
PREF 2 4B2 ) A ) Rig position references
PREF 3 4B4 ) DATIN )
PREF 4 4B6 ) . )
Page 4
Label Address Originating
Program
Function
PBAND 4C0 Fixed Position control deadband
RGST 500 RIGINT Rig status
RCONBT 510 RIGINT 
AFC ~ 
PESCON
Rig control output byte
COMAN 512 DAT IN
PESCON
POSCON
Computer return to manual
ASCNT 582 AFC Count of scans for transport lag
RSCNT 584 AFC No. of scans in transport delay
SMOOTH 586 -
EXMAS 588 Fixed Target increase to overcome noise
STMAS 58A AFC Scan top mass
SBMAS 58C AFC Scan bottom mass
SAMAS 58E AFC < Scan total mass (average)
NWMAS 590 AFC )
NEMAS 592 AFC ) 
AFC ) Four quatrant mass'sSWMAS 594 -
SEMAS 596 AFC . )
RNEP 598 AFC )
RNWP 59A AFC ' ) 
AFC ) Rig positionsRSEP 59C
RSWP 59E AFC )
FUNF 5A0 Fixed Flag calling for backlash check
LPOSN 5A2 AFC last jet to jet distance
LMAS 5A4 AFC last average total mass
DELTM 5A6 AFC mass change due to control
DELTP 5A8 AFC position change for control
ZPFAC 5AA AFC 
DAT IN
Feedback gain
FACAL 5AE AFC
POSCON
Gain calculation flag
MDES 5B0 AFC Desired target mass
REQOVM 5B2 AFC Required mass over target -
MINOVM 5B4 Fixed Mass over min single sided for target opt.
MREF. 5B6 AFC Actual mass reference
DMERB 5B8 AFC Differential mass error
SMERB 5BA AFC Skew mass error
LMDES 5BC AFC Last desired mass target \Last target massLTMAS 5BE AFC
RTEDG 5C0 AFC Retract edge flag - end of scan .DAT IN
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12.b.1 Data Logging Program - DALOG
This program formats and prints the engineering data logged on disc by 
DATIN. The program is started from the terminal.
Task Control Block
Priority D 
Options 48C0 
Size 2K 
Logical Units 
3 - 6 2  
5 - 2  
D - ljCC6
Task Common Usage
All labels are integers.
Label Address Originating
Program
Function
MFILE 206 DATIN . Write sector pointer.
DFILE 208 DALOG Read sector pointer.
JOHN LYSAGHT (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED
S H E E T  M A N U F A C T U R I N G  D I V I S I O N
SHILL N03 COMPUTER SYSTEM 
DATA LOGGING PROG. DA LOG
D R N .  VtN .T; . D A T E  3>\- V I  b S C A L E NTS
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12.b.2 SHIFT REPORT PRINT OUT PROGRAM - SHFREP
This program formats and prints out the shift report using data logged on 
the disc by SHFDAT. The program runs automatically every day at 8.00 a.m. 
If the line printer is not on it will pause. It resets the day shift 
sector pointer to allow for day shift data already logged. If it is run 
on night or afternoon shift this pointer will be incorrect.
S.F. is a program identical to SHFREP except it does not modify the 
sector pointers. It can be run at any time without affecting the next days 
shift report.
TASK CONTROL BLOCK '
Priority C 
Options 48C0 
Size 3K 
Logical Units 
3 - 6 2  
5 - 2  
D - IDC6
' TASK COMMON USAGE
All. labels starting with the letters A-E, I-N, S-T, are tvo~ byte integers.
The labels starting with F-H, 0-R, U--Z are four byte real numbers.
LABEL ADDRESS ORIGINATING FUNCTION
PROGRAM
CCOUNT 40 SHFREP Output coil count.
SECT 42 SHFDAT Disc write sector pointer
TDSET 44 . spare
SSECT 46 SHFREP Disc read sector pointer
ZINCON 48 SHFDAT No longer used in SHFREP
LCOIL A4 SHFREP Last coil number logged
DS IB2 SHFDAT
. SHFREP Day shift sector pointer
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12.b.3.
System Test Information Program - SYSTST.
This program displays information about the control system an the 
potmans video display unit when requested. There is sufficient 
data to check that the system is running correctly and to isolate 
faults to particular areas of the system.
The data can be used to:-
a. Compare computer readings with desk instruments to 
check if the computer inputs are working correctly.
b. Study the operation of the position, pressure and 
mass control loops.
c. Determine the states’ of the control system e.g. whether 
the rig is in automatic or not.
' ,INPUTS
All analog signals are read into the program.
PROGRAM TIMING
The program is started by pushing a button on the potmans desk and 
displays information every 3 'seconds’ until the button is pushed again.
TASK CONTROL BLOCK .
Priority B 
Options C9C0 
Size
Logical Units 
9 - 3 0  
• B - 83
TASK COMMON USAGE
— 11 labels starting with A-S are two byte integers and those starting 
with T-Z are four byte real numbers.
This program does not interact with other programs but it does read 
data,^they set up in task common. 'The foilwing task common 
locations are perculiar to this program.
LABEL ADDRESS FUNCTION
- • PRUN 4 6 Ë
ADAT (11) 470
TDAT.C40)
Program Status Flag.
Analog data buffer.
Display table and work area.
K/ENG72. R£V. 272.
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12.b.4 REDUCE IN LIMIT - RINLIM
This program gives the potman the facility to reduce his rig in limits 
to overcome rig calibration problems. If a rig in limit flag is set the in 
limit is reduced to two millimeters less than the shortest“ jet to jet distance
Program Timing
The program is started by the in limit change button on the Potman's desk.
Task Control Block
Priority B ,
Options 
size IK
logical Units
9 - 3 0
Task Common Usage
Label Address Origin Function
NEP 100 DAT IN North east position
NWP 102 DAT IN North west position
SEP . 1D4 DAT IN South east position
SWP 1D6 DAT IN South west position
JPIL (4) lFa DAT IN Jet position in limit flags
PINIIM 660 DAT IN Jet position in limit distance
RINLIM
Voti1«. Qt\
JOHN LYSAGHT (AUSTRALIA) LIMITED
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12.b.5 PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
PROGRAM NXME 
PROGRAM BY 
DATE
SETUP
A.K. Smith
9th December 1974
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The program enables the Task Common area to be loaded from disc, and 
stored on disc for future loading. The disc file used (normally 1BC6) 
and the index to it are large enough to hold 25 dumps, each of size 
2K bytes. A write key is used to prevent accidental overwriting of the 
file. The index may be printed out (LU3). All operator messages are 
via LU5.
METHOD OF USE
On entry the message R/W/D/I is output. One of the letters (followed by 
carriage return) should be input.
a) R (Read from Disc)
The message DUMP NO? will be output. The user should reply with 
the number of the dump required. If the program cannot find this 
dump, it will re-request DUMP NO?. If the dump's size is different 
from the current Task Common sizes, the message TASK COMMON SIZES 
DIFFER will be output. If, in this case, the dump is the smaller, 
additionally CONTINUE Y/N? will be output to which the user should 
. reply Y for the lower part of Task Common to be filled or N for a 
return to the beginning of the program.
Whenever a dump is read, its date and time of writing are displayed 
as a confirmation that the correct dump has been input. After a 
read the program goes to End of Job.
b) W (Write to Disc)
If there is room in the index and on the disc file, the current 
contents of Task Common are written to disc and the date and time 
stored in the index. The new DUMP NO is displayed. The program 
goes to End of Job.
c) D (Delete Dump) •
This facility is not yet available.
d) I (Index Print)
The current contents of the index are output to the printer (LU3) 
Dump lb., Date and time (in a compressed form).
The program returns to the beginning.
fa'S
AKS/PE
JOHN I.YSAGHT (Australia) UMITHT) V
Sheet Manufacturing; Division
12.h.6 PROGRAM NAME: COPY
PROGRAM BY: A.K. SMITH
DATE: 26th September, 197^
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The program is designed to copy from an input file to an output file. 
These files may be any of paper tape, cassette or disc; and where 
appropriate file marks may be skipped before copying takes place.
Text may be in ASCII in blocks of up to 132 characters long or in 
binary in which case it is assumed that the blocks are 108 characters 
long, i.e. in Relocating Loader format. A File mark is written on 
the output file when the input device detects a file mark or end-of- 
medium or goes unavailable. The program runs under RTOS. Its logical 
units are 1: input file, 2: output file, 5: keyboard device.
These are normally set to 102,45*2 respectively, i.e. paper tape, 
cassette 45 and teletype keyboard.
METHOD OF OPERATION
Load COPY, change assignments if necessary and start COPY.
The message i/P FILE MARK SKIPS is displayed and the operator should 
replay with the number of file marks'to be passed on the input file 
before copying starts. This must be 0 if the input device is not a 
cassette. _
The message 0/P FILE MARK SKIPS is displayed and the operator should 
reply with the number of file marks to be passed on the output file 
before copying starts. This must be 0 if the output device is not a 
cassette.
The message ASCII or BINARY, A/B is displayed and the operator should 
reply A or B depending on the type of file to be copied.
The file wall nov be copied until the input terminates. Care must be 
taken not to touch the Teletype keyboard during copying if paper tape 
is in use.
A.K. Smith
AKS/PE
JOHÌ^ L Y S A G H T  ( A u s t r a l i a )  L I M I T E D
S h e e t  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  D i v i s i ò n
12.c.1. PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME 
PROGRAM BY 
ISSUE 
DATE
EXAM
A.K. Smith
2
6th December, 1974.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The program enables the contents of any core location of the Interdata 
7/16 (running under RTOS) to be examined and enables the contents of 
Task Common locations to be changed.
Outputs are available in decimal integer, real number (in "scientific” 
notation) hexadecimal integer, instruction mnemoinc and alpha-numeric 
character (ASCII) forms. If the output device is not the teletypewriter 
(physical address 02) all forms are given preceded by the address. If 
the output device is the teletypewriter only one form is given, according 
to type specified (see below), and the address is given, following the 
data, only when it ends in 0.
On alpha-numeric character output, the display sometimes differs depending 
on the output device (e.g. character x'7F' is displayed as - on the 
printer but is ignored by the VDU). The control symbols are interpreted 
as a two-letter code (see table).
The smallest unit which may be addressed is the halfword for integers and 
characters and the fullword for real numbers.
Single addresses or blocks of addresses may be specified for examination or 
writing to. When a location is written its previous contents are displayed 
as an aid to error correction.
When the program is being used to examine locations only^an Iteration 
facility is available, allowing the user to examine the required locations 
at a specified time interval.
The programs logical units are:-
03 Printer - normally physical address 62 .
05 User input keyboard - normally p.a. 10 or 02
06 Output terminal normally p.a. 10 or 02
Note: If the VDU is used in full duplex mode then 06 may be assigned to 11.
METHOD OF USE
a) On entry and at certain points in the program, a request is 
made for a line to be input (when the VDU is in use the 
request is made by displaying the double symbol )>• ) .
This line must specify the address(es) to be examined and their new 
contents, if any.
b) A block of addresses may be specified in two ways:-
i) The two addresses separated by a hyphen (minus sign)
The first address, an open parenthesis (, and a decimal 
number, being the number of half words to be processed.
ii)
A single address input means that only one location will be 
displayed.
Note: * All address inputs are hexadecimal
An address input may be preceded by address control codes ZA,
ZB, or ZC. Here Z stands for Zero definition: ZA, ZC specify 
absolute and common addresses respectively, ZB must be followed 
by an address which is to be used as a base in finding the true 
address of a location to be displayed. Control codes remain in 
effect until changed.
If the last input specifying a block is terminated by an equals 
sign, => then subsequent inputs are taken as new values to be 
put into the addresses specified. Note however, that a block 
of.addresses will all be set to the first such value and any other 
inputs will be put into succeeding locations. Whenever a value 
is put into a location, the previous contents are displayed.
It is possible to change number type for input (and teletype 
output) by preceding an address or number input with a type code.
The type codes are:-
i) N for Normal (i.e. decimal) integers.
ii) . X for Hexadecimal integers
ii) R for Real Numbers •
iv) L for Letters (i.e. ASCII characters).
Note that Hexadecimal integers are terminated by any non-hexadigit 
i.e. by a character outside the ranges 0-9, A-F; Real and Normal 
inputs are .terminated by an non-numeric character, except that 
a decimal point is allowable in a real number and the symbols E 
or may be used to specify an exponent for a real number, in 
which case the exponent should follow immediately as a decimal 
number; Letter inputs are always in threes, i.e. two characters 
and a terminator.
Note: Once L has been called, it is not possible to revert to
numbers, or to input other codes without finishing a line first 
and specifying the number code with an address. Certain characters 
have special meanings to the peripheral drivers and cannot, therefore, 
be input by EXAM. At the time of writing these are <—  ^  and
cr.
The output device may be changed by preceding an address or number 
input by a Device code. The Device codes are:-
i) T for Terminal i.e. LU6
ii) P for Printer i.e. LU3 ' *
Except as mentioned under d), unless an input terminator is cr 
(carriage return) further blocks of addresses, etc., may be 
input. This means that one line may specify several blocks of 
addresses to be displayed, which do not need to be contiguous 
and which may be partly Absolute and partly Common if desired.
3
h) An Iteration code may be used as one of the inputs on a line.
This code is I followed immediately hy a decimal number which is the 
delay time which is to elapse after one display before the next 
display. Its units are tenths of seconds. This code is ignored 
if new values are specified anywhere on the line and unlike other 
special codes this one is not "remembered" from one line to the 
next. Once an iteration has been started, it will continue until 
the RTOS TELL facility is used. Any input message may be used.
i) After a display is completed, or with iteration when the TELL is
input, the program returns to a). •
j) The program may be PAUSE by inputting an exclamation mark ! at the 
beginning of a line.
Examples 
ZA123 cr
will display the contents of Absolute location 123.
If the next line is 
456#ZC789 cr
then the contents of Absolute location 456 and Common locations 788 to 
ABC will be output. If now 
ZB24#12 - A2 = 987^654 cr
is input then the contents of Common 36 to CS will be displayed, Common 
36 to C6 will be set to (decimal) 987 and C8 will be set to 654.
If now the input line is .
ZB0,124(8,140,ABC-DEF cr
then common locations 124 to 12A and ABC to DEE will be displayed; there 
will be a delay of 4 seconds and the same locations will be displayed 
again.' The process will continue until TELL EXAM is input on the tele­
typewriter .
If the line is now,
4 = R1.23.456E5 cr
then the previous contents of Common 4 are displayed and the new value of 
123.456*10^ input to fullword 4-7.
I
Note: On entry, the program is set up for Common addresses, decimal
integer input and Terminal display.
P p c £AKS/PE
JOHN LYS ACUT ( A u M m l i a )  L I M I T E D
S h e d  M a m i l a d u r  j n g  j )3 v i s i o n
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ATTACHMENT FOR PROGRAM SPECIF1CATT0N - EXAM 
ISSUE: 2 - DATED 6th DECEMBER, 1974.
• Ilex., Abbr. ASCII Name \ Hex. Abbr. ASCII Name
. oo NL .Null • . 10 DC DCo
01 SM SUM 11 XN X - On
02 EA EOA • ‘ 12 TN Tape On
03 EM EOM ' 13 XF X - Off
04 ' . ET EOT 14 TF Tape Off
05 m WRU • 15 ER Error
06 RU RU 16 SY SYNC
07 • BL Bell 17 LM LEM
08 FE FEo 1 . 18 Sff ¥  •
09 . HT Horiz. Tab. 19 SI SI
OA LF Line' Feed. , 1A S2 ' S2
OB VT . Vert. Tab IB S3 S3
OC IE Form Feed 1C S4 S4
OD CR Carriage Return . ■ IB S5 S5
OE SO Shift Out IE s6 s6 .
OF SI Shift In IF • S7 S7
J O H N  L Y S A Q H T  ( A u s t r a l i a )  L I M I T E D
S h e e t  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  D i v i s i o n
12.c.2. PROGRAM NAME: PLOT;
’ PROGRAM BY: A.K. Smith 
DATE: April, 1975
General Description
The program is a monitoring aid for real-time systems. It runs 
under RTOS on Interdata computers. It enables the line printer (or 
other device if required) to be used as a chart recorder.
At regular (specifiable) intervals a line is printed, on which 
the positions of letters represent the current values of the variables 
associated with them. Up to 26 variables may be monitored (one letter 
of the alphabet is used for each). Unused print positions have a 
series of dots and numbers to give a background grid. Each printed 
variable is specified by its address(es) in memory (Absolute or Task 
Common) and it may be a single variable or the difference between 
two variables. It may be an integer in the range -32768 to +32767 
or 0 to 65535 and may have an offset value; or it may be a set of 
binary bits. Each variable may have a different scaling and basic 
print position. The iteration period may be specified in seconds or 
milliseconds (Timing starts at the beginning of the output of each 
line). For '’slow” output logical unit 3 is used and for "fast" 
output logical unit 2 is used. (This enables a disc file to be used 
if necessary with subsequent slow speed print-out using COPY).
Current parameter settings may be displayed on logical unit 4.
Logical units are:- 02 - "fast" output - normally 11C7 disc file
03 - "slow" output - normally 62 line printer
04 - parameter output - mormally 62 line printer
05 - input keyboard - normally 02 teletype
Note: It is hoped to add facilities for monitoring real
(i.e., floating point) numbers at a later stage.
Method of Operation
Load PLOT, change assignments if necessary and START PLOT; or 
START PLOT directly.
An input will be requested. Each line input will specify the 
address(es) for the variable and any parameters required, or will be 
a control item. . .
If the program is unable to decode a line the message ?? is 
output followed by a hexadecimal number and the whole line is ignored.
The number is of no significance to the operator.
The first letter of the line determines whether an address or 
control is input. Control characters are as follows:­
'. Program is paused.
L List current variables and parameters.
G or 0  GO. Start monitoring.
I Iteration period is being input. It must follow as a 
decimal number and if preceded by M will be treated as milliseconds, 
otherwise as seconds. Logical unit 2 or 3 for output is selected 
accordingly.
Z Zero reference address definition, or previous address 
parameter re-specification. The next letter must be 
A, C or P for Absolute, Task Common or Previous Parameter 
changes. If A or C, then address(es) should follow as 
below and the address mode selected remains in force 
until it is changed. If P, then a single letter should 
follow, saying which variables parameters are to be 
changed, followed by the new parameters. Any not changed 
remain at their last settings.
Lines not starting with a control item must start with a hexadecimal 
address. If this address is terminated by a -(minus sign) then a further 
hexadecimal address must follow and the variable printed will be the 
difference between the contents of the first and second addresses. If 
only one address is input, the variable will be the contents of that 
address (Any non-hexadecimal digit may be used as a terminator but "space" 
and comma are recommended).
Optional parameter specifications for the variable may now be input; in 
general, in any order.
T Type - must be followed by I R or B.
I specifies integer and must be followed by
U for unidirectional i.e., 0 to 65535, or
B for bidirectional i.e., -32768 to +32767
R specifies real (this facility is not yet available and the 
input is ignored)
B specifies bit-set and must be followed by a hexadecimal mask 
of the bits required. When the variable is printed its bits 
will be reduced in significance, e.g., if a mask containing 
four l's is used, the variable will vary from 0 to 15, 
regardless of the original bit positions. The maximum 
practical number of bits is 7.
S Scale^must be followed by a decimal number. For integers this 
specifies the significance of each print position (i.e., the 
variable is divided by it to determine the position).
For bit-sets this specifies the number of print positions allowed 
per unit change in the compressed variable.
V Value offset must be followed by a decimal number, which will be 
subtracted from the variable before scaling. This does not 
apply to bit-sets.
P Print Offset must be followed by a decimal number in the range 
0 to 119. This specifies the position on the print-line of 
value 0 (after subtraction of any offset) of the variable. .
I Iteration period, as at beginning of line. (If used with other 
other parameter inputs, this must be the last item on the line).
To save unnecessary inputs, most parameters have default values:
Type - Integer, bidirectional.
Value offset - 0 -
Print offset - 60
Scale - 500. If a bit-set is specified, the scale
default value becomes 1.
Address mode is initially Common.
The RTOS TELL facility may be used to make PLOT revert to input mode, 
i.e., stop monitoring. The message TELL PLOT should be input at the control teletype. .
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The brackets and numbers give cross-references from the teletype copy to 
the associated line printer output.
The first line specifies trace A to be location 0 (Task Common by default), 
with scaling 1, no value offset, a basic print position of 20 and (bv default) 
a bidirectional integer. W
The second line specifies trace B to be Absolute location 489C, a bidirectional 
integer (by default) with value offset 12350, scale 256 and basic print 
position 40.
The third line specifies an absolute location, since the mode was not changed. 
The fourth line specifies a uni-directional integer.
The fifth line sets the address mode back to Task Common and specifies trace E 
to be the bidirectional integer value of the difference between location 10 and 
42 and sets the iteration period to be 10 seconds.
The sixth line again specifies a Common address but the variable is now a 
bit-set with a mask of X'600' i.e., bits 5 and 6. The scaling says that a 
change of bit 6 will move the trace 4 positions.
The seventh line generates the parameter listing 1.
The eighth line changes the value offset of trace D to 31720.
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The tenth line starts the monitoring, generating the lines bracketed 3.
The common locations used in these examples are purely arbitrary, but the 
Absolute locations, hold parts of the current time and this gives varying 
traces.
During print-out 3 it was noticed that the binary time variable, D, had 
the wrong scaling, so this was changed.
Similarly the tens of seconds digit trace, C, had its offset and then its 
scale changed.
Note that at 0854 program EXAM was used to change Common 0, and thus trace 
A was sent off-scale.
At 085830, EXAM was used to change Common 246 to X ’FFFF* from 0, thus 
moving the trace; the location was later changed to X'200’ and X'400' giving 
the displacements as shown.
When using PLOT it will be found an advantage to use EXAM to get the current 
values to locations to be monitored in order to get an idea of the offsets 
required.
JOHN LYSAGUT (Australia) LIMITED
Sheet Manufacturing division
12. c. 3. , PROGRAMME NAME: I).M. .
PROGRAMME BY: A.K. Smith
DATE: 24th June 1974
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAMME: _
This is a program -written to run on the Interdata 70 under RTOS. Its 
function is to read specified addresses of the Digital Multiplexer and 
to print their contents in hexadecimal notation on the line printer.
The addresses to he read and the delay between cycles of the program are 
specified by the operator on the teletypewriter. Messages with regard 
to unexpected status responses from digital multiplexer or printer are 
output to the teletypewriter.
Each page of output has a header line of the addresses of each column.
Each line of digital multiplexer data has the time on the left hand side.
Logical Units for the program are:
03 Line printer
05 Keyboard (teletypewriter)
0A Digital Multiplexer
(Physical assignments for these units are normally 62, 02, 4B respectively). 
INPUT DATA REQUIRED:
On entry the program outputs the request DELAY & ADDRESSES. The operator 
should type in the desired cycle delay (units of seconds) in decimal notation, 
and the beginning and end addresses of up to five (5) blocks of digital 
multiplexer addresses in hexadecimal notation. A single address may be input. 
This is considered to be both start and finish address but note that for all 
blocks the numbers of addresses read is always even, an additional address being 
read if necessary.
During input the following keys have special significance:
- (minus or hyphen) separator between start and - 7 \
end addresses
/ (stroke or oblique) error key. Cancels the
current value being input
Return (Carriage return) End of input.
Any other keys not in the range 0-9 for decimal input or 0-9, A-F for hexadecimal 
input are regarded as terminators for the value being input.
TYPICAL RUN TIME:
The program never terminates itself. The time for each cycle is not known.
AKS: JAH 
26.6.74
JOIIN LYS A fi I IT (Austral i a) LIMITED
Sheet Manufacturing Division
\
FURTHER NOTES ON PROGRAMME DM 
PROGRAMME BY: A.K. SMITH
A new version of the Digital Multiplexer program, DM, ; has been put in the 
computer system» The operating procedure is the same as for the previous 
version, except as in 3) below.
1. The illegal instruction after a printer status print-out 
has beep cured.
2. The "printer status" message has been replaced by "0/P 
DEV. STATUS".
3. The standard o/p device (LU.03) is now disc file 5C6.
This file should normally be rewound before starting DM.
4. To reduce the amount of core required, the program has 
been made to overwrite its initialisation procedure. It 
should not, therefore, be made memory-resident.
AKS/PE
8-7-74
<JOHN LYSAGHT (Australia ) ̂ LIMITED
Sheet Manni'acturjng Division
12.c.4. PROGRAM NAME AM
BY A.K. Smith
DATE 27th August 1974
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This program’s function is to read specified addresses from the input 
side of the analog multiplexer. The program is written to run under 
RTOS.
The values read are output in hexadecimal format, and in decimal format 
scaled to millivolts. Output is normally to the line jirinter hut 
could he to disc, cassette, visual display unit or teletype.
The time is appended to each reading.
METHOD OF OPERATION
On entry the message 'ADDRESSES* is output; the operator should now 
input the start and finish addresses of a block of analog inputs.
Each address should be a single hexadecimal digit. A single address 
alone may he input if only one analog input is to he read.
The message 'S or DELAY (SECS)' is now output and the operator should 
input the delay required between block reads or the letter 'S' if 
only one block read is required.
Mien the program is running, a return may be made to the input messages 
by using the RTOS TELL facility, i.e. typing TELL AM, on the teleprinter.
AK:JAH
9.9.74
J O H N  L Y S A G H T  ( A u s t r a l i a )  L I M I T E D ;VSheet Manufacturing Division
12.c.5 PROGRAM SPECIFICATION
PROGRAM NAME: IT
AUTHOR: A.K. Smith
DATE: 30th December, 1974.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION -
IT is an interrupt monitoring program. IT runs under RTOS and may be 
connected to any of the 16 interrupt module lines. When an interrupt 
occurs, IT outputs the time and the last two hexadecimal digits of the 
parameter associated with the interrupt line.
The only logical unit used is 02 which is normally assigned to the line 
printer.
METHOD OF USE
The program is "connected" as any other interrupt driven program. Any 
lines may be connected, and in the normal use of the program the operator 
will make the parameter the same as the line number., eg. CONN IT, 21,21, 
2A,2A will connect IT to lines 21 and 2A, printing out those numbers 
whenever an interrupt occurs on those lines.
Note: Care must be taken not to connect the program to interrupt lines
already in use on-line.
A.K. Smith
AKS/PE
J O H N  L Y S A Q H T  ( A u s t r a l i a )  L I M I T E D
S h e e t  M a n u f a c t u r i n g  D i v i s i o n
12.c.6. PROGRAM NAME 
AUTHOR 
DATE
RTDUMP 
A.K. Smith 
July, 1975.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
This is a program to dump Interdata RTOS, or RTOS with applications 
programs to cassette in a form suitable for loading with the standard 
"boots trap".
RTDUMP itself is written to be used as an RTOS task.
Two logical units are used:-
LU2 cassette device normally 45
LU5 keyboard/teletype
LU5 should always be the RTOS console keyboard as output messages are 
directed to that device.
OPERATION
When the program is started, it rewinds the cassette and requests the 
top address to be dumped (dumping always starts from location 0). This 
address should not be less than the top of RTOS (73FE at the time of 
writing), and should not be higher than FFE6, as locacions above this are 
used during read-back.
A first block is dumped, which contains a re-read program and this top 
address, then a request is made for a location to be altered
TYPE IN REPL YYYY,XXXX
This should be done, terminated with a carriage return, after which the 
required core is dumped.
During dumping, the address of each location is displayed on the computer 
front panel 5 and after dumping a file mark is written and the tape 
rewound. '
NOTE: When dumping takes place, all other loaded programs should be in
the dormant state and no programs should be connected to interrupts
or waiting to be loaded. ojr ¿¿L> <6 ¿7 •
I t  b *  r j  To F t  (
cAtolc p S .
METHOD USEfo
To ensure that a "clean" copy of RTOS is dumped, the program works in 
Exec mode, therefore, the exit from SVC3 is "plugged" by the REPL mentioned 
above. This cannot be done by the program because of the Memory Protect 
hardware.
The program waits in a dynamic loop for the location to be changed and checks 
that the correct value has been inserted before cancelling itself. After 
its normal functions, SVC3 now jumps into the program, which replaces the 
original contents of the changed location, writes to tape as mentioned and 
then returns to the normal EXEC exit.
M , S .
